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INTRODUCT ION

Among all the physical theories developed by

Albert Einstein, the general theory of relativity (GTR)

is generally considered as his masterpiece. This

theory has yielded the most successful treatment of

gravitation known so far, and has, to the present day

(1981), brilliantly withstood all the experinental tests

to which it has been submitted, while many competing

theo ries have been e 1i-minated.

Despite its success, the history of the general

theory of relativity has received much less attention
than the history of the special theory. Two basic

circumstances are probably responsible for this. First,
between the 1930s and the 1950s, the general theory of

relativity was relati.vely neglected by the scientists
thenselves because experimental rnethods had not yet

reached the sophistication required for the further study

of general-relativistic effects. Second, the technicality
of the subject matter has hindered historical study of
GTR.

Though various aspects of the history of

the general theory of relativity have been treated
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1

elsewherer^ no comprehensive, detailed historical
account of the successive stages in the development of

the general theory of relativity has, to my knowledge,

been published. It is the purpose of this dissertation

to fill that gap. The dissertation will not only analyze

the mathematical development of the theory in detail,
from 1907 to 1917, but will also pay close attention to

Einstein's rnotivations. Though it is generally known

that Einstein was notivated by epistemological reasons

in the development of GTR, this is the first time that

this claim is thoroughly docurnented. By 1905, Einstein

had already successfully applied epistemological con-

siderations to physics: it was his rejection of the

concept of absolute time that made the special theory of

relativity (STR) possible. Einstein's next move was to

attempt to elininate the concept of absolute space (in

particular the concept of absolute acceleration) by

extending the principle of relativity.
In order to show the continuity of Einstein's

concerns in the developrnent of STR and GTR, I will in the

1S"u in particular Jagdish lr{ehra, Einstein,
Hilbert, and the Theory of Gravitation: HiEToÏfâÏ

o11and/
Boston, U.S.A.: D. Reidel, I974). I shal1 argue against
Mehrafs clairn that Hilbert discovered the field equations
independently of Einstein. For other accounts, see the
b ib 1 io graphy
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first chapter briefly review the development of the

special theory of relativity, and analyze Einstein's

dissatisfaction with that theory. I will then deal with:

Einsteinrs first attempts to extend the special theory

of relativity via the equivalence principle (1907-1912);

the first sketch of the general theory of relativity
(1913-1915); and fina11y, the general theory of relativity
as articulated through 1917, when Einstein introduced

the cosmological tern in his 1915 fj-e1d equations.



CHAPTER I

THE SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY

A. EINSTEIN AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY

Among the various accounts of the origin of the

theory of relativity, many have attempted to find some

decisive influence on Einstein's work either in some

experiment or in sone previous physical theory. Thereby

many of these accounts have underestimated (if not missed)

the crucial role epistemological considerations played in
the development of Einstein's theory. It is the nerit of
Tetu Hirosige to have fundamentally reevaluated this
ro1e.1 In his article, Hirosige argues that Mach,s

refutation of the rnechanistic worldview was the most

fundamental contribution to the development of Einstein's
special theory of relativity. It is not my purpose here

to discuss in detail any specific influence on Einstein

1T"tu Hiros ige, ,,The Ether problem, the Mechanistic
worldview, and the Origins of the Theory of Relativity,"Historical Studies in the PhlI:isal, J!rencgs, 7 (IgT6)',

ee also: the articles on thé-lêlaTîvitty theory in
Kgplgr to Einst és,
ffii11er, AlËert Einstein,s speciâl rheorof Relativity: Emerqence and b,ar nterpre tat lon

1905- Reading, ison-Wes1ey,
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but rather to analyze the development of the special

theory of relati-vity from Einsteinrs own point of view.

This will show to what extent the special theory of

relativity l,ras essentially an epistemological success and

will help to understand Einsteinrs epistenological concerns

in the developnent of the general theory of relativity.
After a brief histori.cal survey of the principles of the

special theory of relativity, we shalL analyze Einstein's

approach and his achievement.

1. Historical Background of the
Principles of STR

Two basic principles formed the foundation of the

special theory of relativity: (1) the principle of

relativity, which states that the laws of physics are the

same in a1l inertial systens; and (2) the principle of the

constancy of the velocity of 1ight, which states that the

velocity of light in an inertial system is equal to a

certain velocity c which is independent of the motion of

the source of tight.2 Both of these principles have

significant pre-twentieth-century histories.
A mechanical principle of relativity had already

been extensively used by Christiaan Huygens and had been

firmly integrated in Isaac Newton's theory of mechanics in

2Albert Einstein , "Ztrr
Kôrperr" Annalen der Physik, L7

Elektrodynamik bewegter
(1eos) 8es.
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1687. Augustin Fresnelrs wave theory of light and later
on J. C. Maxwellfs electromagnetic theory presented

potential challenges to the principle of relativity, since

it appeared 1ike1y that the optical and electromagnetic

laws would be dj-fferent in reference frames moving with

respect to the ether. Fresnel showed, however, that a

fj.rst order (in v/c) optical pri.nciple of relativity was

expected to hold in such reference frames if it was

assuned that the light wave was partially dragged along a

moving transparent body with the velocity (I-I/nz)v, where

v is the projection of the velocity of the body on the

direction of propagation of the wave and n the refractive
index of the body.3 This hypothesis, which became later
known as Fresnel's principl",4 r", confirmed by the

experinents of A. H. L. Fizeau,5 M. Hoek,6 G. B. Airy,7

tivity," Isis, 65 (I974),379-86.
4"Pti* décernés, Année L872.-Prix extraordinaires.

Grand prix des sciences mathématiques. Rapport lu et
adopté dans la séance du 14 juillet 1873," Comptes rendus,
79 (1874), ts32-33.

, 5,q. H. L. Fizeau, "Sur 1es hypothèses relatives à
1'éther lumineux, et sur une expérienèe qui paraît
démontrer que 1e mouvement des corps change la vitesse
avec laque11e 1a lumière se propage dans leur intérieur,"
Comptes rendus, 33 (1851), 349-55.

6tt. Hoekr "Détermination de 1a vitesse avec

'Augustin J. Fresnel, "Sur f influence du mouve-
ment terrestre dans quelques phénonènes d'optique," Annales
de chirnie et du p.hItlgru, 9 (1818) ; Oeuvres complètes

s,-1866),2,ffi
@resnel Drag and îhe Principle of Rela-



In 1892, H. A. Lorentz succeeded in deriving
Fresnel's partial drag coefficient for transpaïent bodies

from his electron theory based on lvlaxwellts equatiorrr.l0

and particularly by the

which won the Grand Prix

posed by the Academy of

report of the committee,

Fresnelrs principle, to

of the earth on optical
was already interpreted

a general 1aw of nature
.qexperrments. -

Arch. néer1., 4 (1869),443-50.

7

comprehensive ones of E. Mascart,S

des sciences nathérnatiques pro-

Sciences in Paris in 1872. In the

the general failure, predicted by

detect an influence of the motion

phenomena with terrestrial sources

as hinting at the possibility of
opposed to the success of such

électromagnétique de
mouvants, " Arch.

1aque1le est entralnée une onde lumineuse traversant unmilieu en mouvement," Arch. néer1., 1 (1868), 1g0-g5;
"Déternination de 1a vîaô!E-avêE laq1e1le ôét entrainé
un rayon lumineux traversant un nilieu en mouvementr"

7 C. B. Airy, ,,On a Supposed Alteration in the
Amount of Astronomical Aberration of Light, produced bythe Passage of Light Through a consideràble Thickness ôrRefractive lvîediuil," PIri1. Mag. 43 (IgTZ), S10-13;
"Additional Note to tÏe Pape? 'ôi- a supposed Altération

. ,"' Phi1. Mag., 45 (1879), 306.
8E. Mascart, "Sur 1es modifications qu,éprouve 1alunière par suite du mouvement de 1a source iumineuse et

du mouvenent de ltobservateur," Annales scientifiques de
1'Eco1e Normal_q_tqgEir:iegre, I (f t;

ecdnd putî'.
9"Pti* d.écernés,,, p. lsss.

1ot-1. A. Lorentz, ,,La théorie
Maxwell et son application aux corps
née11. , 25 (1892) , 363- 551.



Like Fresnelts theory, Lorentz?s theory assumed the

existence of an ether at rest. In 1895, Lorentz made an

attempt to extend the electron theory to electrical as

well as optical effects in rnoving bod.i-es.11 Introd.ucing

a new auxiliary mathematical variable t' = t - u*fc2,
which he ca11ed the "1oca1 time," and making use of the

usual Galilean transformation equations x' = x - vt,
y' = y, z' = z (with the usual conventions about the

ori.entation of the axes), Lorentz managed to obtain a

first order relativi.ty (in v/c) for Maxwell's equations

and the Lorentz force. Lorentzts 1895 theory success-

fu11y explained the failure of nearly all attenpts to
detect the motion of the earth relative to the ether,

except a few second order experiments--anong thern the

Michelson-lvlorley experinent (1887) - - for which Lorentz

introduced ad hoc hypotheses 1j-ke the Lorent z-Fitzgerard
contraction hypothesis. Later on, reacting to criticisn
by Henri Poincaré and to the growing importance of second

order experinents, Lorentz attempted to find a single
explanation for the absence of effects of any order. His

1)
1904 theory^" neared the goal by accunulating the

11^-H. A. Lorentz, Versuch ei.ner Theorie der elek-
lli?çhen gl9=getlscllen . Er
(Leiden, 1895); in H. A. Lorentz, Coflec@
Hague: I{artinus Nijhoff , I?ST), S, Ë87:

1)t'H. A. Lorentz, "Electromagnetic phenomena in a
system noving with any velocity snaller than that of
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hypotheses, but Lorentz never achieved a strict covariance

(i. e. , same form of all equations in any i-nerti-al system)

as is evident from Lorentz's 1915 statement:

Besides the fascinating boldness of its starti-ng
point, Einsteinfs theory has another marked
advantage over mine. Whereas I have not been able
to obtain for the equations referred to moving axes
exactly the same form as for those which apply to
a stationary system, Einstein has acconplished this
by means of a system of new variables slightly
different fron those which I have introduced. l3

Lorentz's theories were i.n fact quite unrelativistic in
spirit. His local time variable never had any physical

meaning for him up to 1915 as is plain from Lorentz's own

remarks :

The chief cause of my failure lto achieve the
sirnplicity Einstein gave to electromagnetism] was
ny clinging to the idea that the variable t only
can be considered as the true time and that ny local
time tr rnust be regarded as no more than an
auxiliary mathematical quantity. 14

Furthermore, up to 1915 at 1east, Lorentz believed in

the existence of an ether.15 Poincaré, oû the other hand,

1ight," Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences of
Amsterda in
H. A. Lorentz, A. Einstein et â1., The Principle of
Relativity, with notes by A. Sommer@Perrett
and G. B. Jeffery (7923; rpt. New York: Dover, 1952).

13H. A. Lorentz, The Theory of Electrons, 2nd ed.
(1915; rpt. New York: nov 1S4.
Emphasis in original.

14lbid., p. 3zr, par. 72.
15tbid. , p. z3o, par. r94

À
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hras ready to reject the etherl6 and must be credited

with the explicit formulation of the principle of

relativity in 1904. 1 7

As to the constancy of the velocity of light, the

first important step came in L676, when O1e Rômer found

the velocity of light to be finite and calculated its
value from astronomical observations. Rôrnerts answer

was confirned in 1727 by James Bradley through the

aberration effect. In their calculations, both men

already implicitly assurned a constancy (ln space and

time) of the veloci-ty of light in vacuum. Fresnel's wave

theory of light was to nake the constancy of the

velocity of light with respect to the optical ether

(whatever the direction and motion of the light source)

a natural assunption. Such an assumption clearly
conflicted with the predictions of the enission theory

according to which the velocity of light in an inertial
system of reference should depend on the notion of the

source. Fresnel's optical principle of relati_vity also

see

(r965),

16He.rri Poincaré, La Science et 1'Hypothèse
(1902; rpt. Paris: Flammar

17H"nti Poincaré, "L,état actuel et l,avenir
de 1a physique mathématique," Bulletin des Sciences Mathé-
matiques, 28 (1904), 306. For mffi
contributions to the special theory of relativity,
G. H. Keswani, "0rigin and Concept of Relativity,"
British Journal for the Phi@, 15
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ensured that the velocity of light was the same (to the

first order in v/c) for all inertial systems. The

constancy within a given inertial system was confirmed by

many experiments--in particular by those of Mascart

(L572-71)L8--arrd became a cornerstone of Lorentzf s wid.ely

accepted 1895 electron theory. Lorentz progressively

extended the first order (in v/c) principle of the

constancy of the velocity of light to other orders before

1905.

Thus by 1905, both principles of STR were already

present to some extent. Yet, it was only in Einstein's

hands that these two principles were to be synthestzed

into an entirely new theoretical edifice.

2. Einsteinrs Approach

Einstein, on various occasions, has explained how

he developed the special theory of relativity. The

earliest and most detailed account was given by Einstein

to his friend Max Wertheimer, who around 1916 questioned

him in great detail about the concrete evolution of hi.s

thoughts during the developnent of STR. This account,

together with the other available accounts and Einstein's

scientific papers, a11ow following reconstructiorr.l9

lSMurcart, "Sur 1es rnodif ications ."
19I4"* Wertheiner, "Einstein: The Thinking that

led to the Theory of Relativity," in Max Wertheimer,
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a. Einstein's early doubts about the concept of

absolute velocity.--It seems that already at the age of

16, Einstein had some doubts about the idea of an absolute

veloci ty.20 wond"ri-ng what a light beam would look like

to an observer pursuing the beam with the velocity c

(velocity of light in a vacuum) Einstein later remarked:

From the very beginning it appeared to me intuitively
clear that, judged from the stand-point of such an
observer, everything would have to happen according
to the same laws as for an observer who, relative to
the earth, was at rest. For how, otherwise, should
the first observer know, i.e., be able to determine,
that he is in a state of fast uniforrn motion?21

The passage reveals that Einsteinrs early notion of the

principle of relativity was closely related to his doubts

that there could be such a thing as an absolute velocity.

Mechanics had already confirmed the principle of

relativity for inertial systems. That the principle of

relativity should hold exactly for mechanics and be

invalid in another domain was for Einstein "a prlori not

Productive Thinli-rrg., en1. ed. edited by Michael
@t: Harper & Brothers, 1959), chap. 10,
pp. 273-33. For a list of Einsteinfs accounts, see
Hirosige, "Ether Problem" (1976), pp. 52-53.

20Wertheimerr "Einsteinr " p. ?.iri.

2r-.-^Einstein, "Autobiographical Notes," in Albert
Einstein: Phifosopftet-Sci""tist, ed. Paul A. Schilpp,

t, 1969),1, 53. Trans.
Paul A. Schilpp.
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veïy probab Ie."22

Two years after he entered the Federal polytechnic

in Ziirich, Einstein tried to design an apparatus which

would measure the earth's absolute velocity against the

ether. Einstein's project failed, however, since there

was no opportunity to build the apparatus and because

"the skepticism of his teachers was too great, the spirit
of enterprise too smal I."25 Indeed., Einstein's desire to
design this experiment "was always accompanied by some

d.oubt that the thing was really so"2O (t. ". , that one

could detect the absolute velocity of the earth).

Einstein's doubts about the concept of absolute

velocity were soon to find experimental support in
Faraday's electromagnetic induction experiment. In a

manuscript entitled (in English translation) Fundamental

Ideas and Methods of Relativity Theory, Presented in
Their Development, discovered by Gerald Holton, and

dating according to him from about 1919 or shortly
afterwards, Einstein acknowledged that this experiment

22.-.--Albert Einstein, Relativity, the Special and
the General ThS.orv, authori son
@1961), p. 14. Ernphasis in original.

2SArrton Reiser, Albert Einstein: A Biographical
Portrait (New York: Albe .

24wertheimerr "Einsteinr" p. 2I4
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played a leading role in the construction of STR:

According to Faraday, during the relative notion
of a nagnet with respect to a conducting circuit, êtr
electric current is induced in the latter. It is
all the same whether the magnet is moved or the
conductor; only the relative rnotion counts, according
to the Maxwell-Lorentz theory. However, the
theoretical interpretation of the phenomenon in these
two cases is quite di.fferent

The thought that one is dealing here with two
fundanentally different cases was for me unbearable
[war mir unertrâg1ich]. The difference between
these two cases could be not a real difference, but
rather, in ny conviction, only a difference in the
choice of the reference point. Judged frorn the
magnet there were certainly no electric fields
[whereas] judged fron the conducting circuit there
certainly was one. The existence of an electric
field was therefore a relative one, depending on the
state of motion of the coordinate system being used,
and a kind of objective reality could be granied
only to the electric and magrletic field together,
quite apart -tire
observer or the coordinate system. The phenomenon
of the electromagnetic induction forced rne to
postulate the (special) relativity principle.25

The passage reveals that the idea of an absolute

velocity was unbearable to Einstein and that he sahr in
the induction experinent a confirmation of his poi_nt of
view. Indeed, the experinent 1ed him to postulate the

principle of relativity. This train of thought is even

more clearly expressed in Einsteints original 1905 paper:

25Gerald Holton, "Finding Favor with the Angel
the Lord: Notes toward the Psychobiographical Study
Scientific Genius," in The Interaction between Science

and Philosophy, ed. Yehuda

of
of

the
the

Hunanities Press, \974)
document is now located
Princeton Institute for

Elkana (Atlantic Highlands,
, pp. 369-70; trans. G. Holton;
in the Einstei-n Archives at
Advanced Study.
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Examples of this sort [such as the Faraday
induction experiment], together with the unsuccessful
attempts to discover any motion of the earth rela-
tively to the "light rneâium," suggest that the
phenomena of electrodynamics as well as of nechanics
possess no properties corresponding to the idea of
absolute rest. They suggest rather that, as has
already been shown to the first order of srnallquantities, the same laws of electrodynanics and
optics will be valid for all frames of reference for
which the equations of mechanics hold good. We will
raise this conj ecture (the purport of which will
hereafter be cal1ed the "Principle of Relativity")
to the status of a postulate.26'

It is 1ike1y that Einstein learned about the

Faraday induction experiment during his undergraduate

years at the Polytechnic, either through the curriculum or

through his private reading of Ki.rchhoff , Hemholtz, Fôpp1,

etc.27 Th,r, it was probably around that tine that Einstein

26"B"ispie1e âhnlicher Art, sowie die nisslungenen
Versuche, eine Bewegung der Erde relativ zum
'Lichtmedium' zu konstatieren, fûhren zu der vermutung,
dass dem Begriffe der absoluten Ruhe nicht nur in def
Mechanik, sondern auch in der Elektrodynanik keine
Eigenschaften der Erscheinungen entsprechen, sondern
dass vielmehr fûr a1le Koordinatensysteme, fûr welche
die rnechanischen Gleichungen gelten, auch die
gleichen elektrodynanischen und optischen Gesetzegelten, wie dies fûr die Grôssen erster Ordnung
bereits erwiesen ist. l{ir wo11en diese Vernutùng
(deren Inhalt in folgenden 'prinzip der Relativiiât'
genannt werden wird) zur Voraussetzung erheben,"
Einstein, "Zur Elektrodynamik bewegtei Kôrper" (1905),p. 891; trans . from Lorent z et aI. , The princi.ple ofRelativity, pp.37-38.

27Ger^Id Holton, "fnfluences on Einstein,s early
work in relativity theory," The American Scholar, 37
(1967-68) , 59- 79; rpt. in s1 în
Holton, Thenatic 0rigins of Scientific Thought, pp. Lg7-
2r7 .
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becane convinced of the principle of relativity. yet

the principle of relativity is in no way a logical
consequence of the Fa'raday induction experiment. Indeed,

most people at the tine did not see what Einstein sar{r.

For them there urere clearly two different situations
while Einstein saw only one. Thus, if Einstein was

convinced by the result of the experiment, it was only

because he sar{r in it a necessary consequence of an

already intuitively evident principle of relativity.
This explains why in his 1905 paper Einstein did not much

elaborate on the induction experiment, since it was just
one illustration anong others of an a priori principle
of relativity which, according to the hypothetico-

deducti-ve method he used throughout his 1ife, he needed

not justify in advance.

- If Faradayrs induction experirnent could only

confirn but not 1ogica11y entail Einsteinrs principle of
relativity, then one must look elsewhere in order to
explain Einstein's transition fron early doubts about the

concept of absolute velocity to a strong conviction that
such a concept was neaningless and that the principle of
relativity was likely to be true. Here, it was undoubted-

Ly Ernst Mach's epistenological influence that was

decisive. In his "Autobiographical Notes" Einstein
acknowledged this influence:
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So to speak, all physicists of the last century
saw in classi.cal nechanics a firn and final
foundatj-on for all physics, y€s, indeed, for all
natural science, .

It was Ernst Mach who, in his History of Mechanics,
shook this dognatic faith; this book exercised a
profound influence upon me in this regard while I was
a student. I see Mach's greatness in his incor-
ruptible skepticism and independence; in my younger
years, however, Machrs epis!gmological positi.on also
influenced rne very greatl.y.t6

It was his friend Michele Besso who recommended to

Einstein, in I8g7 or 1898, the reading of Mach's *otkr.29
t1 t L: , Fi,-1,:- - ,l--aa 1 rf- l-t- i - ll 30At that time, Einstein carefully read Mach's Mechanik;

he was to read it again together with Mach's Analyse der

Empfindungen"^ during the regular philosophical

28-.-"h,rnsteinr "Autobiographical Notes," p. 2L;
trans. P. A. Schilpp.

29^-"Besso to Einstein, Oct.-Dec. 1947; in Albert
Einstein and Michele Besso, Correspondance 1905-1955,
trans., notes, and introduction by Pierre Speziali
(Paris: Hermann, L97Z), p. 386. For biographical
infornation on Ernst Mach, see John T. Blackmore, Ernst
Mach: His Work, Life, and Influen (Berkeley: UniV6?sîty

. Hiebert, "Ernst
Mach," Dictionary of Scientific Biography [1975), 8,
s95-607.

30*""Ernst Mach, Die Mechanik in ihrer Entwicklung
historisch-kritisch dargestellt (Leipzig, 1883); The

1 and Historical Acc-6unt

@cCormack, 6th American ed., with new
intro. by Karl Menger (LaSa11e, IL: Open Court, 1960).

31-"^Ernst Mach, Beitrâge zur Analyse der Empfind-
ungen (Jena, 1886); The Analysis of Sensations and the
Relation of the Physical to the Psychical, trans. fron

. and suPP.
from the sth German ed. by Sydney Waterlow, paperback
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discussions he had with his friends Konrad Habicht and

lvlaurice solovine in Bern, around 1902. Arnong the other
books discussed by this group--the so-called "olympia
Academy"-- were Henri poincaré's La science et I'Hypothèse
(7902) (Sci-ence and Hypothesis) and David Hume's

Treatise of Human Nature. with respect to the latter book,

the discussion focused on Hune's conceptions of
substance and caus arity.32 Though poincaré and Hune

influenced Einstein, it was Mach who was to be the nost
central in his thought.

In the preface to the first German edition of
his Mechanics, Mach indicated the purpose of the book:

"rts ain is to clear up ideas, expose the real signifi-
cance of the matter, and get rid of netaphysical obscur-
ities."33 Arnong the main metaphysical obscurities Mach

wanted to eliminate weïe the concepts of absolute mass,

absolute tine, absolute space, and absolute motion. Mach

argued that since none of these concepts were defined. in
terms of observable quantities, they were necessarily of

êd., with new intro. by Thomas S
1ss9).

Szasz (New York: Dover,

32A1bert Einstein, Lettres à Maurice Solovine(Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1 e,p. vIIr. see also carl seelig, Albert Einstein: Lebenund Werk ej.nes Genies unserer-Ze

33Mach, Science of Mechanics, p. xxii
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a netaphysical nature, and thus, in his view, had to be

eliminated from science. with respect to the concept of
absolute rnotion Mach wrote, for example, "A motion fr&y,

with respect to another motion, be uniform. But the

question whether a notion is in itself uniform, is
senseless."54 As to the concept of absolute time, Mach

rejected it as being an "id1e netaphysical conception.,'35

Mach's desire to elininate metaphysics from

physics and especially his claim that scientific knowl-

edge is restricted to what can be observed--indeed, that

"the world consists only of our sensations,,36--must be

viewed within the idealistic tradition as a reaction
against the rnaterialisti.c interpretation of phys ics that
dominated in the late nineteenth century. I sha11 define

materialism as the claim that there is no God and that a

non-mind-1ike natter is the cause of perceptions, and

netaphysical idealism as the clain that there is a God

and that matter is a mind-like creation of God. An

immediate advantage of metaphysical idealism over

naterialism is that it does not introduce an insurmount-

able barrier between matter and mind. with the rise of

54rbid.,

35 ruia.
36M".h,

p. 273. Emphasis in original.

Analysis of Sensations, p. 12.
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rnaterialistic philosophy shortly after the Scientific
Revolution, certain rnetaphysical idealists like Bishop

George Berkeley adopted, in scientific natters, a

restricted form of idealisn, namely, an epistemological

idealism in order to dissociate science from the

materialistic philosophy. By epistemological i-dealisur I

sha11 understand the claj-n that knowledge is restricted

to the dornain of human consciousness. Thus Berkeley

argued that since scienti-fic knowledge can only be

derived from human observations, anything which goes

beyond, such as a non-mind-1ike matter, is foreign to

science. This allowed Berkeley to show that materi-a1ism

i\ras essentially a netaphysical position, while at the

same tirne Berkeley's own belief in God (whom he considered

to be the source of human perceptions) remained unaffected.

In his works, Berkeley presented at length his

epistemological idealism. In 1710, he wrote for exanple:

"the absolute existence of unthinking things are words

without a neaning, or which include a contradiction,"ST

or: "1 do not argue against the exi-stence of any one

thing we can apprehend, either by sense or reflection.

37G"otg" Berkeley, A Treatise Congsrn
Principles of Hurnan Knowled
Essay, Principles, Dialogues with Selections fron other

Scribner's Sons, 1929), p. I37, par. ?4. Emphasis in
original.



and further below:

How great a friend material substance has been toAtheists in all ageffi relate. A1l
their monstrous systems have so visible and
necessary a dependence on it, that when this
cornerstone is once removed, the whole fabric can-
not choose but fall to the ground.39

From the last quote, it is apparent that one--indeed the

nain one--of Berkeleyts purposes was to undermine the

naterialistic philosophy.

Anong the proninent followers of Berkeley's

epistemological idealism were David Hume in the

eighteenth century and Ernst Mach in the nineteenth

century. With respect to the concept of matter, Hune

wrote: "The idea of substance is nothing but a

collection of sinple ideas, that are united by the

irnagination, and have a particular name assigned them,,,40

whereas for Mach: "Thing, body, matter, are nothing apart
fron the combinations of the elements,--the colors,
sounds, and so forth--nothing apart from their so-called

. The only thing whose exi

which philosophers call Matter

21

stence we deny is that

or corporeal substance r,,SS

Nature (I739-
40), rpt. from the origînafffiîon
with an analytical index, by L. A.
Clarendon, 1888, rpt. 1g 75) , p. 16

38Ibid., p. r4z, par. i5.
39Ibid., p. 176, par. gz.
40Oavid Hume, A Treatise of Human

in3
Se 1by

vols, and €d.,
Bigge (Oxford:
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attributes."4l Mach, in his early years, had adopted

Berkeley's idealism42 and. later on pointed out that ,,of

all the approaches to ny standpoint, the one by way of
idealism seems to me the easiest and most natural.,,45
In contradistinction to Berkeley, Mach, however, was not

to commit himself publicly as to the cause of the

"elenents" and simply focused his attention on their
relationships. This allowed hin to adopt an overall
antimetaphysical attitude. Since, however, at the end

of the nineteenth century, the naterialistic interpreta-
tion of physics had become predominant, Mach's anti-
netaphysical standpoint meant in fact essentially an

antimaterialisti-c standpoint. This is confirmed. by thâ+

fact that all the absolute concepts Mach rejected u/ere

either materialistic by nature or had acquired material-
istic overtones by the end of the nineteenth century.

Mach not only uncovered specific rnetaphysical

elements which had crept into physics, but also proposed

concrete solutions. Thus he proposed the following

41M".h, Analysis of Sensations, pp. 6-7,
42Errrrt lvlach, "Die Leitgedanken neiner natur-

wissenschaftlichen Erkenntnislehre und ihre Aufnahne
durch die Zeitgenotsgl," Pbysikalische Zeitschrift, 11(1910), 599-606, on 603. of-
Sensations , p. 362; Blackmore, F,rnst Mach , pp. 26-27.

43M".h, Analysis of Sensations, p. s6z
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operational definition of mass: "The mass-ratio of any

two bodies is the negative inverse ratio of the rnutually

induced accelerations of those bodies,?'44 and defined

force as the mass times the acceleration. These

definitions have become standard in nodern textbooks,

the latter being the current international definition of

force.

ùiach's inf luence was cons iderable . His llechanics

(1883) immediately becarne i-nf1uenti.a1 in scientific ci-r-

cles throughout the world, 4 5 and. by 189 7 (or 189 8) , rvhen

Einstein read it, a third German edition of the book had

already been published. Under the influence of Mach and

Hume, Einstein was to adopt a strongly idealistic

epistemological position. In the meantime, Mach's strong

rejection of absolute quantities undoubtedlv strengthened

Einstein's own doubts about the concept of absolute

velocity and supported his belief in a principle of

relatlvi.ty.

b. Vain attempts to reconcile electromagnetism

with the principle of relativj-ty.--Einstein's belief in

a princi-p1e of relativity diC not lead him much farther

for many years. As he later wrote,

44Mach, Science of lvtechanics , p 305

4 5B1.ck*ore , Erns t lvlach , p Ll7
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The difficulty that had to be overcome was in the
constancy of the velocity of light in vacuun which
I had first thought I would have to give up. 0n1y
after groping for years did I notice that the
difficulty rests on the arbitrariqqss of the
kinernaticâf fundamental concepts. 46

Since Maxwellfs equations are not invariant under a

GaIilean transfornation, Einstein first thought to modify

thern by giving up the constancy of the velocity of light
(i.e., by making the velocity of light dependent on the

motion of the light source). These attenpts, however,

which probably took place between 1898 and 1905--and

for the nost part after Einsteinrs graduation in 1900--

led nowhere. At that time, Einstein had acquired some

knowledge of lvlaxwellrs electromagnetic theory through his

reading of the works of Kirchhoff, Helmholtz, Hettz,

"a..47 Ei.rrtein also becane familiar with the synthesis

of Maxwellian and Continental traditions in electro-

magnetic theory which H. A. Lorentz had developed in

189248 and 1895.49 Lorentz's electron theory simpli.fied

electronagnetisn by postulating an ether at rest, and by

separating the fields from the sources. The theory also

46Ho1torr, "Finding Favor with the Angel," p. 370;
this quotation appeared in a footnote of the document
mentioned above. Trans. G. Holton.

47Eirl.rtein, "Autobiographical Notes," p. 15.
4Sloturrtr, "La théorie electromagnétique" (1892).
49Lor"rrtz, Versuch einer Theorie (1895).
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showed that it was possible to combine a first-order
principle of relativity with a first order principle of
the constancy of the velocity of light. yet this theory,
the best available at the tine, did not solve Einstein's
problem since it already failed to achieve second-order

covariance (in v/c) of Maxwell's equations and thus

violated the principle of relativity by a1lowing, in
principle, the deternination of an absolute velocity.
The contraction hypothesis which Lorentz introduced to
explain the negative result of the lvlichelson-Morley

experiment (1887) was felt by Einstein to be an ad hoc
50one,-" since Einstein was already convinced of a strict

principle of relativity (va1id to any order of approxi-

nation). Thus to the extent that Einstein noticed the

Michelson-Morley experiment in Lorentz's 1gg5 book at
all, he was not surprised by its result but expected it
in contradistinction to Lorent,.5I

c. Rejection of the ether.

abandon Lorentz's ether altogether;

- -Einstein was soon to

this at a time when

5 0...""Wertheiner, "Einstein," p. ZIB; Albert Einstein,
"Ûber die Entwicklung unserer Rnscirauungétt tber das wesen
und die Konstitution der Strahlung," phisikalische
Zeitschrift, 10 (1909), 919.

51Wertheimer,,,Einstein,,, p.
Shankland, "Conversations with A1bèrt
Journal of Physics, 31 [196S), 55.

2I7 ; Robert S.
Einstein," American
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for most people the existence of the ether seemed to be

more certain than ever. Thus in his excellent textbook

published in L902, O. D. Chwolson wrote: "The probability

of the hypothesis of the existence of this single agent

borders extraordinarily the certitude. We sha1l call

this agent, the ether."52

Besides Mach's devastating criticisn of mechanistic

thinking, Einstein had another reason to reject the ether,

which resulted from Planck's successful work of 1900.

There, Planck had introduced a quantification of the

energy of electric oscillators which was rather incom-

patible with both the laws of classical rnechanics and

the laws of electromagnetisrn.53 thi, strengthened

Einstein's idea that the electromagnetic laws might not

have a strict validity, but might fail on the microscopic

1eve1. This conviction, together with the results of

Einstein's own investigations on statistical

52"Die Wahrscheinlichkeit der Hypothese von der
Exi.stenz dieses einen Agens grenzt ausserordentlich nahe
an Gewissheit. Dieses Àgens-wo11en wir den Âther nennen,"
0. D. Chwolson, Lehrbuch der Physik (Braunschweig, 1902),
1, 9. luly translations unless otherwise specif ied. For
details on ether conceptions up to 1900, see Conceptions
of Ether: Studies in the history of ether theôrfèS,

ambridge
University Press, 1981); in particular, Daniel M. Siegel,
"Thomson, Maxwe11, and the universal ether in Victorian
phys ics , " Ibid. , pp. 239 - 68 , preprint .

5SEinrteinr "Autobiographical Notes," p. 53.
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54nechanics,-- led hin to consider an emission theory of
cc

1ight." Einstein's quantum investigations were

ultimately to crystallize in the first of his three

famous 1905 p"putr.56 With respect to Einsteinfs rela-
tivity problen, an emission theory had the advantage of

eliminating the concept of the ether, which conflicted
so strongly hrith the principle of relativity. But at

the same time, an emission theory made the principle of

the constancy of the velocity of light (whatever the

notion of the source) no longer evident. By now, however,

Einstein knew of its importance both from his or,'rn failure
to dispense with it and especially from Lorentzrs

investigatior,, . 
5 7

54A1b"tt Einstein, "Kinetische Theorie des
Wârmegleichgewichtes und des zweiten Hauptsatzes der
Thernodynamik," Annalen der Physik, 9 (1902), 4I7-33;
"Eine Theori.e de@heimodynamik," ibid.,
L1 (1903), L70-87; "Zur allgemeinen nolekularen Theorie
dêr Wârme," ibid., 14 (1904), 354-62. See also M. J.
Klein, "Thermodynanîîs in Einstein's Thought," Science,
157 (4 Aug. 1967), 509-16.

55^.-"Shankland, "Conversations with Albert Einstein"
(1963), p. 49.

56A1bert Einstein, "ilber einen die Erzeugung und
Verwandlung des Lichtes betreffenden heuristischen
Gesichtspunkt," Annalen der Physik, 17 (1905), I32-48.

57-."'Einstein, Relativity, Special and General
Theory, p. 19.
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d. Epistemologj_ca1 breakthrough.--Einstei.n's

failure to achieve a synthesis of the principle of rela-
tivity and the principle of the constancy of the velocity
of light within an emission theory led hin to a deeper

analysis of the problem. Einstein tried to understand

what occurred duri-ng the measurement of a velocity in
general and consequently came to examine the concept of
time.58 His next step was to associate the concept of
time with the concept of simultaneity. Poincaré had

already associated these two concepts in his book La

Science et 1'Hypothèse (1902), which Einstein had read

with his friends Habicht and Solovine in Bern. In that
book Poincaré wrote:

2. There is no absolute time. When we say that
two periods are equa1, the statement has no meaning,
and can only acquire a neaning by a convention.

3. Not only have we no direct intuition of the
equality of two periods, but we have not even direct
intuition of the simultan-eity of two events occurring
in two different places.59

Once he had become aware of the role of the

concept of simultaneity in the definition of time,

Einstein's epistemological idealism led hirn to require a

5 SWerthe imer , "Eins te in , 
,, p . ZLg .

59H"rrti Poincaré, Science and Hypothesis, with a
preface by J. Larmor, unab f the
first English trans. (1905; rpt. New York: Dover, lgSZ),p. 90. Trans. W. J. G.
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definition of this concept. In his book Relativity, the
special and General Theory written in 1916 and presenti.ng

the main ideas "on the whole, in the sequence and

connection in which they actually originated,,,60 Eirrrtein
wrote: "The concept does not exist for the physicist
until he has the possibility of discovering whether or

not it is fu1fil1ed in an actual case. we thus require
a definition of simultaneity."61 This requirement for a

definition of the concept of simultaneity, which resulted.

fron the episternological idealisn Einstein had adopted

fron David Hume and Ernst Mach, already i_mplied the

solution of Einsteinrs problern. In his autobiography

Einstein acknowledged this debt:

all- attempts !o clarify this paradox [of the apparentlack of relativity in electrolnagnetisn] satisfâètorily
were condemned to failure as 10ng as the axiom of theabsolute character of time, viz., of sirnultaneity,
unrecognizedly was anchored in the unconscious.Clearly to recognize this axiom and its arbitTary
character rea1ly implies already the solution of'theproblem. .The type of critical reasoning which wasrequired for the discovery of this cential point wasdecisivell furthered, in my case, especial-l-y by thereading of Davld Hume's and Ernst Maèh's philosophi-
cal writinss.62

Though Hume and Mach had criti"cized the use of

60-.- "Eins tein,
Theory, preface, p.

61tbid. , p.
6?_.- -Einstein,

22.

"Autobiographical Notes," p. S3.
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absolute concepts, it was left to Einstein to show how

such an antinetaphysical attitude could 1ead. to a

scientific revolution. Einstein's definition of
simultaneity in terms of light beams not only 1ed to the

rejection of the concept of absolute time but also to the

rejection of the concept of absolute length, since the

measurement of the length of a moving rod involves tvro

sinultaneous neasurenents (simultaneous deternination of
the positions of the extremities of the rod). This nade

it clear to Einstein that new transformation relations
between rnoving inertial reference frames were needed.

In order to determine then, Einstein looked for an

invariant and first tried to find one by adopting some

plausible physical assumptions about matter.63 After
the failure of these attempts, Einstein abandoned such an

approach and looked towards a theory of principles such

as thermodyrru*i.r.64 The two principles of thernodynamics

can be formulated as the impossibility to construct a

perpetuun mobile of the first and second kind. It
occurred to Einstein that the constancy of the velocity
of 1ight, which can also be expressed as the experinental
inpossibility to measure a different velocity of light

6SWertheimerr "Einsteinr,, p. ZZ3.
64Eir,rteinr "Autobiographical Notes,,, p. SS.
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ernitted from a noving source, might serve as invariant.
Furthermore, Einstein's choice of the velocity of light
as invariant rather than say the velocity of sound was

guided by experimental evidence as well as Einsteinrs
idea that the velocity of light might be the fastest
possibte.65

From the principle of relativity and the

principle of the constancy of the velocity of 1ight,
Einstein was able to derive a set of transformation
relations (now ca11ed the Lorentz transfornations) which

contained Lorentz's 1895 relations as a 1imit.66 Further-

nore, Einsteinrs forrnalism yielded Lorentzts contraction
hypothesis. Lorentz, therefore, had been in the right
direction. His contraction hypothesis, however, was no

longer an ad hoc assumption in Einstein,s theory but a

logica11y derived kinematical effect.

3. Eins teint s Achievernent

lVe have seen that both principles of the special
theory of relati-vity existed nore oï less in 1905. one

could indeed argue that Lorentzrs and poincaré's theori_es

65Wertheimerr "Einsteinr,, p. ZZ4

66 ruia.
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contained most elements of STR at that time.67 Even if
all individual elenents of STR had existed in 1905, the

credit of having built the special theory of relativity
would still go to Einstein. In this respect, the case

of Einstein's theory is somewhat similar to the case of
Newton's theories of mechanics and gravitation.68 Rtt

three principles of Newton's theory of rnechanics

(principle of inertia, force law, principle of action and

reaction) existed more or less separately around 1687.

With respect to Newton's gravitational theory, Robert

Hooke provided the major insights: idea that a curvi-
linear notion should be analyzed in an inertial systen in
terms of just one force instead of two; idea of a central
inverse square force; etc. Yet, the credit of the

theories of mechanics and gravitation goes to Newton.

Why? Simply for the sane reason that a painting is
signed by the artist and not by the paint and linen
manufacturers. To the sane extent that a painting

67-."'Edmund Whittaker, A_History of the Theories
of Aether and Electricity. 1926

G. H. Keswani, "Origin and Concept of Relativitf,,
British Journal for the Phi@, 15 (196S),'ueiniictr
Lange, Geièhichte der Grmd@ (Freiburg,
Miinchen io.

68S"" for example I. B. Cohen, ,,Newton, Isaac,,,
Dictionary of Scientific Biography (I974), 10, 42-I0I.
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transcends its elements, so does a physical theory since

the latter is a highly integrated system and not just a

set of loose elenents or vague insights. One of the

reasons of the uniqueness of Einsteinrs theory is that
although Lorentz and Poincaré realized the necessary

character of the principle of relativi-ty and of the

principle of the constancy of the velocity of 1ight, it
was only Einstein who concretely showed that these ttro
principles were suffi.cient for a consistent theory.

Theory naking resenbles somewhat the reassenbling of the

pieces of a jigsaw puzzle in which, however (in contra-

distinction to the childts game) , all elements are

neither necessary nor perhaps sufficient. This makes it
clear that a major creative effort is involved in theory

making and shows that the elements of a theory "explain"
the latterfs origin as little (or as much) as the marble

explains the statue. Though Einstein indicated in a

letter to Carl Seelig in 1955,69 that he only knew of
Lorentz's IS}Z and 1895 *otkr70 but not of Lorentzts

69-."-Einstein to Carl Seeli-g, 19 February 19S5.
Published by Carl Seelig in Technische Rundschau, 47
no. 20 (1955), quoted in par@ics
and Relativityr" a lecture given at the International
Relativity Conference in Berne on 16 July 1955, in Max
Born, Physics in My Generation (New York: Springer-
Verlag, 1969), p. 104.

70^'"Specifically: Lorentz, "La théorie électro-
magnétique" (1892); Lorentz, Versuch einer Theorie (f8gt
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11 1.)1904 paper'' nor of its elaboration by poincaré,/t the

originality of Einstein's theory would remain intact
even if Einstein had used all the elements of the above

theories.

And yet, we have in fact somewhat exaggerated

the sinilarity of the elements of Einstein's theory with
those of Lorentz's and Poincaré's theories. This

sinilarity is only superficial. whereas for Lorentz and

Poincaré the principle of relativity was closely tied
with electromagnetism, this was not the case for Einstein.
Einstein's transfornation relations r^rere of a purely
kinematical origin and therefore valid for any theory
whereas in Lorentzts theory they resulted from Maxwell's

equati-ons, and thus hrere only valid within that frame-

*ork.73 This shows the superiority of Einsteinrs theory
which is a theory about theories rather than just a

specific theory. The greatest originality of Einstein's

Tll,orentz r "Electromagnetic phenomena,, (1g04) .

T2H"rrri,Poincaré, ,,Sur 1a Dynamique de I'Electron,
W de lrAcadémie des sciences, 140 (1905),
150 s:-T-auihierl-Villars et C'" , 1954) , 9, +g9:T*Tïenri poincaré, "Sur
1l !y11miAue de_1'Electron," Rend. Circ. Mat. palermo,
2I (1906), I29 - 7 6, in Oeuvreslll-4--9-z[:5TT-.

73-.''Ernstein to Seelig, 19 February 19S5, in Born,
lbysics in My Generation, p. 104. See also T, Kahan,
"Sur 1es origines de la théorie de la relativitérestreinte," Revue d'Histoire des sciences. 12 rlgsg).
159-65.

It
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theory J-ay in its rejection of the concept of absolute

tj.me. As we have seen, the epistemological criticisn of
Mach, Hume, and Poincaré greatly influenced Einstein and

was certainly the most important contribution to the

development of the special theory of relativity. Yet,

Einstein went beyond any of his contemporaries by showing

how episternological concerns could lead to a concrete

physical theory. Einsteinfs theory, in turn, was to

deepen the epistemological revolution by naking the

concept of inertial mass relative to the motion of the

obr"tlr"r.74 Einstein's next step was to attempt to

elininate the concept of absolute acceleration from

physics which was to lead to the general theory of
relativity.

B. EINSTEIN'S EPISTEMOLOGICAL DISSATISFACTION
WITH STR

When Einstein had developed the special theory

of relativity in 1905, it was clear to him that his

theory was not perfect from an epistemological point of
view, since the principle of relativity applied only to

74A1b"tt Einstein, ,'Ist die Trâgheit eines
Kôrpers von seinem Energiegehalt abhângig?" Annalen der
fhysi.k, 18 (1905) 639- 41; "Das Prinzip von derEiraTtung
der Schwerpunktsbewegung und die Trâgheit der Energie,"
ibid., 20 (1906), 627-33; "Uber die vom Relarivitât-
sprinzip geforderte Trâgheit der Energie," i.bid. , 23
(1907), 37L-84.
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inertial systems and thus distinguished these systems

from all other ones without arry good reason. Einstein
has himself described his line of thought as follows:

When by the special theory of relativity I had
arrived at the equivalence of all so-ca1led inertial
systems for the forrnulation of natural laws (1905),
the question whether there was not a further
equivalence of coordinate systens followed naturally,
to say the least of it. To put in in another wây,
if only a relative meaning can be attached to the
concept of velocity, ought we nevertheless to
persevere in treating acceleration as an absolute
concept ?

From the purely kinernatic point of view there
was no doubt about the relativity of all motions
whatever; but physically speaking, the inertial
system seemed to occupy a privileged position, which
made the use of coordinate systems noving in other
ways appear artificial.

I was of course acquainted with Mach's view,
according to which it appeared conceivable that
what inertial resistance counteracts is not acceler-
ation as such but acceleration with respect to the
masses of the other bodies existi-ng in the world.
There was something fascinating about this idea to
fl€, but it provided no workable basis for a new
theory.

I first came a step nearer to the solution of the
problen when I attempted to deal with the 1aw of
gravity within_lhe framework of the special theory
ôf relativity. 75

We shalJ- analyze Einsteinrs rejection of the concept of
absolute acceleration, after a brief historical review

of that concept.

75A1b"tt Einstein,',Notes
General Theory of Relativity," in
and 0pinions (1954; rpt. New York:

on the Origin of the
Albert Einstein, Ideas
Dell, 1976), p. 279

-
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1. Historical Debate about the Concept
of Absolute Acceleration

The concepts of absolute notion and in particular
of absolute acceleration were introduced by Isaac Newton

in 1687 via the concept of absolute space which he

defined as follows:

Absolute space, in its own nature, without
relation to anything external, remains always sinilar
and immovable. Relative space is some novablq
dirnension or measure of thè absolute spaces.76

He then defined absolute (relative) motion as the

translation from one absolute (relative) place to
another, and added: "The effects which distinguish
absolute from relative motion are, the forces of receding

from the axis of circular mo tion.,,77 As experimental

evidence Newton presented his famous bucket experinent.

The argument runs as follows: inagine a bucket filled
with water, which is put into rotation. When the motion

starts, the water has not yet a rotational motion and

therefore its surface is f1at. If, after a whi1e, the

water and the vessel rotate at the same speed, then there

is no relative motion between the water and the vessel,

and the surface of the water is parabolic because of the

76Ir^^. Newton, Mathenatical prinsllls:_!É
Natural Philosophy, tran jori
@ity of Carifornia press, isozl , É. 6.

77 rbid,. , p. ro
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centrifugal forces. Fina1ly, if the bucket is stopped,

the water sti11 rotates for a while and its surface

remains parabolic during that time. In the first and

last phases, though there is relative motion between the

water and the vessel, centrifugal forces appear only in
the latter phase. In the intermediate phase there is no

relative motion, Iet centrifugal forces are present.

Thus, remarked Newton, centrifugal forces in the water

are not produced by rnere relative motion between the water

and the vessel but only by true rotation of the water

with respect to absolute space. Hence, he concluded that

centrifugal forces furnish a basis for disti-nguishing

absolute from relative rnotion.TS Newtonrs bucket

experiment did not establish the properties of absolute

independence, immutability, immobility, which were

rather derived from Newtonts own philosophy which

consid.ered absolute space as the sensori-um of God.79

Some people even went so far as to consider

space as being God hinself. Bishop George Berkeley

78-, . .'"Ibid. , pp. 10-11.
79Iru.. Newton,Opticks, based on the 4th ed.,

London, L730 (New York: Dovei, 1952), Query 28, p. 370;
Query 31, p. 403. See also H. G. Alexandre ed., The
Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence (1956; rpt. New YorR:

ction, pi. xv-xvI, XXXIV;
Max Jammer, Concepts of Space, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, IvlA:
Harvard univ@s), chap. 4.
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rejected this identification as well as the belief "that
there i.s something beside God which is eternal, uncreated,

infinite, indivisible, immutable" as being "pernicious
and absurd notions."80 Like Gottfried Leibniz arrd.

Christiaan Huygens before hirn,81 Berkeley tried to

overcone Newtonrs arguments about absolute rotation by

attempting to redefine the concept of rnotion.S2 In L721,

he proposed to replace the concept of absolute space by

a relative space, defined in terms of the fixed stars

consid.ered. at t"st.85 Such a definition, while in accord

with established experinental results, made it concep-

tua11y possible that the stars, rather tha4 absolute

space, might determine the inertial behavior of bodies.

Leonhard Euler, â proponent of absolute space, did not

like the idea and wrote: "ft would be a rather strange

proposition and contrary to a 1ot of other dogmas of
rnetaphysi.cs, to say that the fixed stars govern the

bodies i.n their inertia. "84

80^"-Berkeley, Principles of Human Knowledge, in
Berkeley: Essay, Principlès fTg2ffirrz.

8lJ"rnr"r, Concepts of Space (1969), pp. 119-25.
82Berke1ey, Principles, pp. 188- g0, pars . 114- lS .

83G"otgu Berkeley, De Motu, in David NI. Armstrong
ed. , Berke 1ey' s PhilosophicâÏ-WïïTings (Nerv York :

Ivlacmillan, 1965), p. 270, par. 64.
84'C" serait une pïoposition bien étrange &

contraire à quantité d'autres dogrnes de 1a Xletaphysique,
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1ater, Ernst Mach reintroduced

of the stars on inertial
a scientific way in his

the first to propose a neht

physical interpretation of Newton's bucket experinent

which he described as follows:

Newton's experiment with the rotating vessel of
water simply inforns us, that the relative rotation
of the water with respect to the sides of the
vessel produces no noticeable centrifugal forces,
but that such forces are produced by its relative
rotation with respect to the mass of the earth and
the other celestial bodies. No one is competent to
say how the experiment would turn out if the sides
of the vessel increased in thickness and mass ti11
they were ultimately several leagues thick. The
one experiment only lies before us, and our business
is, to bring it into accord with the other facts
known to us, and lot with the arbitrary fictions of
our imaginaiion. S5

Thus Mach suggested that centrifugal forces rnight be

produced by interactions (the nature of which he did not

specify) between masses, rather than by an absolute

rotation. We sha11 refer to this hypothesis as "Mach's

hypothesis." Sinilarly, Mach considered rectilinear
inertial motion as relative to distant nass"r.86

de dire, eue les étoiles fixes dirigent 1es corps dans
leur inertier" Leonhard Eu1er, "Réflexions sur 1'Espace
et 1e Temps," Histoire de 1'Académie Royale des Sciences
et Belles l,ett if

8SMu.h, $çis4qq o! ryreçhenilq , p. ?.84 ,

86Ibid., pp. 286-87.

ru
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Mach's hypothesis r.{as to stinulate Einstein in his

rejection of the concept of absolute acceleration.

2 Einstein's Rejection of the Concept
of Absolute Acceleration

Einsteinrs remarks quoted above indicate that

his initial concern in building GTR was to generalize

STR by eliminating the concept of absolute acceleration

(i.e., of absolute space). Einstein expressed the same

opinion on various occasiorrr. ST This opinion is also

confirmed by Anton Reiseï,88 Wolfgang Pau1i,B9 Arnold

Sonmerfeld,90 and Cornelius Lancror,9l ao mention only
87(a) Albert Einstein, "Fundamental Ideas and

Problems of the Theory of Relativity r" lecture delivered
to the Nordic Assembly of Naturalists at Gothenburg,
11 July 1923, in Nobel Lectures, Physics, 1901-192I,
published for the ier
L967) , pp. 482-90, esp. pp. 485- 86, 488, 489; (b) Einstein,
Relativity, Special and General Theory, pp. 70-73;
(c) Einstein, "AutobiograpllcâI Tôte1" pp. 26, 28, 62;
(d) Albert Einstein, 'tAutobiographische Skizzê," in Carl
Seelig, He11e Zeit-Dunkle Zeit (Zûrich: Europa-Ver1ag,
1956), p. 13.

88-Ke].ser,
esp. pp. 109- 10.

S9wolfgang Pau1i, Theory of Relativity, trans.
G. Field with supplenentar@r (London:
New York: Pergamon, 1958), pp. I42-43.

9OArnold Sommerfeld, "Kurzeï Bericht ûber die
allgeneine Relativitâtstheorie und ihre Prûfung an der
Erfahrung," Archiv.fiir Elektrotechnik, Berlin, g. (IgZI),
391-99, in Arnold Sommerfeld, Gesammelte Schrifîen
(Braunschweig: Friedr. Vieweg W0-78
on 273-74.

91^--Cornelius Lanczos, Space through the Ages: The
Evolution of Geometrical td"as frotn pyth.gor.

Albert Einstein (1930), pp. 109-13,
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a few. We shal1 see that Einsteinrs rejection of the

concept of absolute acceleration appears explicitly in
many of Einstein's papers. In fact, this was a life-
long concern for Einstein. Thus in 1953, Einstein wrote

in the preface to Max Jammer's book, Concepts of Space:

It required a severe struggle to arrive at the
concept of independent and absolute space, indis-
pensable for the development of theory. It has
iequired no less strenuôus exertions subsequently
to overcome this concept--a process which is
probably by no means as yet conpleted.

The victory over the concept of absolute space
or over that of the inertial system became possible
only because the concept of the naterial object was
gradually replaced as the fun{4menta1 concept of
physics by that of the field.92

Even as late as a few months before his death Einstein

hrrote: "The clearest logical characterization of the

general theory of relativity can be stated as follows:

it is the theory which avoids the introduction of the

'i.nertial syslsr.'"95 Einstein's epistemological

rejection of the concept of absolute acceleration was to

motivate hin to extend the special theory of relativity
in 1907.

92A1b*tt Einstein, pr€face of Jammer, Concepts
of Space (1969), p. XV.

93A1b"tt Einstein and B. Kaufman, "A New Form of
the General Relativistic Field Equations," Annals of
Mathematics , 62 (1955), L28, in Albert EinsTëÏll-Edtion
of Einstein' r@, Microfilm eclition--(TÎew-
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CHAPTER II

THE EXTENSION OF THE SPECIAL THEORY

OF RELATIVITY VIA THE EQUIVALENCE

PRTNCTPLE (1907-1912)

In 1907, Einstein was to undertake the first

attempt to generalize the special theory of relativity
via the equivalence principle, which postulates a conplete

physical equivalence between a uniformly accelerated refer-

ence system and an inertial system with a uniform gravita-

tional fie1d. In the first part of this chapter, we sha11

analyze how Einstein came to the idea of the equivalence

principle, the significance it had for him, and the uses

he made of it up to 1911. In the second part of the

chapter, we sha11 exanine Einstein's further use of the

equivalence principle in the development of a static
theory of gravitation. The static theory of gravitati-on

prepared the transition toward the general theory of

relativity by enabling Einstein to arrive at the definitive

equation of rnotion, which in turn conditioned the

Riemannian framework of the general theory of relativity.

A. EARLY USE OF THE EQUIVALENCE pRiNCIPLE (1907-1911)

1. The Idea of the Equivalence Principle

a. Frorn
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fields to the relativity of the gravitational field,--
Einstein hinself described how he arrived at the idea of

the equivalence pri-nciple in a passage of the manuscript

discovered by Gerald Holton, which has already been quoted

in part in the first chapter. After referring to the

Faraday i-nduction experiment and the relative existence

of the electric and nagnetic fields in the special theory

of relativity, Einstein went on to say:

When, in the year 1907, I h/as working on a
sumnary essay concerning the special theory of
relativity for the Jahrbuch fûr Radioaktivitât und
Elektronik, I had t
of giâvîEtion in such a way that it would fit into
the theory Iof relativity]. Attenpts in this
direction showed the possibility of carrying out this
enterprise, but they did not satisfy me because they
had to be supported by hypotheses without physical
basis. At that point there came to me the happiest
thought of my li.fe, in the following form:

Just as is the case with the electric field
produced by electromagnetic induction, the gravita-
tional field has similarly only a relative existence.
For if one considers an observer in free fal1, e.g.

irnmediate vicini-ty. For if the observer releases arly
objects they will remain relative to him in a state
of rest, or in a state of uniform motion, independent
of their particular chenical and physical nature.
(In this consideration one must naturally neglect
air resistance.) The observer therefore is justified
to consider his state as one of "rest."

The extraordinarily curious, êmpirical law that
all bodies in the sane gravitational field fall with
the same acceleration received through this consider-
ation at once a deep physical meaning. For if there
is even a single thing which fa1ls differently in a
gravitational field than do the others, the observer
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would discern by means of it that he is in a gravita-
tional field, and that he is falling into it. But if
such a thing does not exist--as experience has con-
firmed with great precision--the observer lacks any
objective ground to consider himself as falling in a
gravitational field. Rather, he has the right to
consider his state as that of rest, and his surround-
ings (with respect to gravitation) as fieldfree.

The fact of experience concerning the independence
of acceleration in free fal1 with respect to the
material is therefore a nighty argument that the
postulate of relativity is to be extended to coordinate
systems that move non-unifornly relative to one
another. . I

The quotation shows that though Einstein thought

about a relativistic theory of gravitation while he was

writing the review p.p".2 on the special theory of

relativity, the idea of the relativity of the gravitational

field was rather independent of it since it resulted from

an extension of the relativity of the electric and

magnetic fields to the gravitational field in general.

lcerald HoIton, "Finding Favor with the Angel of
the Lord: Notes toward the Psychobiographical Study of
Scientific Genius, " in The Interaction Between Science
and Philosophy, Yehuda
@lands, NJ: Humanities Press, Ig74),
pp. 370-7I. The document is located in the Einstein
Archives at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study.
Another translation by G. Holton of the above passage is
given in Albert Rothenberg, "Einstein's Creative Thinking
and the General Theory of Relativity: A Docunented
Report," Am. J. Psychiatry, 136 (1979), 59.

2Albert Einstein, "Ûber das Relativitâtsprinzip
und die aus demselben gezogenen Folgerungetr," Jahrbuch
der Radioaktivitât und Elektronik, 4 (1907), 4TT:TîZ-

-'
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The relevance of the electromagnetic analogy in the

genesis of the idea of the relativity of the gravitational
field is confi.rmed by Anton Reiser.3 Furthermore, in the

review paper, Einstein discussed ind.eed the relativity of
the electric and magnetic fields and pointed out that
these two fields do not have "an existence by thernselves"4

since, through an appropriate choice of the reference

frame, each of them, separately, can be made to vanish in
specific cases. Thinking about gravitation, Einstein came

naturally to consider the relativity of the gravitational
field as well and found it to be in fact greater than that
of the electromagnetic field (i.e., the combined electric
and magnetic fields) in specific instances. Thus, a

uniform gravitational field can be made to disappear

altogether in a freely falling elevator, whereas this is
not possible in the case of an electronagnetic field
because of the relativistic invariants tCÈ12 - tÈl2t
and (È 'È1, where È and È are the electric and magnetic

fields respectively.

According to Carl Seelig, Einstein had already

thought about the situation of a man in a freely falling

3A.rton
Portrait (New
pp. 110-112.

4-.'Einstein, "Relativitâtsprinzip and Folgerungen"
(190 7) , p. 429 .

--R"iseTt. Albert Einstein: A Biographical
York: Alb

-
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Mach had been interested in thate levator

question

length wi

table be

ation of

ceases";6

51n nls youcn.

as well and in his Mechanics he dealt at some

th freely falling reference systems: "If [a]

1et fa11 vertically downwards with the acceler-

free descent gr" Mach wrote, "a11 pressure on it
furthermore,

l{e ourselves, when we junp or fa11 from an
elevation, experience a peculiar sensation, which
must be due to the discontinuance of the gravitational
pressure of the parts of our body on one another--the
blood, and so forth. A similar sensation, as if the
ground were sinking beneath us, r{re should have on a
smaller planet, to which we were suddenly transported.
The sensation of constant ascent, like that felt in
an earthquake, would be produced on a larger planet. 7

The last passage clearly stressed the physical analogy of

a constant gravitational field with an accelerated systen

of reference. Mach also descrj-bed experiments illustrating
the decrease of the apparent weight of a falling body.B

Though it was the relativity of the electric and magnetic

fields which was the key element in Einstein's idea of the

relativity of the gravitational fie1d, Mach's examples

reflect a general interest in such questions.

5Car1 Seelig
eines Genies unserer

, Albert Einstein: Leben un{_lVg:&
Zeit (Ziirich: Europa Verlâg, 1e6o )

, The Science of lvlechanics, chap. 2,

52.

2s?.- 253 .

p. 118.
6'."Ernst Mach

sec. 4, p. 25L.

7Ibid., p. z

8Ibid., pp.
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b. Fron the relativity of the gravitatj.onal field
to the equivalence principle.--Though Einstein nade no

reference to a freely falling reference system in his

earLy papers, the transition from the idea of the rela-

tivity of the gravitational field to the equivalence

principle was probably as fo1lows. Since Einstein wanted

to extend the principle of relativity to accelerated

systems, and since a freely fa11i-ng system behaves like an

inertial one for nechanical experiments (if one assumes a

strict equality of acceleration of all bodies at a given

place of a gravitational field), the idea came to Einstein

to consider a freely falling system as a real inertial
system at rest, for experiments of any nature (mechanical,

electrical, etc.). If this were true, then, the principle
of relativity could be extended to such a uniformly

accelerated systen. Einsteinfs idea, however, made it
necessary that the uniforrn acceleration field of the

systern be exactly cancelled by the uniforrn gravitational
field for any arbitrary experiment, which meant that the

uniform acceleration field had to be physically equivalent

to a uniform gravitational field. This was precisely the

forrnulation Einstein gave to the equivalence principle;
he was to use this fornulati.on throughout the developnent

of the general theory of relativity. Einstein, initi.a1ly,
did not use the tern "equivalence principle," but
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introduced the principle as an hypothesis which, in rgrz,
he ca11ed the "equivalence hypothesis.',9

The main significance of the equivalence principle
for Einstein was that i.t extended the principle of
relativity to uniforrnly accelerated systems and thus

offered the prospect of a general relativity. we have

seen that for a sufficiently smal1 freely falling
reference system this is indeed the case. For a uniform
acceleration field of arbitrary origin, this is also true
because of its postulated equivalence with an inertial
system containing a uniform gravitational field in which

the principle of relativity could legitimely be expected

to apply. Another closely related reason for Einstein's
interest in the equivalence principle was that it
eliminated the concept of absolute accelerationlo o,
allowing one to view a uniform acceleration field as a

real gravitational field created by distant mass"r.11

o"Albert Einstein, "Lichtgeschwindigkeit und statik
9:: Gravitationsfeldes," Annalén der phylik, i8 (1912)
J55-oy, on J55.

10 ^ -.-"Albert Einstein, "Uber den Einfluss der Schwer-kraft auf die Ausbreitung des Lichtes, " Annalen derPhysik, 35 (1911), 898-908, on 899; see a-fso-ÂT5êTtEinstein, "Autobiographical Notes," in paul Arthur schlipped.,^Albert_Fin:tein: Philosopher-Scientist, 3rd ed.(La SaIIe, IL: Open Court, 1969) ,--Il- p.--661
11-.-^Ernstein, "Lichtgeschwindigkeit und Statik des,Gravitationsfeldes, " p. S56.
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In fact, in this sense, the equivalence principle sirnply

hras a particular case of Mach's hypothesis, which assumed

any inertial field Ii.e., acceleration field) to be a

physical f ield produced by rnutual interactions. ltlhereas

Mach had left the nature of these interactions open,

Einstein, by assuming a unj-forn inertial field to be

identical with a uniform gravitational field, had opted

for a restricted and specific solution to the problem.

It was Einstein's confidence in the equivalence

principle--for the above reasons--that 1ed him to believe

in a strict equality of acceleration of all freely falling
bodies in a gravitational field (at a given place), at a

time when this strict equality had become questionable

both from the experimental and theoretical points of view.

This equality can also be expressed as the equality of

inertial and gravitational masses. That the equality of

acceleration in a uniforn gravitational field is a neces-

sary consequence of the equivalence principle follows

irnmediately from the fact that, by definition, all bodies

have the same acceleration in a uniform inertial fie1d.

Though this equality of acceleration in a

gravitational field was known to be generally true,

experirnents by H. Landolt12 and Adolf Heydweil1erl3

.. IZu. Landolt, "Untersuchungen iiber etwaige
Anderungen des Gesarnmtgewichtes chemisch sich unsetzender
Korper," Sitzungsberichte der Kôniglich Preussischen
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around the turn of the century appeared to cast some doubts

on it. Heydweiller, for example, produced chemical

reactions j.n sealed vessels, finding decreases of weight

as results of these reactions in certain cases. Thus the

weight seened to depend on the chemical composition of the

substance and, if the inertial mass was assumed to be

constant, this implied that the gravitational acceleration

depended on the chemical structure of the body in contra-

distinction to previous experiments by Isaac N"*t.orr,14

Fried.rich IVi.lheln Besse1,15 arrd Roland von Eôt,rôr.16 The

main challenge to the hypothesis of equal acceleration,

however, was to come from the theoretical side with the

Akademie der lttissenschaften zu Berlin, part 1 (1893),
scellaneous r "

Naturwissenschaftliche Rundschau, 15 (1900), 66.
l3.q,do1f Heydweiller, "Ueber Gewichtsânderungen bei

chemischer und physikalischer Umsetzungr" Annalen der
Physik, 5 (1901), 394-420.

14Irr... Newton, Ivlathenatical Principles of Natural
Philosophy, trans. l,totte
University of California Press, L962), ?, 47I-4I2, Book
III, Proposition VI, Theorem VI; see alîo: 1, 303-304,
Book II, Proposition XXIV, Theorern XIX.

15--"Frredrich Wilhelrn Bessel, "Versuche i:ber die
Kraft, mit welcher die Erde Kôrper von verschiedener
Beschaffenheit anzieht," Annalen der Physik und Chenie,
25 (1832), 401-417.

16Ro1and von Eôtvôs, "Ûber di-e Anziehung der Erde
auf verschièdene Substanzen," Mathematische und Naturwis-
senschaftliche Berichte aus Un gO

. ,Jp. 448, 4S0.

-
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advent of STR. STR had shown that the inertial mass of a

body increased with the velocity, but it did not answer the

question of whether the gravitational mass also increased

with the velocity, and if it did whether it increased

proportionally to the inertial mass. All previous experi-

nents involved only 1ow velocities and therefore were

irrelevant to this issue. Max Planck, writing in June

1907, was inclined to give up the proportionality of

inertial and gravitational nasses and to deny that radia-

ti-on had gravitational mass at al1.17 Poincaré in 1908

stated that there was no way of deciding that question at

the time.18 Gustav Mie,19 r, late as 1913, rej ected the

idea of a strict equality of inertial and gravitational

masses.

Radioactive substances furnished a new neans to

test whether energy had weight or not. Since a radio-

active substance enits energy, the inertial nass should

17M** Planck, "Zur Dynarnik bewegter Systeme,"
Sitzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Adademie der Wissen-

@ndlungen und Vortrâge (Braunschweig:
Friedr. Vieweg 6 Sohn, 1958), 2, 179-180.

1 8..^"Henri Poincaré , "La Dynarnique de 1'Elec
Revue générale des Sciences pures et appliquées,
(1908), 386-402; in H. Poincaré, Oeuvres (Paris:
Villars et Cle, 19S4), 9, 577.

tron, tt

LJ
Gâuthier-

l9Albert Einstein , "ZtJm gegenwârtigen Stande des
Gravitationsproblens," Physikalische Zeitschrift, L4
(1913) , 1249-1266, on 1266.
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decrease. If energy has no weight then the weight of the

body should remain the sane and consequently one would

expect the ratio of i.nertial nass to weight to change in

time. Such an experiment was indeed perforrned in 1910 by

L. Southerns who compared the ratio of mass to weight of

uranium oxide with the ratio of mass to weight of lead

o*ide.20 He found that the relative d.ifference hras less

than L/ 200000.

Before that experiment, however, the experiments

by Landolt and Heydweiller as well as the new discoveries

in electricity and radioactivity had already led the

philosophical faculty of the University of Gôttingen to

propose the Benecke-Prize of 1909 for an "investigation on

the proportionality of inertia and gravity." Roland von

Eôtvôs, and the geophysicist Desider Pekâr, both of the

University of Budapest, and Eugen Fekete fron Gôttingen,

undertook a series of experiments which, anong other

things, disconfirned the results of Landolt and Heydweiller

and won the fi-rst prize. Nothing was published at the

time because new experiments promised an even greater

precis j-on. It was only after Einstein's general theory of

relativity had given a new significance to such experiments

2ot. Southerns, "A Deterninat
Mass to ltteight for a Radioactive Subs
Soc. London, 84 (1910), 325-344.

ion of the Ratio of
tance," Proc. Roy.

-
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that Pekâr published in 1919 an account of the 1909
?1experinents'- since the latter confirned the equivalence

principle. An abridged version of the prize essay v/as

published in Ig22.22

When Einstein formulated the equivalence

principle in 1907, he was not aware of Eôtvôs' 1890
')7

experiments,'" which he mentioned for the first tine in

7g\3,24 but of course he knew that the question of

whether energy has weight or not was an open one. Indeed,

Einstein was to deal with that question twice, in 1907 and

in 1911. In 1907, Einstein was probably also aware of

Planck's inclination to deny weight to radiative energy

since he referred to Planck's paper in his own paper.25

Despite the uncertainty surrounding the equality of

2r^- -Des:.der Pekâr ,
von Trâgheit und Gravitât
(1919), 327-33L.

22x. v. Eôtvôs , D. Pekâr, and E. Fekete, ,'B€itrâge
zum Gesetze der Proportionalitât von Trâgheit und
Gravitât," Annalen der Physik, 68 (1922), 11-66.

23A1butt Einstein,
General Theory of Relativi
and 0pinions (1954; rpt. N

24A1b"rt Einstein
einer verallgemeinerten Re
Theorie der Gravitation,"
Physik, 62 (1913) , 225.

25_.-"Einstein, "Relativâtsprinzip und
(1907), p. 414.

"Das Gesetz der Proportionalitât
," Die Naturwissenschaften, 7

"Notes on the Origin of the
ty," in Albert Einstein, Ideas
ew York: Dell, 1976), p. Z€-O-

and Marcel Grossmann, "Entwurf
lativitâtstheorie und einer
Zeitschrift fiir Mathernatik und

Fo 1 ge rungen"

-
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inertial and gravitational masses, Einstein believed in a

strict equality of both masses because it was a necessary

consequence of the equivalence principle. As such, the

equality of inertial and gravitational masses becane a

necessary but not sufficient precondition to the extension

of the special theory of relativi ty.26 In some of his
later accounts,2T Eirrrtein d.id not mention the role which

the idea of the relativity of the gravitationar field had

played in the development of the equivalence principle and

consequently put more emphasis on the equality of inertial
and gravitational masses, despite the fact that the

equivalence principle does not 1ogica1ly fo11ow fron that
equality. In his early years, however, Einstein considered

the equivalence principle to be more fundamental: twice,
in 1907 and 1911, he derived the equality of inertial and

gravitational masses from it.

2. Extension of the Principle of Relativity
to Unifornly Accelerated Systerns

At the end of 1907, Einsteinrs "Ûber das Rela-

tivitâtsprinzip und die aus demselben gezogenen

26^. .-"Thrs is confirmed by David Reichinstein, AlbertEinstein: sein Lebensbild und seine weltanschauune.-3iA-
enrarged. ed. (Prague: selbstverlag des verfassers, 1935),p. 230 .

)7''Einstein, "Notes on the Origin of the General
Theory," p. 280; Einstein, "Autobiogràphical Notesr" p. 64.
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Folgerungen"2S appeared. The paper \4/as essentially a

review article dealing with the consequences of the

relativity principle. The first four sections of the

paper deal respectively with kinematics, electrodynamics,

the nechanics of naterial points (electrons), and the

nechanics and thermodynamics of material systems. The

fifth and 1ast secti.on is entitled: "Relativitâtsprinzip
und Gravitation." It is in this section that Einstein

first stated the equivalence principle, attempting through

its use to extend the principle of relativity to unifornly
accelerated reference systems. (It must be pointed out

that although the paper deals with gravitational effects

via the equivalence principle, it is not concerned with

finding a relativistic extension of Newtonrs gravitational
1aw. Indeed, neither the latter nor any gravitational
force or field law is even mentioned. J

Einstein began by rernarking that, so fat, the

principle of relativity had been used only with respect

to nonaccelerated reference systems: "Is it conceivable

that the principle of relativity also holds for systens

which are accelerated relatively to each othe r?"79 Einstein

28-.-"Einstein, "Relativitâtsprinzip und Folgerungen"
(1e07).

29"Irt es denkbar, dass das Prinzip der Rela-
tivitât auch.fûr Systeme gilt, welche relativ zu einander
beschleunigt sind?" ibid., p. 454.

-
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now asked. Si.nce the paper was essentially a review paper,

Einstein was aware that this was not the proper place to
deal in detail with the new question of an extension of

the prj-nciple of relativity, but he wanted nevertheless to

take a position with respect to it because he felt that

anyone who followed the consequences of the principle of

relativity would necessarily ask it. Einstein then

considered the simplest case of an accelerated system: a

uniformly accelerated system. Einstein pointed out that

since all objects have the same acceleration in such a

system, the situation is therefore physically equivalent

to an inertial system with a uniform gravitational field.
0bserving that this equivalence was generally true for
mechanics (at 1ow velocities), and not seeing arLy

evidence of a restriction to nechanics, Einstein postu-

lated a complete physical equivalence--nechanicalr

electromagnetic, etc. --between a uniformly accelerated

system and an j.nertial system with a uniforn gravitational
field, adding that "this assumption extends the principle

of relativity to the case of rectilinear uniformly

accelerated motion of the reference system."30 Einstein

also remarked that the heuristic value of the postulate

3o"Di"re Annahme
Relativitât auf den Fa11
Translationsbewegung des

erweitert das Prinzip der
der gleichfôrmig beschleunigten
Bezugssystems, " ibid. , p. 454.

--
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resided in the fact that i.t allowed one to replace a

uniform gravitational field by a uniformly accelerated

system, which can be treated theoretically to a certain

extent.

a. Space and tine in a unifornly accelerated

reference system.--Einsteinrs next step was to analyze

the concepts of space and time in a uniforrnly accelerated

systen. Einstein did not carefully define the concept of

uniforn acceleration. In STR, acceleration is velocity
dependent and therefore the acceleration neasured withi-n

an accelerated reference frame with nonzero velocity is

not the same as the acceleratiôn rneasured outside with

respect to a fixed inertial systern. Thus the meaning of

the term "uniform acceleration" rnust be specified, and

this Einstein did not do. Einstein rectified this vague-

ness later or31 by pointing out that in his 1907 paper the

term "uniform acceleration" had to be taken as meaning a

constant acceleration with respect to an instantaneous

inertial systen momentarily at rest with respect to the

accelerated. on". 32 Despite the uncertainty about the

concept of uniform acceleration, Einsteints paper nanaged

5lAlb"rt Einstein, "Berichtigungen," Jahrbuch der
Radioaktivitât und Elektronik, 5 (1908), 99.

3Zthi, type of acceleration was later ca11ed
uniform acceleration in Max Born's sense.
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to be consistent nevertheless because of the order of
approxirnation adopted.

Einstein's analysis of the concepts of space and

time in a uniformly accelerated reference system started
with the question of whether or not acceleration influences
the shapes of bodies. The question was of i-mportance

since acceleration rnight thereby affect the lengths of
measuring rods or the rates of clocks. From the symmetry

of the problen, Einstein reasoned that such an influence,
if it existed, could only be a constant dilatation in the

direction of the acceleration (and in the directions
perpendicular to it) and assumed that this di.latation was

an even function of the acceleration. In that case, the

hypothetical dilatation can be neglected if second and

higher powers of the acceleration are neglected. Having

adopted thi-s approxination for the rest of his paper,

Einstein neglected any specific influence of the acceler-
ation on the shapes of rods or on the rates of clocks.
This approximation had the important consequence that a

uniforrnly accelerated system could be considered as

physically equi-valent to an instantaneous inertial systen

momentarily at rest with respect to the accelerated

sys ten.

The instantaneous inertial system allowed Einstein
to introduce what he ca1led the "time" of the uniformly

-$..
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accelerated system. Since the latter system, at any given

instant, is equivalent to the instantaneous inertial
systen, a synchronization and thus a tine can be defined

throughout the accelerated system at each instant. In

accord with modern usage, we sha1l refer to this time as

the coordinate time. Einstein d.efined the coordinate time

as the time given by the clock at the origi-n of the

accelerated systen which is synchronous (according to the

above definition) with the event. Besides this coordinate

time, Einstein also introduced what he cal1ed the "1ocal
time" of the accelerated system, which is simply the tirne

as directly given by local clocks. We shal1 refer to

this tirne as the proper time. Einstein pointed out that
the proper times of two spatially distant events rnight be

the same without the events being synchronous according to
the above definition. Thus, for example, if the 1oca1

clocks of the accelerated system r are synchronized with

respect to a fixed inertial system S nonentarily at rest
with respect to L , these clocks will remain synchronized

with respect to S since they undergo the same motj.ons -

The 1ocal clocks, however, will not in general remain

synchronized with respect to the instantaneous inertial
systens St coinciding with I at later instants, because

of the relativity of simultaneity in the special theory of
relativity. Hence, for identical proper times of
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spatially distant events, the coordinate times will
generally be different and vice versa. The coordinate

time is to be used each time a synchronization between

spatia1-1-y distant events is involved; the proper tine
is adequate when 1oca1 events are considered.

As to the relation between the proper time and

the coordinate time, Einstein established it as follows
Consider the systems I(€; r, o), S(x,t), S'(x',t'),
where t is the coordinate time and o the proper time,
and suppose the 1oca1 clocks synchronized with respect

to S as indicated above (see Figure 1).

a)atf=r=0 b)

(The acceleration is

after a smal
time interva

along the x

1 coordinate
1r
axis . )

Figure 1
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at a given coordinate tirne, the clock at P will appear

to run faster than the clock at the origin. By applying

the equivalence principle, this becomes true in a uni.form

gravitational fie1d. In that case, the above formula can

be rewritten as

b. Electromagnetic effects in a uniforrn gravita-
tional fie1d.--Einstein finally proceeded to an analysis

of the influence of gravity on electromagnetic processes.

1.

o =r [t.-ql ,l. .'J
where O = \E corresponds to the gravitational potentia

The greater the gravitational potential, the faster the

1oca1 clock and, more generally, the loca1 physical

phenomenon. Since the gravitational potential at the

surface of the sun is snaller than the gravitational
potential at the surface of the earth, and assuming the

above formula to apply to a non-uniform gravitational
field, it follows that the local clocks on the sun should

run slower than identical clocks on earth. Einstein
concluded that the wavelength of an absorption or emissio

line in the solar spectrum should. be about (1 * Z.tO-6)

tines greater than the wavelength of light emitted by

identical atoms on earth but, apparently, he did not know

of any experiment which could support his prediction.
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His idea was to obtain two modified sets of Maxwell's

equations for the uniformly accelerated system, one naking

use of the proper time, the other using the coordinate

time, and then to examine their gravitational consequences

via the equivalence principle. Einstein's rnain results
were that the velocity of light in a uniform gravitational
field is equal to .[t . S] if the coordinate tine is
used, and that energy E has gravitational mass E/c2, equal

to its inertial mass. Fron the first result, Einstein
drew the conclusion that light rays traveling in another

direction than the € axis must undergo a deviation in a

gravitational fie1d. He found, however, that the effect
is so smal1 on earth that he had no hope of verifying it.
(At that tine, Einstein did not yet have the idea of
using a solar eclipse to test the deviation.) With

respect to the second result, it is interesting to note

that Einstein derived the gravity of energy from the

equivalence principle. This shows that Einstein considered

the equivalence principle to be more fundanental than any

general experinental result about the equality of inertial
and gravitational masses he rnight have been aware of.
The reason for Einsteinrs confidence in the equivalence
principle was that Einstein saw in that principle a tool
for the extension of the special theory of relativity, as

discussed above.

-l
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Einsteinrs derivations of the velocity of light
and of the gravitational mass of energy were in fact
superfluous. The equality of inerti-a1 and gravitational
masses follows directly, without any need of further steps,

fron the postulated ontological identity of a uniforn

acceleration field and a uniform gravitational fie1d.

Hence inertial mass is one and the same as gravitational
mass. The variable velocity of light, on the other hand,

is a direct consequence of the definition of the coordi-

nate time. As long as the proper tine is used, the

velocity of light is everywhere equal to c in the acceler-

ated system. If the coordinate time r = oçf - $) is used,

then the velocity of light becones equal to

-t_length_Iength
---L' oit *lI c)

['.+] ,
I c)

and thus varies from place to place. Einstein was

become aware of these inproved derivations in 1911

shal1 see.

Einstein's first attempt to generalize STR was

not very conclusive and raised nore questions than it
answered. Einstein apparently had no immediate hope of

verifying the equivalence principle. Furthernore, the

theory of accelerated systems proved to be rather subtle

and difficult. Even in the simple case of uniformly

to

as we

-
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accelerated motion and a first order approxi-mation, there

was required a new concept of time--i.e., the coordinate

tirne--which was not directly given by the readings of

clocks. Thus, the g1oba1 tine coordinate becane a

conceptual construction without inmediate physical neaning.

Later on, Einstein realized that the situation was even

hrorse, and that even the concept of spatial coordinates

no longer had its immediate neaning. It took Einstein

many years before he could nake sense out of that situa-
tion. Thus it is not surprising that in 1908 Einstein

turned to a nore imnediate goal: the integration of
gravitation within STR. Einstein, however, becarne rapidly
convinced that such an attempt was hopeless because it
appeared to lead to a relaxation of the strict equality

of inertial and gravitational masses, and hence to

contradiction of the equivalence principle; he did not

publish anything on it at the time. In fact, Einstein
probably already realized, at that time, that since the

equivalence principle predicts a variable velocity of

light, he would have to choose, sooner or later, between

the special theory of relativity and a more general theory

naking use of the equivalence principle. Einstein was to

opt for the latter choice, which explains his rather

rapid renunciation of the attempt to find a relativistic
theory of gravitation within the special theory of

-
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relativity. We shalL analyze Einsteinrs brief attempt

together with attempts by others to treat gravitation
within STR in the second part of this chapter.

3. Fu11 Confidence in the Equivalence
Principle and in a General
Relativity (1911)

When Einstein wrote the 1907 review paper, he was

stil1 ernployed at the Patent Office in Bern, where he was

to renain for another two years. In that same year , 1907 ,

Einstein applied as Privatdozent at the University of

Bern, where a chair in theoretical physics had been

created in 1906. Einstein submitted his revolutionary

1905 paper on STR which, however, was rejected as wantir,glS

Another attempt, the following year, met with success, and

Einstein began to lecture in the fa1l of 1908. Since

Einstein's lectures were not brilliant at that time, the

prospect of a professorship was rather 1imited.34 The

situation, however, was to change radically in 1909, when

Einsteinrs scientific contributions began to receive public

recognition. In that year, Einstein received an honorary

doctorate from the University of Geneva in July,35 r",
invited to the Naturforscher conference in Salzburg in

3ssee1ig, Albert Einstein (1960), p. 150.
34Ibid., pp. 154-ss.
35tbid.. , 157-60.
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Septembe t,36 and became an associate professor in
theoretical physics at the university of Ziirich in
October. ST From that time o[, universities r.\rere to
compete in their efforts to get Einstein on their faculty.
Einstein taught only three semesters at the university of
Zûri-ch and then, around Easter 1911, moved to the univer-
sity of Prague, where he became a fu11 professor in
theoretical physics. This hras the university where Mach

had been active for 28 years (1867-189S).38

Einstein's appointment at prague was closely
associated with Mach's philosophical influence. The

decisive person in the nomination process, the physicist
Anton Lampa, a former student of Mach and a strong sup-

porter of l{ach's positivistic philosophy, proposed

Einstein's nomination, in part, because he thought that
Einstein's teaching would embody Mach's line of thought.39
Nlach, who was living in retirenent in vienna at that time,
had been in correspondence with Einstein since 1g0g.

Four letters (a11 from Einstein to Mach) are known.

36_. .""Ibid. , p. 145.
37-.."'Ibid., pp. 162-68.
38--"Erwin Hiebert, "E. Mach,"

Scientific Biography, I ( 197 3) , p.
<o"-Philipp Frank, Einstein: His Life and Timesrev. ed. (New York: Alfred-Âl-TnôF-f , 1953), p. 78.

a-
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In the first letter, dated August 1909, Einstein wrote:

I thank you very nuch for the lecture on the
conservation of energy which you sent ne and which I
have already read carefully. Beyond this, I of course
know your najor works quite we11, and anong then I
adnire nost the one on mechanics. You have had such
an influence on the epi-stenological conceptions of
the younger generation of physicists that even your
present opponents such as for example Mr. Planck,
one of the physicists, would without doubt have been
ca11ed "Machians" according to their overall stand,
a few decades ago.

Since I do not know how to thank you otherwise,
I am sending you a few of my papers. In particular,
I suggest that you have a look at the one on the
Brownian motion, because h/e have here a motion which,
it is believed, must be interpreted as a "thermal
not ion . "40

From the letter it appears that Mach was interested in
the theory of relativity and had sent one of his

40r'Ich danke Ihnen bestens fùr den mir i:bersandten
Vortrag ûber das Gesetz von der Erhaltung der Arbeit,
den ich bereits mit Sorgfalt durchgelesen habe. In
ûbrigen kenne ich natûrlich Ihre Hauptwerke recht
gut, von denen ich dasjenige iiber die trlechanik am
neisten bewundere. Sie haben auf die erkenntni-s-
theoretischen Auffassungen der jûngeren Physiker-
Generation einen solchen Einfluss gehabt, dass sogar
Ihre heutigen Gegner, wie z. B. Herr Planck, von
einem der Physiker, wie sie vor einigen Jahrzehnten
im Ganzen waren, ohne Zweif e1 fûr, It{achianer' erklârt
wûrden.

Weil ich nicht weiss, wie ich mich Ihnen sonst
dankbar zeigen so11, schicke ich Ihnen einige meiner
Abhandlungen. Besonders rnôchte ich Sie bitten,
sich das iiber die Brown'sche Bewegung kurz anzusehen,
weil hier eine Bewegung vorli-egt, die man als
'Wârmebewegungt deuten zu mûssen g1aubt," Friedrich
Herneck, "Die Beziehungen zwischen Einstein und Mach,
dokumentarisch dargeste11t," Wissenschaftliche
Zeitschrift der Friedrich Schffi Jena,

-
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publications to Einstein, at a time when the latter was

sti11 Privatdozent in Bern. In the second communication

(postcard dated 17 August 1909) , Einstein r^rrote:

Your friendly letter gave me enormous pleasure,
and the paper as well. What you have shared with
me personally was already known to me and to all
friends of science. I adrnire your great energy.

. I am very glad that you are pleased with the
relativity theory. Unhappily, I do not have any
reprints left of the comprehensive paper which I
have published in the Jahrbuch fiir Radioaktivitât
und Elektronik.

Thanking you again for.your friendly letter, I
renain your student. A. E.41

The letter expresses Einstein's admiration for l'lach and

also reveals that, at that time, Mach was pleased with the

special theory of relativity. Philipp Frank, who visited

Ivlach in 1910, even got the impression that Mach completely

agreed with that theory.42 It is 1ike1y that Mach's

initial friendly attitude toward STR influenced Lampa's

41"Ihr freundlicher Brief hat mich ungemein
gefreut und nicht minder dj-e Abhandlung. Was Sie
mir Persônliches von sich mitteilen, war mir schon
alles bekannt, wie allen Freunden der Wi.ssenschaft.
Ich bewundere Ihre grosse Energie. Es scheint, dass
ich Ihnen die Abhandlungen zu senden vergessen habe.
Aber sie gehen nun zusammen mit der Karte ab. Es
freut nich sehr, dass Sie Vergnûgen an der Relativi-
tâtstheorie haben. Leider habe ich keine Exenplare
mehr von der zusammenfassenden Arbeit, die ich im
Jahrbuch fiir Radioaktivitât und Elektronik dariiber
publiziert habe.

Indem ich Ihnen nochmals herzlich danke fûr
Ihren freundlichen Brief verbleibe ich lhr Sie
verehrender Schûler. A.E." ibid., p. 7,

42 taia.

-'
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decision to propose Einstein for the nomination.

The move to Prague meant a better financial
situation for Einstein, whose salary in Zûrich had not

been nuch greater than that at the patent office. It also

meant improved working conditions, since Einstein now had

access to a fine library. In was in prague, in June 1911,

that Einstein completed the paper "ûber den Einfluss der

Schwerkraft auf die Ausbreitung des Lichtes" [On the

Influence of Gravitation on the propagation of Light 1.43

In the introduction to this paper, Einstein stated that he

was returning to the subject of the influence of gravita-
tion on the propagation of light because his previous

1907 treatrnent no longer satisfied hirn, and especially
because he now recognized that his prediction of the

deviation of light in a gravitational field could be

tested experimentally during a solar eclipse. whereas in
1907 Einstein had had no hope of testing the equivalence

principle, the solar eclipse idea suddenly brought that
principle within the reach of experimental confirmation.
It was probably the eclipse test that underlay Einstein's
ful1 conviction of the validity of the equivalence prin-
ciple and of the necessity of a general theory of

43A1butt Einsteinr,,ûber
Schwerkraft auf die Ausbreitung
Physik, 35 (1911), 898-908.

den Einfluss der
des Lichtes, " Annalen der

-
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relativity. Thus, in a letter to Carl Seelig, Einstein

wrote that fu1l conviction on these issues came with the

1911 paper on the deflection of light.
As concerns the general theory of relativity, it is
even less possible to speak of a definite birthdate.
The first decisive idea came in 1911 (equivalence
principle). The title of the corresponding publica-
tion is "0n the Influence of Gravitation on the
Propagation of Light" ("Annalen der Physik," 1911).
From then on, there was the conviction concerning
the general theory of re1ativity.44

Though Einstein appears to have been fu11y

convinced of the validity of the equivalence principle in

1911, he was aware that his colleagues would probably not

share his conviction so readily. In the first section of

the paper, Einstein tried to justify the equivalence

principle the best he could but was aware of the difficulty
of the task. One argument Einstein gave in favor of the

equivalence principle was that the latter provided a "very

satisfactory interpretation"45 of the experimental equality

of acceleration of freely falling bodies in a uniform

gravitational field. Einstein did not rnention aîy

44"8"i der Allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorie kann
man erst recht nicht von einem Geburtstag sprechen.
Die erste entscheidende Idee kam 1911 (Aquivaleîz-
Prinzip). Der Titel der betreffenden Publikation ist
'Einfluss der Schwerkraft auf die Ausbreitung des
Lichtesr..('Annalen der Physik,' 1911). Von da an
hlar die Uberzeugung der Allgeneinen Relativitâts-
theorie vorhanden," Seelig, Linstein (1960), p. 114.

45Eirrrtein, "Einfluss der Schwerkraft," p. 899.

-
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specific experinent, but considered the above equality to

be well established. Einstein admitted, however, that the

equality of acceleration of freely falling bodies can only

justify, at nost, a mechanical equivalence principle,
whereas the heuristic power of the equivalence principle
resided precisely in the overall equivalence. Another

argument Einstein presented was that the equivalence

principle eliminated the concept of absolute acceleration,

since it allowed one to view a uniform acceleration field
as a uniform gravitational fie1d. Thus he wrote:

With this conception Iof exact physical equivalence],
one cannot speak of the absolute acceleration of
the reference system any eak of
the absolute velocity of a system in the usual
rela@

Einstein added in a footnote that of course it is

impossible to transform away an arbitrary gravitational
field via a single state of motion of the reference system,

just as it is irnpossible to transform to rest all points

of a mediurn i-n arbitrary motion through one relativistic
transformation in special relativity.

As further support for the equivalence principle,
Einstein, in the second section of the paper, derived the

46"M"., kann bei dieser Auffassung ebensowenig
von der absoluten Beschleunigung des Bezugssystens
sprechen nlichen Relativitâts -
theorie von der absoluten Geschwindiekeit eines
Systems reden ka asis in
original.

-.



gravitational nass of energy fron relativistic consider-

ations and the equivalence principle. Here again, as

with the 1907 derivation, one might wonder about the

utility of the argument, since, as Einstein himself pointed

out, the equivalence principle yields the gravitational

mass of energy at once: if energy has a given inertial
mass in a uniforrnly accelerated system, it automatically

has an identical gravitational mass in a uniform gravita-

tional field. As to the question why, after all, energy

should have a gravitational nass, Einstein pointed out

that if the gravitational nass of a body was independent

of its energy content, the acceleratj.on of the body in

the same gravitational field would be different for
different energy contents. Furtherrnore, gravitational

mass would sti1l be conserved in the prerelativistic

sense instead of satisfying a broader principle of

conservation of energy as is the case for inertial mass.

Such an asynmetry seemed highly unlikely to Eins tein.47

This, taken together with his interest in the equivalence

principle itself, probably explain why Einstein assumed

a strict equality of inertial and gravitational masses,

which he then presented as support for the equivalence

principle.

47t'bid., p 901
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In the third section of the 1911 paper, Einstein

gave a simplifi-ed derivation of the velocity of light in

a uniform gravi.tational fie1d. Whereas, in L907, Einstein

had obtained the velocity of light from nodified lvlaxwellrs

equations, he was nov\r to derive it directly from the

relation between the coordinate and local tines. Consider

a uniformly accelerated system Kr, with the acceleration y

along the z axis, and an inertial system Ko (see Figure 2).

s2

st

Figure 2
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receive radiation
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and in particular by Ch. Fabry and

indicated that these authors had

ur = uz

where 0 is the gr

51. If SZ is a po

shift should be ob

mentioned that suc

by L. F. Jewel1,48

H. Boisrorr,49 b.rt

48r. E. Jewe11, ',The coincidence of solar andmetallic 1ines, a study of the appeaïance of lines in thespectra of the electric arc and the sun," The AstrophysicalJgufnal, 3 (1896), 90-113; abstract by E. Bouit;-samt-
title, Journal dg Pbysique Théorique et Appliquée, 6
(1897), . H-umphreys,
"Note on the pressure of the reversing layer of the soiar
atmospherg," Thg Astrophysical Journal, A (1g96), 13g;abstract by l '

Théorique et Appliquée, g (1897), 8?;851
49Cn. Fabry and H. Boisson, ,,Comparaison des raiesdu spectre de I'arc électrique et du solèi1. pression de

1a couche renversante de 1'atnosphère solairer" Comptes

_+
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attributed the red-shift to a pressure effect.
Fron the result that the number of oscillation

emitted and received per unit proper tine is different
Einstein concluded that a new time (i.e., the coordina

time), defined in such a way that the number of oscil-
lations between SZ and S, is independent of the absolu

value of the time, had to be introduced in the referen

system. Otherwise, the physical laws would not be

invariant with respect to time translation. Specifica

Einstein stated that the clock at SZ nust be modified

such a way that it runs [t . gl times slower than theI c'j
1ocal clock at 51, when both clocks are compared to th

sane place. In that case the frequency ernitted at SZ

measured there becomes equal to v"[t * $J ard is there
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Rendus Hebdomadaires des Séances de 1'Acadénie des Sciences
(Paris ) , 148 (1909) , 688- 690 .
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assurned the acceleration or the gravitational field to

have no intrinsic effect on the clocks and rods, i.ê., he

considered the rods to be rigid and the clocks to be

perfect.

From the variation of the velocity of light in

lows that,vacuo with the gravitational potential, it fo1

as in the case of a nedium with variable index of

refraction, in which light-rays are deflected towards

regions of higher refractive index, light-rays in a

gravitational field are bent toward regions of lower

gravitational potential. Using Huygens' principle,

Ej-nstein found that light rays grazing the sun would be

deflected through an angle g = 0.83 seconds of arc, and

he proposed to use stars as light sources during a total
solar eclipse.

It is interesting to note

considering light as made

laws, found a deviation of

Figure 3

that J. Soldner in 1801, by

of particles subject to Newtonts

0.84 seconds of arc near the

-
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50sun.-" Einstein urged astronomers to take up the

question of the verification of a deflection of light rays

in a gravitational field--"even if the above considera-

tions should appear unsufficiently founded or even adven-

turous"5l--since, independently of any theory the above

verificati"on had its own intrinsic interest according to

Einstein. Einstein was thus fu11y âware that his theory,

and in particular the equivalence principle, rnight appear

as rather speculative to his contenporaries.

The first person to become actively involved in
the experinental verification of the effects derived fronr

the equivalence principle was Erwin Finlay Freund1ich.52

Freund.lich had studied mathematics, physics, and astronomy

at the Uni.versity of Gôttingen, anC had, in 1910,

50.1. Soldner, "Ûber die Ablenkung eines Licht-
strahls von sej-ner geradlinigen Bewegung durch die
Attraktion eines Weltkôrpers, an welchen er nahe vor-
beigeht, " Berlinqr 4s!ronomisches Jahrb. , 1804, p. 161;
rpt. in pa enard, é arne tit1e ,
Annalen der Physik, 65 (1921), 593-604.

51,.-^"auch wenn die im vorigen gegebenen Uberlegungen
ungentgend fundiert oder gar abenteuértich erscheinei
so11ten," Einsteinr "Einfluss der Schwerkraft" (1911),
p. 908; this quotation, curiously, has been left out from
the English translation in A. Einstein, H. A. Lorentz et
à7., Thq Principle of Relativity, W. Perrett and G. B.
trans er, 7952), p. 108.

52A1butt Einstein, pr€face to Erwin Freundlich,
Die Grundlagen der Einsteinschen Gravitationstheorie,

).

-.
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obtained a Ph.D. in nathenatics from that university under

the direction of Felix Klein.53 0n 1 July 1910, he was

appointed as assistant at the Royal Observatory in Berlin.

Freundlich had first come in contact with Einstein

through Leo Wenzel Pol1ak, Demonstrator at the Gernan

University in Prague, during a visit the latter made to

the Berlin Observatory in August 1911.54 Ei.rrtein,

shortly afterwards, asked Po11ak to transmit to Freundlich

the proofs of his paper "Ûber den Einfluss der Schwerkraft

auf die Ausbreitung des Lichtes" lOn the Influence of

Gravitation on the Propagation of Light155--wni.ch was

published on 1 September 1911--and requested Freundlich

to verify the deviation of light rays in a gravitational

f:.etd.56 Freundlich then wrote to observatories

53Fot biographical information and the relation-
ship of Freundlich with Einstein, see Eric G. Forbes,
"Freundlich, E. F.," Dictionary of Scientific Biography,
5 (L972), 181-84, and gen
Reception of Einstein's General Theory of Relativity"
(Ph.D. dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, L974),
pp. 313-58. For a complete list of Freundlich's publica-
tions, see H. von K1ûber, "Erwin Finlay-Freundlich,"
Astronornische Nachlichten, 288 (May 1964-Dec. 1965), 281-86.

54^"-Pyensonr"Goettingen Receptionr" diss., p. 315.

55A1bert Einstein, 1\nnalen der Physik, 35 (1911),
898-908.

56-""Erwin Freundlich, "Uber einen Versuch, die von
A. Einstein vernutete Ablenkung des Lichtes in Gravita-
tionsfeldern zu prûfenr" Astronornische Nachrichten, 193,
no. 4628 (1913) , cols . 369-72, on co1. 369.

-
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throughout the wor1d, asking them to send photographic

plates of total solar eclipses. C. D" Perrine of Cordoba

(Argentine) even promised to take special photographs of
the solar eclipse of October LgIz, but was prevented from

doing so because of poor *eather.57 With the photographic

plates he received, however, Freundlich could not verify
the deflection of starli.ght because of insufficiently
focused star images and also because the sun was not

centered on the plates, making it impossible, in particular,
to detect twice the deflection for stars on both sides of
the sun. In 1913, in a short paper describing the light
deflection effect, Freundlich communicated the negative

results obtained so far and appealed to astronomers and

observatories to take photographs of future solar eclipses,
in particular, of the coming August 19l4 eclipse. prior

to any experinental test, Einstein was to use the equi-

valence principle to develop his static theory of
gravitation.

57_...-'Ibid., col. 37I. See also John Earman and
Clark Glynour, "Relativity and Eclipses: The British
Eclipse Expeditions of 1919 and Their Predecessors,"
Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences, 11, part I

' 

-' 
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58Fr"r.rrrd1ich, 
"Ab1enkung des Lichtes,, (1g1S)

t{'
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B. FURTHER USE OF THE EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE:
THE STATIC THEORY OF GMVITATION

Einsteinrs static theory of gravitation was to

break new ground in gravitational theori.es insofar as it
was based on the equivalence principle and did not tTy to
integrate gravitation within SRT. We sha1l examine

Einsteinrs static theory of gravitation after briefly
reviewing the main prerelativistic and (special) relativ-
istic attempts (including an unpublished one by Einstein)

to improve upon Newtonrs gravitational work at the begin-

ning of the twentieth ."rrarrry.59

1. Historical Background

a. Prerelativistic theories of gravitation.--When

Newton presented his gravitational 1aw in 1687,60 he was

perfectly ahrare that he did not "exp1ain" gravitation.
Indeed, the concept of an instantaneous action at a

59For review articles see (a) P. Drude, "Ueber
Fernewirkungen," Annalen der Physik, 62 (1897), I-XLIX;
(b) J. Zenneck, " -
tischen Wissensc\a:qjten, V, part 1; Z;TTW;

des Nèwtonschen Gravilâtiôns-
g-esetzes ,' Er}çy\lop4die der Mathe.natischen Wissenschaf ten,
VI, part 2, 22 (article completéd in f9204 LW
1934), pp. 80-158. See also Pyenson, "Goettingen
Reception," diss.; J. D. North, The Measure of the Universe:
A History of Nlodern Cosrnology (

60Iraac Newton, Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy, trans . tntotte
University of California Press, 1962), Book III, Proposi-
tions I-VII, pp. 406-15.
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di-stance seemed absurd to nost people, Newton included.

Thus efforts innediately began to interpret the successful

gravitational law in terms of mechanical nodels viewing

gravitation either as a deformation effect (static theory)

or as a kinetic effect (dynamical theory) .61 With the

advent of electromagnetic theories in the second half of

the 19th century, it became natural to attempt to reduce

gravitation to the electronagnetic forrnalism. By now, it
was also known that there existed experimental d.iscrepan-

cies with respect to Newtonrs 1aw, the nost inportant

being the unexplained residual precession of the perihelion

of Mercury; this was discovered by Urbain Le Verri-er and

amounted to about 40" per century. Among the other

discrepancies were anomalies in the notion of Venus and

Mars and in the motion of Encke's coret.62 All this
clearly suggested that Newtonts gravi-tational theory

might perhaps be replaced by a better one.

In 1900, H. A. Lorentz attempted to solve the

problem of lvlercuryrs perihelion by integrating gravitation

61S"" for example Druder "Fernewirkungen";
Itralther Ritz, "Die Gravitation, " Scientia, 5 [1909) ,
241-55.

62S. Newcomb, The Elenents of the Four Inner
Planets and the Fundam

lnanacSupplement to the Amer].can Ephemerrs and Nautrcal Alnanac
for 1897 (Washington, 1895).
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within his electron theory.63 His theory made use of a

hypothesis which had already been used by 0. F. Mossotti

and Friedrich Zô11ner,64 to the effect that the attraction
between charges of opposite signs is slightly greater than

the repulsion bethreen charges of the same sign. This

difference in magnitude of electrj-c forces leads to a net

attraction between neutral bodies at rest, the gravita-

tional field È* U"inS the resultant of the two kinds of

electric fields. To each kind of the electric fields
there corresponds in the dynamical case a magnetic field,
the resultant of which prod.uces a gravitational field È..

Thus the gravitational field is d.escribed by two vectorl,
++E- and B^ satisfying field equati-ons analogous to Maxwellrsgg
equations. The gravitational force law is given by È =

m tÈ- * iXÈ-l and therefore depends on the velocity of the' g g'
particle. One of the difficulties of such a theory,

already mentioned by Maxwe11,65 is that the energy density

63H. A. Lorentz, "Cons id,étations sur 1a pesanteur, "
Vers1. Kon. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 8 (1900), 603, in

afue: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1937), !, L98rZf5l

640. F. Mossotti, Sur les forces qui régissent la
constitution intérieure de

(Leipzig, 1882).
65"1. C. Maxwe11, "A Dynarnical Theory of the

Flectromagnetic Field," Roy. Soc. Trans.,155 (1865), 492,
in J. C. Maxwe11, Scient@bri-dfe, 1890), 1,
570-7r.

-
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s = -\fÈ^2 * È^2) is negative. This implies that theo- è

energy of a region containing a gravitational field is

lower than when the region is empty. Thus when a

gravitational hrave penetïates an empty region, energy is

supposed to move out in the opposite direction. Lorentz's

theory did not achieve what it was designed to achieve,

namely, the resolution of the problem of the precession

at Mercury's perihelion. Furthermore, despite the electro-

magnetic formalisn, it was not yet relativistic since the

absolute velocity of the solar system appeared in Lorentz's

gravitational force 1r".66

b. The force laws of Poincaré and Minkowski.--The

first attempt to develop a relativistic theory of gravi.ta-

tion was nade by Henri Poincaré. His approach, which

rnakes use of group-theoretical arguments, appears partic-

ularly original even today. A sunnary of Poincaré's

theory was read to the Acadeny of Sciences in Pari,s on

5 June 190567--b"fote Einstein submitted his 1905 paper

66H. A. Lorentz, "Considérations sur 1a pesanteur,"
pp. 2I2-15; see also F. Kottler, "Gravitation und
Relativitâtstheorie," Encyklopâdie der lulathematlschen
Wissenschaften, VI, part 2, 22a (L927), p.170.

6THenti Poincaré, "Sur 1a Dynanique de
1'Electrofl," Comptes rendus de 1'Académie des Sciences,
140 (1905), 1 ,
1954), 9, 489-93.

-'
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on STR--and the whole theory was completed in July 1905,

before the publication of Einstein's paper in Septenber;

Poincaré's paper, however, was published only in 1906.68

The historical importance of Poincaré's theory lies in

the fact that between 1905 and 1911 no rnajor relativistic
gravitational force 1aw was developed which was not

already contained in the formulas given by Poincaré.

Poincaré's purpose in the paper was to discuss what he

named the Lorentz transformation69 from a group-theoretical

point of view i-n order to improve the nathematical basis

of the Lorentz 1904 theory.70 At the same time, Poincaré

also wanted to analyze the consequences, in particular
with respect to gravitation, of Lorentzrs hypothesis that

all forces, whatever their origin, transform like the

electromagnetic forces in a change of inertial systens.

Thus Poincaré set out to find a Lorentz invariant
gravitational force law yielding Newton's force law as an

approximation for low velocities of the bodies.

68H"nti Poincaré
1'Electro[, " Rend. Circ.

, ttSur
Mat.

Ia Dynamique de
r9o6), L29-76,lale4no , 21 (

in Oeuvres (1954) 2; {94 -550.
69Ibid., p. 490.
70H. A. Lorentz, "Electromagnetic phenomena in a

system rnoving with any velocity smaller than that of
1ight, " Proceeding.s of the Academy of Sciences of
Amsterda stein,
et â1. , The Principle of Relativity (1923; rpt. New York:
Doverr lW

-$
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Poincaré analyzed the problern fron the most

general point of view and. assumed that the force È exerted

by a body A (situated at the point io*i at the time to + t)
on a body B [located at the point To at the time to) at

the tine to depended on the position and velocity i, of B

at to and on the position and velocity in of A at the tirne

to + t(t < 0).71 Thrrs the force was a priori a function

of t, i, iA, and Tu. Furthermoïe, Poincaré assumed a

finite propagation of the gravitational interaction and a

general equation of propagation of the type

-+-)->ô(t, r, vA, rg) = 0

Poincaré's next step was to find the invariants of the

Lorentz group which are:

+->t-r.vn
ft.

t-r.vB 1-iA.iB

where c = 1,

and remarked

22r -f t

q=

f=

tB=

U^ =A

quantities:that the four

(-r; il ,
-)

(koT; koF) ,

(ko i kolu) ,

(kr; kliA) ,

71Poir,."té used component notation instead of the
vector notation used here.
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lwith k =lo
t

'k1 = , andT--.-B]

transform in the same way under a Lorentz transfornation.
Thereby Poincaré introduced what Arnold Sonunerfeld later
ca11ed. four-vecto rr.T 2 Since the equation of propagation

is a priori a function of the invariants of the Lorentz

group, Poincaré chose for 0 the function ,2 - tZ = 0,

and retaj.ned the solution t - -ï. This equati.on of
propagation inpli.es that the velocity of propagation is
the veloci.ty of 1ight. For the four-force, poincaré

adopted the lj.near combination

f=0q*BrB+yuA

where the coefficients cx, B, y are unknown functions

of the invariants. By making various approxirnations wi
2

respect to the velocities and acceleration (Ç .. 1, ,2

acceleration x distance), Poincaré finally obtai-ned for
the relativistic gravitational force

,A

- iB ) and. B = - 11i

rh

-cl I-r-7
B,

whereA=-11+
I

721,. SommerfeId,,,Zur Relativitâtstheorj-e. I.
Vierdimens ionale 

. Vektoralgebra, " Annalen der phys ik , 52(1910), 749-76, in Arnold Sommerf@Ériîîen,
F. Sauter ed. (Braunschweig: Friedr. V@
2, 190.

A

B"
-> ,->r'tvn +-+r+r-o1
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is the position of the attracting body at the tine to.
It follows that the ordinary force È is composed of two

forces: one, which is para11e1 to the vector connecting
the two points; the other, which is para11e1 to the
velocity of the attracting body. As mentioned above, the
respective positions and velocities of the bodies A and B

are the positions and velocities when the gravitational
wave (Poincaré speaks of an "onde gravifique"TS; leaves
the body A and reaches the body B. poincaré remarked

that the above solution is not unique and showed that
many others are possible. Furtherrnore, he also established.
that the force I can be rewritten in such a way as to
reveal an analogy with the electromagnetic force. As to
the question whether these formulas were in accord with
astronomical observations, poincaré expressed hope that
the divergence (of the order of v2/c2) with respect to
Newton's 1aw would not be too great although he left the
final decision to a more thorough discusriorr.T4

Three years 1ater, in rg0g, poincaré was to come

back to gravitation. At that time, there h/ere still
doubts about Einstein's theory. Indeed, Einstein in his
L907 paper admitted that walter Kaufnann's experiments

73Poincaré, "Sur 1a Dynamique de 1'E1ectror,,'
548.

74Ibid., 
p 550.
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were in much better agreenent with the electron theories

of Max Abrahan and A. H. Bucherer than with his own
1t

theory. '' Yet, despite the negative experimental results,
Einstein remained convinced of the validity of his theory

because of the greater generality of its axioms. P1anck76
1'7

and Poincaré'' also r^/ere inclined to doubt the experiments

because of the harmony provi-ded by the relativity
principle. Thus Einsteinrs theory was looked at favorably

before it was rea1ly confirmed. This made the need for a

relativistic theory of gravitation apparent by 1908. In

that year, Poincaré examined several gravitational

theories, based respectively on: (a) Abrahan's hypothesis

of undeformable electrons and Newtonrs gravitational force

1aw; (b) Lorentzfs hypothesis of deformable electrons and

)'lewtonf s gravitational force 1aw; and (c) Lorentz's

hypothesis of deformable electrons and a relativistic
gravitational force law.7 8 Hi, conclusion was that none

7 5^.' "Einstein, "R€lativitâtsprinzip und Folgerungen"
(190 7) , p. 439 .

76M"* Planck, "Das Prinzip der Relativitât und die
Grundglei-chungen der Mechanikr" Berichte der Deutschen
Physikalischen Gesellschaft, 4 (
Abhandlungen (Braunschweig, 1958), 2, p. 115.

7 TH"rrri Poi.ncaré , "La Dynamique de 1 'Electron, "
Revue généra1e des Sciences pures et appliquées , D,
(1908) , 386- 402, in Poincaré, Oeuvres , 9, (1954) , 572.

78Ibid., oeuvres, g, 580-81.
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of these theories could account for the precession of the

Mercury perihelion. Perhaps as an alternative, Poincaré

discussed a relativistic kinetic theory of gravitation on

the model of Lesage's theory. The negative verdict was

even more definitive in that case, as Poincaré found that

the temperature of the earth would increase by 1013 d.egrees

every second in that theory I 
79

In 1908, Hermann Minkowski too dealt with the

question of a relativistic gravitational force 1"*.80

Instead of deriving the latter fron general considerations

as Poincaré did, Minkowski simply proceeded by analogy

with the relativistic electromagnetic force between two

electrons replacing the product of the charges by the

negative product of the masses. Minkowskirs force 1aw was

a particular case of Poincaré's force law, as Sommerfeld

showed in 1910.81 Neither Poincaré's nor lvlinkowski's

79Ibid., p. 586.
80H. Minkowski, "Die Grundgleichungen fiir die

elektrornagnetischen Vorgânge in bewegten Kôrpern," Nach-
richten der K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu

8,

Hermann Minkowski, ed. David ion
@r and Hermann Weyl (1911; rpt. New York:
Chelsea, 1967), 2 vol. in one, 2, 401-04.

81R. Sommerfeld, "Zrtr Relativitâtstheorie. II.
Vierdimensionale Vektoranalysis," Annalen der Physik, fr,(1910), 649-89, in Sommerfeld, Gesffi
(Braunschweig, 1968) , 2, 252-57 .
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gravitational theories, which hrere based on force 1aw,

were able to account for the precession of Mercuryts

perihe 1i on.

c. Einsteinrs relativistic field approach.--At

the end of L907, Ei.nstein nade an attempt to develop a

relativistic theory of gravitation. According to the

nanuscript discovered by Gerald Holton quoted earlier,
Einstein made a step in that direction while he was

writing the review paper. Furthermore, in a letter to his
friend Conrad Habicht, dating from Christmas 1907,

Einstein hrrote:

During the rnonths of October and November, I was very
lrry with a.-partLy review and partly new paper
l"Relativitâtsprinzip und Folgêrungen"l oir thepringiple of relativity. Now I am occupied with
a likewise relativistic consideration on the gravita-
tional 1aw with which I hope to explain the yet
unexplained secular variations of the perihelion
motion of,Mercury. So far it does not seen to
succeed. S2

Since, according to Einsteinrs various "..ourrar,83 it was

82"In den Monaten Oktober und November war ich sehrstark beschâftigt nit einer teils referierenden, teils
Neues behandelnden Arbeit iiber das Relativitâtsprinzip.

. Jetzt bin ich mit einer ebenfalls relativitâts-
theoretischen Betrachtung ûber das Gravitationsgesetz
beschâftigt, nit der ich die noch unerklârten sàkularen
Anderungen der Perihellânge des Merkur zu erklâren
loflq. Bis jetzt scheint es aber nicht zu gelingen,"
A. Einstein, letter to C. Habicht, Christnai 1907, in
C: Seelig, Albert Einstein (Zûrich: Europa Verlag,
1960), pp.W

SSEinrtein, "Autobiographical Notes, p. 6T; see
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in 1908 that Einstein became convinced that gravitation
could not be integrated within srR, Einstein's attempts to
find a relativistic theory of gravitation within STR

probably took place between the end of 1907 and the end of
1908.

Instead of trying to find a relativistic general-

ization of Newton's gravitati.onal 1aw, as poincaré and

Minkowski dld, Einstein approached the problem fron a

field theoretical point of view and looked for relativistic
extensions of Poissonrs field equation and of the equation

of rnotion of a particle in a gravitational field. That

Newton's theory was unsatisfactory within srR resulted
fron the latter's rejection of the concept of absolute

time (i.e., absolute simultaneity) and thus of the

concept of instantaneous interaction as we11, since an

instantaneous interaction in one reference frame is no

longer instantaneous in another reference frame. conse-

quently, Newton's gravitational force 1aw, which assumes

an instantaneous interaction between masses, is no longer
adequate within srR. Einstein obtained a relativistic
field equation by adding a term â # a" poisson,s

equation so as to obtain the equation

also: Einstein, "
Theory," pp. 280-

Notes on the Origin of the General
81.
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[o = 4nGp ,

where I is the operator

è2à2à2Là2F =;7 -;7 J;J '

0 the gravitational potential, I the rest density of
matter, and G the gravitational constant.S4 As to the

relativistic generalization of the classical equation of
motion,

F=-mgàaO ,

we do not know how Einstein proceeded. we only know that
Einstein found that the gravitational acceleration of the

particle varied with its internal energy and, in particular,
with its horizontal velocity.

According to Einstein it was the result that the

acceleration varied with the velocity which, in 1908, 1ed

him to abandon his attempt to integrate gravitation within
STR.85 In fact, Einstein's specific failure d.id not

necessarily entail the conclusion that srR was an inade-

quate framework for a gravi-tational theory, since Gustav

84-."-Einstein, "Notes on the Origin of the General
Theory," p. 280; Einstein, "Autobiogràphical Notes,"p. 62.

85-.""Einsteinr "Autobiographical Notes," p. 65;
Einstein, "Notes on the Origin of the General theory,"p. 280.
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Nordstrôm was to develop, within STR, a theory of gravi-
tation that satisfied the equality of inertial and

gravitational nasses to a certain extent. Why then was

the founder of srR so quickly convinced, in contradistinc-
tion to most other people, that STR was an inadequate

franework for gravitation (and this despite the

circumstance that, at the tine, Einstein did not know of
Eôtvôs' experiments on the equality of acceleration of
freely falling bodies) ? The reason is that Einstein had

wanted to generalize the principle of relativity from the

very beginni-ng. Thus he was naturally inclined to place

great enphasis on the tool which offered the prospect of
achieving that goa1, namely the equivalence principle.
This association of the equivalence principle with the

generalization of the principle of relativity appears

explicitly in Einstein's 1907 review paper as we have

seen, as well as in most of Einsteints later accounts.

Thus Einstein wrote for exanple:

If this principle held good for any events whatever(the'principle of equivalence'), this was an
indication that the principle of relati.vity needed
to be extended to coordinate systems in non-uniform
notion with respect to each other, if we were to
reach a natural theory of the gravitational fields.
Such reflections kept me busy from 1908 to 1911,
and I attempted to draw special conclusions fron
them, of which I do not propose to speak here. For
the moment the one important thing was the discovery
that a reasonable theory of gravitation could only
be hoped for frorn an extensi6n of the principle oî
relativity.
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What was needed, therefore, was to frarne a theory
whose equations kept their form in the case of non-
linear transformations of the coordinates. I{hether
this was to apply to arbitrary (continuous) transfor-
mations of coordinates or only to certain ones, I
could not for the moment say.86

Since the equivalence principle predicted

consequences reaching clearly beyond STR, such as a

variable velocity of 1ight, Einstein was ahiare that he had

to choose between STR and the prospect of a more general

relativistic theory incorporating the equivalence

principle. Because Einstein wanted to generalize the

principle of relativity anyway, he opted for the latter
choi-ce. That Einstein was indeed concerned with general-

ization of the principle of relativity during the years

1908-1911 appears from a letter of 29 Septenber 1909 to

Arnold Sommerfeld, in which Einstein wrote:

The treatment of the uniformly rotating rigid body
seems to me to be of great importance on account of
an extension of the relativity principle to uniformly
rotating systems along analogous lines of thought to
those that I tried to carry out for uniformly
accelerated translation in the last secti.on of my
paper puhlished in the Zeitschrift fûr Radioak-
iiïitâi.8

86-.""Ernstein, "Notes on the 0rigin
Theory," pp. 280-81; see also Albert Eins
graphische Skizzê," in Carl Seelig, Helle

of the General
tein, "Autobio-
Zeit-Dunkle Zeit

(Zûrich: Europa-Ver1ag, 1956) , p. 13.
87"Di" Behandlung des gleichfôrmig rotierenden

starren Kôrpers scheint mir von grosser lVichtigkeit
wegen einer Ausdehnung des Relativitâtsprinzips auf
gleichfôrnig rotierende Systerne nach analogen
Gendankengânge, wie ich sie im letzten meiner in der
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Einstein's hope of developing a general theory of
relativity via the equivalence principle explains why he

did not insist on finding a theory of gravitation within
STR. Notwithstanding Einstein's ear1y, private renuncia-

tion, several atternpts were made later on to find a

satisfactory (special) relativistic theory of gravi-tation,

the main ones being those by Max Abraham, Gunnar Nordstrôn,

and Gustav lvlie.

d. Abrahan's theories. - - In December 1911, Max

Abraham initiated a new approach to gravitation by rnaking

use of Einstein's idea of a variable veloci-ty of 1ight.
The historical significance of Abrahan's theory was that
it prompted Einstein to develop his static theory of

gravitation two months 1ater. Although Einstein's line of
thought was conpletely independent of that of Abraham,

Einstein probably profited from the rnathematical 1evel and

the clarity of Abraharn's papers, and in particular from

Abraham's clear presentation of the concept of the energy-

nonentum tensor of a field.

Zeitschr. f . Bgqig_e&ffi4. publizierten Abhandlung
igte Translation durch--

zufûhren versucht habe," John Stachel, "Einstein and
the Rigidly Rotating Disc," in Alan Held, êd., General
Relativity and Gravitati.on: One Hundred Years aETèT-

y J. Stachel.
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Max AbraharnSS "", born in 1875 in Danzig, studied

in Berlin under Max Planck, and after graduation became

his assistant. In 1900, Abraham went to Gôttingen, where

he taught as Privatdozerlt until 1909. It was during the

Gôttingen period that Abraham developed his theory of the

rigid electron which seemed at fj-rst (in contradistinction
to Ej-nstein's theory) to be confirrned by Bucherer's

experinents; at this tirne Abraharn also wrote the two-

volurne textbook Theorie der Elektrizitât, which becane the

standard work in electrodynanics in Germany, The first
volume was an adaptation of Fôppl's Einfi.ihrung in die

l''iaxwellsche Theorie der Elektri zitat; the second volume

dealt with electromagnetic radiation. It was Abrahan who

gave to classical electrodynanics its nodern vectorial
forn. Abraham had been an earLy proponent of the use of
vectors i.n physics and indeed wrote the first comprehensive

review article on vectors in 1g01.89 yet, despite his

outstanding achievements, Abraham rtras to remain Privat-
dozent for nine years because of his somewhat polemical

88iut. Born and iv1. v. Laue, ,,Max Abraham,,,
Physikalische Zeitschrift, 4. [1923), 49-S3, in Max Born

(c6-îtingen 
' 
'VandenÉoeck 

6
OtjS; S. éo1dberg, "Abraham, lvlax,"

Dictionary of Scientific Biography (1970), l, 23-?5.
B9N'1"* Abraham, "Geometrische Grun,Jbegriffe,,,

Encyklopâdie der Mathematischen i,Vi.ssenschaf tèn, 4 , part 3 ,_
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nature. Abraham just could not resist criticizing his
colleagues for scientific or personal reasons. This

personal trait had won him nany enemies and explains why

such a competent physicist could not find an adequate

position in Germany. In 1909, Abraham finally accepted a

professorship in theoretical mechanics in Milan, where he

remained until the war obliged him to leave ltaly in 191s.

Abraharn hinself delicately acknowledged his polernical

inclination. To the question "How do you stand with your

colleagues in Milan?" Abraharn answered, "Superbly, I do

not yet have a complete conmand of the language.,,90

It was during the Milan period that Abraham

developed his theories of gravitation and entered into a

debate with Einstein. Abrahan had never liked Einstein's
special theory of relativity because it directly challenged.

the electromagnetic worldview and in particular the

absolute ether. According to Max Born and Max von Laue

Abraham "1oved his absolute ether, its field equations,
his rigid electron, just as a youth loves his first flame,
whose memoïy no later experience can extinguish."9l y"t,
despite his strong antipathy for Einstein's theory,

9o"Vortteff1ich, ich
nicht so ganzr" Born and v.
Abhandlungen, 2, 603.

91-. ..--Ibld., p. 602.

beherrsche die Sprache noch
Laue, "Max Abraham," in Born,
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Abrahan cane to accept it for a while and even nade

valuable contributions to the development of Minkowski's

electrodynamics, in particular with respect to the

energy-nomentum tensor and its symmetty.92 Furthermore,

when Abraham presented his first theory of gravitation,

he thought at first that it satisfied the principle of
o?relativity.'" Abraham's theory was based on the following

field equation

Io-4nGp ,

where G is the gravitational constant, p the rest-density

of matter, and Q the gravitational potential, which

Abraham assumed to be an invariant with respect to four-

rotations. The equation of motion per unit mass hras

F = -Grad 0 ,

where Grad represents the four-operator lg g. g. 3 l
\Ax' ây' àz'AFCE,j'

Assuming a variable velocity of light, Abraham was able to

derive Einsteinrs relation between the gravitational
potential and the velocity of light without using the

92M"* Abraham, "Su11'Elettrodinamica Di Minkowski,"
Rendiconti de1 ci.rcolo matenatico di Palermo, 30 (1910),

agn6tischen
Spannungstensor," Annalen der Physik, 44 (1914), 537-44.

95M"* Abraham, "Zur Theorie der Gravitation,"
Physikalische Zeitschrift, 13 (1912), 1-5, on 1.
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with respect to the proper tirne r, and using the equation

of motion, Abraham obtained the relation:

equivalence principle. Abraham proceeded as fo1lows.

Differenti-ating the identity

dÔ = cdc

and, after integration,

101

(1)

22c-c-o
----z- =8-Qo

Neglecting terms in (Q/cZ)2 , Abrahan finally obtained

Einstein's fornula

c = co It . 
* 

,rt"] .( c-

Hence Abraham's theory yielded the deviation of light rays

in a gravitational field predicted by Ein:;tein, but with-
out using the equivalence principle. In the same paper,

Abraham also anaryzed the conservation of nomentum and

energy in terms of a syrnmetric field energy-rnomentum

tensor which, in particular, rielded a positive energy

density and thus solved the problern inherent to the older
vector theori-es of gravitation. Initially, Abraharn
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succeeded in deriving the conservation of energy only for
a constant velocity of 1ight, but removed this restriction
shortly afterwardr.94

In three other pup"tr,95 Abraham examined various

consequences of his theory. In particular, Abraham

concluded from relation (1) that the theory satisfied
Lorentz covariance only for infinitesimal space-time

domains, since O is assumed to be an invariant.96

Einstein was to criticize this clain, showi.ng that as soon

as the constancy of the velocity of light is given up,

Lorentz covariance no longer holds even for infinitesimal
space-time donains. Abraham also found that the gravita-

tional force between two noving particles is independent

of the velocity of the attracted partic1e.97 This could

be expected from the very beginning, since the velocity
of the attracted particle does not enter explicitly in the

equation of motion. Abraham did not elaborate, but 1ater,

under the influence of Einstein, he realLzed that such a

94M** Abrahan, "Die
Materie im Schwerkraftfelde
13 (L9L2) , 511- 14.

95M"* Abraham, "Das Elementargesetz der Gravi-
tation," Physikalische Zeitschrift, 13 (1912), 4-5; "Der
freie Fal tun! der Energie" (1912),
311 - 14.

96Abtuh"*, "Erhaltung der Energie" (1912), p. 3I2.
97Abt"h"rr "Das Elementargesetz der Gravitationr"

Erhaltung der Energie und der
," Physikalische Zeitschrift,

p.
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force was unsatisfactory, because it led to a gravitational
acceleration which depended on the velocity of the

attracted body. Subsequently, Abraham was to develop a

second rather elaborate theory, which again assumed a

variable velocity of light and was specifically designed

to incorporate the equality of gravitational acceleratiorr9.8

The theory, however, satisfied neither the principle of
relativity nor Einsteinrs equivalence principle, two

principles Abraham was willing to reiect.99 In Einstein,s
view, Abraham's theory aopeared 1ogica11y sound but rather
artificial. In a letter to sonmerfeld dated zg october

I9L2, Einstein wrote

Abrahan's new theory is indeed, so far as
lo-gically correct, but only a monstrosity
of ernbarrassment. The existing relativity
certainly not as false as Abraham believes

I can see,
IMis s geburt ]
theorv is
100

98M"* Abrahan,,,Das Gravitationsfeld,,,
Physikalische Zeitschrift, 1i (1912; reception date:

infneue Gravitations theorie ,conference held on 19 october rgLz at the società itaiper i1 progresso deI1e scienze, Archiv der Mathematik

tt

i ana
undPhysik, Leipzig, 3rd series, Z0

autnor.
9gAbr"h"rn, "Das Gravitati.onsfeld,, (1g12), p. 7g4;

"Eine neue Gravitationstheorie" (1gIZ), p. Z0g.
100"Abr"hams neue Theorie ist zt^rar, soweit ich sehe,logisch richtig, aber nur eine lvlissgeburt der verlegenjheit. So falsch, wie Abraham meint, i.st die bisherlgeRelativitâtstheorie sicherlich nicht," Einstein to

Sommerfeld, 29 October I?IZ, in Albert Einstein and
Arnold Sommerfeld, Priefwechsel, Armin Hernann ed.
(Basel : Schwabe, 196-8J-,--ll_76-:-
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Nordstrômr s and Mie's theories . - -Whereas

Abraham's and Einstein's theories gave up the constancy of

the velocity of 1ight, Nordstrômrs and Mie's theories

assumed the validity of that postulate and of the relativity
principle. The historical inportance of Nordstrôm's

second theory was that Einstein considered i.t to be the

main rival theory to the Einstein-Grossnann theory. Mie's

theory, oû the other hand, provides an example of a theory

which rejected a strict equality of inertial and gravita-

tional masses from the outset. Furthermore, Mie's deriva-

tion of the theory from relativistic invariants was quite

original and was to influence David Hilbertts approach to

gravitation. Though Nordstrômf s and lvlie's theories hrere

developed only after the publication of Einsteinrs 1912

static theory of gravitation, we shalt briefly discuss them

here in order to show the uniqueness of Einstein's approach.

Gunnar Nordstrôrn101 (1881 -Lg23) was born in
Helsinki, studied i.n that city as well as in Gôttingen

(1906-1907), and obtained his doctorate in Helsinki in 1909.

From 1910 to 1918 Nordstrôm taught as assistant professor

at the University of Helsinki. In face of the difficulties

101Fot biographical information see Hjalmar
Tallqvist, "Gunnar Nordstrôrn," Finska Vetenskaps-Societeten,
Helsingfors, Minnesteckningar o

iter-ar i s ches
Handwôrterbuch fûr Math"*"tr
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which Abrahan's and Einsteinrs theories raised with respect

to the relativity principle, Nordstrôm proposed to maintain

the tr,\io postulates of STR. His first theory, which was

conpleted in October 1912, was based, like Abrahan's theory,

on the field equation

and the equation of motion for the unit nass,

p=-Gradô 
,

where p is the rest density, F the four-force, and Grad

the four-gradient.102 Since the velocity of light is
assumed to be constant, the four-velocity nust be perpen-

dicular to the four-acceleration. In order to satisfy
this condition Nordstrôm adopted a variable rest-mass and

found that the mass varied according to the formula

m = m .Q/cz
o

In an addendum Nordstrôm pointed out that Einstein had

written to him, indicating that he had already examined

such a theory, but had rejected it because he found the

gravitational acceleration of a rotating body to differ
fron that of a non-rotating one. Nordstrôrn, however,

102Gr'r.rn"r Nordstrôm, "Re1ativitâtsprinzip und
Gravitation," Physikalische Zeitschrift, 13 (1912),
IL26-29, on ILZ6.

!o = 4nGp ,
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remarked that the difference hras too small to be experi-
mentally detectable. He adnitted that his theory violated
Einstein's equivalence principle, but saw no reason

therein to abandon his theory. Indeed, Nordstrôm thought

that the equivalence principle presented serious difficul-
ties: "though Einsteinrs hypothesis is extraordinarily
ingenious, it presents on the other hand great

difficu1ties."103 Nordstrôm did not specify these

difficulties. He was to confirm Einstein's objection in
another paper, where he also found that in a static
gravitational fie1d, the acceleration of a particle
decreased with its velocity, independently of the direction
of the veloci ry.r04

In a second th"oty,105 which he completed in
Ziirich in July 1913, Nordstrôm tried to inplement the

equality of inertial and gravitational masses to a greater

extent. To this effect, following a proposition by von

Laue and Einstein, he defined the rest-density of matter

105"Ob"oh1 die Einsteinsche Hypothese ausseror-
dentlich geistreich ist, bietet sie doch anderseits grosse
Schwierigkeiten," ibid., p. IL?g.

104
Gunnar Nordstrôm, "Trâge und schwere Masse in

der Relativitâtsmechanik," Annalen der phl:i\, 40 (1913),
856-78, on 878.

105Gt.rrrrr"r Nordstrum , ,,Z:JT Theorie der Gravitation
vom Standpunkt des Relativitâtsprinzips," Annalen der
Physik, 42 (1913), 533-54.
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as proportional to the trace of the energy-momentum tensor

of matter. He also introduced a variable "gravitational
factor" g(0) in the field equati.on and in the equation of

motion, which thus became, respectively,

F - -g(0.rp Grad 0 ,

where F is the four-force density. Nordstrôm determined

the function g(0) in such a way that for a material

system at rest in a static gravitational field, the

equality of the gravitational acceleration was satisfied
and obtained the relation

!o = g(o)p ,

z

s(o) = ï
Hence, the basic equations of Nordstrômrs theory became

olo = czp ,

r, - ^2^ Grad 0t, = _c O 
6

Nordstrôm established that the equality of acceleration

also held for rotating bodies, but not for a body thrown

horizontally, for which he found the acceleration to be

smaller than that of a body at ,"rt.106 Thus the universal

equality of the gravitational acceleration predicted by

lo6tbid. , p. 5s4.
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the equivalence principle was sti11 not incorporated in
Nordstrômrs theory.

Gustav Mie's theotyrl0T on the other hand

rejected the idea of a strict equality of the gravitational

acceleration frorn the outset. Mie, who was born in 1868

and was a full professor of physics at the University of

Greifswald from 1905 to 1916, initially wanted to develop

a comprehensive, relativistic, electronagnetic field
theory of matter, in whi.ch electrons were viewed as field
singularities. His idea was to formulate a relativistic
invariant which he cal1ed "Hamilton's functier"108 in

terms of the electric and magnetic fields and the four-

current, and to derive relativistic field equations

through differentiation. Initially, Ivlie had hoped to

explain gravitational effects within this electromagnetic

world-view but in the end found that this was not
109possible.-"- Thus he saw himself obliged to add further

variables. He also assumed that the gravitational nass

was propol'tional not to the energy of the body, but to
Harnilton's function. This nade the ratio of inertial and

Materie
ti tle ,
ibid.,

l0 7 G.rr tav Mie , " Grundl agen e
. I," Annalen der Physik, J7
"rI," ibid. , 3g (19r2) , 1-qo;
40 (1913), 1-66.
1o8t,ti", "Grundlagen, r r"
1o9l'ti", "Grundlagen, rIr,

iner Theorie der
(1912), 511-534; sane
same tit1e, "III,"

p. s23.

" p. 5.
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and gravitational masses dependent on the temperature.

Mie pointed out, however, that the difference hras too

smal1 to be detectable experimentalty.ll0

2. Einsteinrs Static Theory of
Gravi tation

In Prague, in February 19L2, Einstein was to

develop a static theory of gravitation that was funda-

mentally different from all other contemporary gravita-
tional theories, in that it was based on the equivalence

principle rather than on a postulated field 1aw or

equation of notion. Another important difference was

that Einstein, adopting a variable velocity of 1ight,
knew that the Lorentz invariance would no longer hold in
general even for infinitesinal space-time dorairrs.1l1
Thus , far from trying to integrate gravitation within srR,

Einstein was consciously leaving the restricted franework

of srR and was venturing into unknown territory. Einstein
expected the allowed transfornations to include more

general ones than the Lorentz transformatiorr,ll2 but at

that time, this was more a hope than a certitude.

110Ibid. , p. 64.
11lR1b"tt Einstein,,'Lichtgeschwindigkeit und

Statik des Gravitationsfeldes," Annalen der physik, jg
(1912), 355-69, on 568-69.

112Ibid. , p. s69.
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To avoid losing ground, Einstein therefore proceeded

cautiously, restricting the discussion to the case of a

static gravitational fie1d. The nain external rnotivation
for Einstein was probably the fact that, by that time,
Max Abraham had already used Einstein's i.dea of a variable
velocity of light to develop his or.\in theory of gravitation.
Einsteinrs criticism of Abraham's theory was to lead to a

public debate whi.ch obliged both men to clarify their own

ideas. The nain historical signifi.cance of Einstein's
static theory of gravitation was that its equation of
motion was to lead Einstein to the definitive equation of
rnotion of the general theory of relativity. The latter
equation of moti_on, in turn, was to deternine the

Riemannian framework of the general theory of relativity.

a. Development of the theory.--In the introduction
to his first paper on the static theory, Einstein
reaffirmed his commitment to the equivalence principle,
despite the fact that it linited the valid.ity of the

constancy of the velocity of 1ight, and thus of STR, to
donains of constant gravitational potential. Einstein
wrote:

Ir *y opinion at least, the hypothesis that the
"acceleration fie1d" is a special case of agravi-tational field has such a great probability,
i! particular rvith respect to the consequences
already derived in the first paper about thegravitational mass of the energy content, that a
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detailed developrnent of its consequences seems to be
ind icate6. 11 3

The formulation of the passage clearly reveals a Machian

line of thought, in that Einstein considered an acceler-

ation field to be a real physi.cal fie1d, and more

specifically a gravitational fie1d. To those who night

have wondered about the source of such a gravitational

field, Einstein indicated in a note on the next page that

"the masses which produce this field Iuniform acceleration

fieldl rnust be thought of as located at infinity."114
From space-time considerations in a uniformly accelerated

system and the equivalence principle, Einstein was to

derive the two key elements of his theory: the field
equation, giving the field in terms of the distribution
of matter; and the equation of motion of a materj.al

particle in a given fie1d. As field variable, Einstein

adopted the velocity of light, which he assumed to be

constant in time since the theory was restricted to the

static case.

Einstein first derived the tTansformation

relations up to the second order (with respect to the

coordinate time t) between a uniformly accelerated

ll3Einrtein, "Lichtgeschwindigkeit und Statik des
Gravitationsfeldes" (1912), p. 355.

114tbid., p. ss6.
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Here again Einstein assumed that the acceleration has no

influence on the rods of the systen, and found the follow-
ing relations:

Y,Z,

r l,

F

n

Ç

T

X *T,,
v,
z,

ct'and

where c = c^ + ax is the velocity of light in K, and ao

is a constant; the time r is measured in such a way that
the velocity of light in I is equal to 1.

Having obtained the velocity of light in the

accelerated system, Einstein looked for a differential
equation (analogous to Poisson's equation) which the



function c = .o + ax would satisy and found. imme<liately

the equation

ac =*.**+=o
âx- èy" èz-

By applying the equivalence principle, this
equation became the gravitational field equation of a

static gravitational field for empty space. In the

presence of matter, Einstein generalized the equation to
the equation

Àc=kcp,

115tbid. , 360.

where k is a universal constant and p the density of
matter, which Einstein defined independently of c by the

convention that the mass of 1cn3 of water is l, whatever

the gravitational potentiul. 115

To deternine the equation of notion of a materia
particle in a given gravitational fie1d, Einstein first
established the equation of motion of a free particle in
the accelerated system by applying the transformation
equations to a rectilinear inertial notion in r Havin

obtained the analytic expression of the rnotion in K,

Einstein then inferred fron it the differential equation
d (t di.) 1 ->

AE l-ttl = - c srad c
[c)
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equat ion
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which he

Eins te in

equivalence principle th

of motion for a particl
Multiplying the equation

showed to be a constant

rewrote the equation in

d( m *l
#ltË+1 =-v*giaac

114

is equation became the

e in a static gravitational

of notion by ./ æ: ,

of the motion,

the forn

where

Einstein interpreted the quantity y Ë i as the

momentum of the particle, and the right side of the

equation as the force exerted by the gravitational field
on the particle. As to the energy of the particle,
Einstein def ined it as the quanti-ty ymc .116

b . Consequences . - - In lr{arch IgLZ, Eins te in
examined various electromagnetic and thernal cons"q,r"rr."rl17

of his static theory of gravitation and derived further
consequences in a paper entitled "Gibt es eine Gravita-

tionswirkung, die der elektrodynamischen Induktionswirkung

116th" dimensions of Einstein,s quantities differ
from the usual ones because of the choice c = | in t

117R1b"ta Einstein , "Zur Theorie des statischen
Gravitationsfeldes," Annalen der Physik, i8 (1912),
443-58.

1Y=:
Vr[i
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analog ist?" IIs there a gravitational action analogous

to the electrodynarnical induction?],118 which show

explicitly that Einstein was concerned with Machrs views

on inertia in Prague. Since the electromagnetic and

thermal consequences had no particular influence, we shall

only examine the latter consequences, which constituted

the basis of what Einstein later cal1ed the relativity of

inertia. Einstein's paper on the gravitational induction

must have been written before May I9I2, since Einstein

stated that the equations of notion of the static theory

of gravi.tation had not yet been published.

In the paper, Einstein asked whether a particle P

at rest inside a massive hollow shell K is subnitted to

an induced force when the she11 is accelerated (Figure 5).

(M)

Figure 5

118A1b"tt Einstein, "Gibt es eine Gravitationswir
kung die der elektrodynamischen Induktionswirkung analog
ist?" Vierteli ahrsschrif t fûr cerichtliche lvledizin und
ôffent .

o P(n)

j'.
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To answer the question, Einstein first established that the

mass M of the she11 influences the mass n of a particle
located at i-ts center. Qualitatively the effect can be

understood as follows: Fron the definition of the

momentumof a m->partrcle, y I v, it follows that its
inertial rest-mass is given by m/c, or mco/c in standard

dinensions, if co is a given velocity. sj-nce the she1l

modifies the value of c it thereby influences the mass of
the particle. From the equation of motion and the usual

definition of the gravitational potential,

,l-+or->,___T=_graaQ,
dt'

Einstein, for low velocities, obtained the relation

giadO=.gi"ac

which after integration yields, in first approxination

c
c

o
= f.t

I

oo -ol
- ---7-l

cto)

KM

*z-
o

where R is the radius of the she11, and wher" .o is the

velocity of light at infi-nity. Thus the new inertial mass

of the particle in the presence of the she11 is

re,
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MMm'=m+K___=
Rt'o

where n represents the inertial mass of the particle when

it is alone at infinity. concerning this effect Einstein
remarked:

The result is in itself of great interest. It shows
that the presence of the inertial she11 K increases
the inertial mass of the enclosed material point p.
This suggests the idea that the whole inertia of a
material point might be an effect of the presence of
all other nasses, based on a kind of interaction with
the latter.

He added in a note, "This is very precisely the point of
view which E. Mach, in his penetrating investigations,
has advanced on the subject."119 In the same note

Einstein referred the reader to the second chapter of
Mach's Mechanics. This was the first time Einstein
mentioned Mach's name in one of his papers. we have seen

that Einstein had been in correspondence with Mach since

1909. Einstein also visited Mach in Vienna, probably in
1911 or the beginning of LILZ.I20 From then or, Mach's

name was to appear frequently in Einsteinrs papers.

After having shown also that the mass of the shel1

119Ibid., p. i9.
r20.,^--Herneck, "Beziehungen zwischen Eins

Mach," p. 8; see also I. B. Cohen, Interview
with I. B. Cohen, Scientific Anerican, 19J, no
1955), 68-73, on 7resteE (19
pp. 104-105.

tein und
of Einstein
. 1 (July
s3),
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is increased by the presence of the particle, Einstein
finally came to the question of whether an induced force

acts on the particle when the shel1 is accelerated. If
so, the particle would exert an opposite force on the

she11 because of the equality of action and reaction.
Thus Einstein assumed that the total external force I
whi-ch must be applied to the she1l in order to communicate

to it the acceleration ï and the (eventual) acceleration
->Y to the particle is of the form

a12p=Af .'cly ,

where A and o are coefficients to be determined.

Sinrilarly, if a total external force I is applied to the

particle and conmunicates to it the acceleration i and

the (eventual) acceleration i to the shel1 then one has

È = ai+ "l ,

where the coefficients cx, is the same as the one above

because of the equality of action and reaction. To

determine the three coefficients A, a, and o , Einstein
examined three particular cases:

a. The she11 and the particle have the same acceler-

ation y , leading to the equation

È * I = (A * a* za)î = [u *' \9lV,
t Rc'J
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where the enclosed expression on the right is the

inertial mass of the whole systen (i.e., its rest-
energy di.vided by .2), and where c is the velocity of
light at the location of the system.

b. The particle only is accelerated and the shel1

is maintained at rest; thus

* -> I kmui*t = ay = lm * ---l '( ,

I Rc-J

where the enclosed expression is the inertial mass

of the particle in the presence of the she1l.

c. The shell only is accelerated and the particle is

maintained at rest; thus

È = nï= ["r. \ry1 I' l'^ RtzJ

where the enclosed expression is the mass of the

she11 in the presence of the particle.
From these questions it follows that

_ 3 kln{m

2 p.rZ

Thus, if only the shell is accelerated, the force which

must be exerted on the particle to keep it at rest is
equal to I = oT Einstein concluded that the induced

force exerted by the shel1 on the particle is equal to
-"i and is thus in the sane direction as the
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acceleration of the shell (since o is negative), in
contradi.stinction to the similar effect between electric
charges of the same sign. Hence it appeared. that
Einstein's theory vindicated to a certain extent Machrs

idea that inertial mass and i-nertial forces are relative
to other bodi.es. We sha11 see that Einstein was to
attribute great significance to such effects.

c. Problens and modification of the theorv.--In
March r9r2, shortly after he had presented his static
theory of gravitation, Einstein expressed doubts about

the validity of the whole theory because the equation of
motion, taken together with the field equation, violated
conseïvation of momentrrn.l21 Specifically, Einstein
found that for matter at rest, which he supposed to be

fixed on a rigid nassless structure, the integral over

the whole space (with c being constant at infinity),

fÈat = -fp giad c d.r

I rAc ->.=-FJc gradcdr,

r2lEirrrtein, ,,zur Theorie des statischen
Gravitationsfeldes, " p. 4S3.
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where I is the force per unit volume acting on the matter,

did not vanish in general because of the last integral.
To obtain a vanishing integral, Einstein first tried to

attribute a gravitational nass to the stresses of the

rigid structure, but he found that this violated the

equality of inertial ?nd gravitational masses. Einstein's

next step was to examine the basic assumptions of his

theory, i.ê., the equation of motion and the field
equation. Since the force expression is a direct conse-

quence of the equation of motion, a modification of the

first required a nodification of the second. Einstein,

however, showed that it would be rather difficult to

nodify the equation of motion unless one wanted to give

up the core of the whole theory, .i.e., the deternination

of the gravitational potential by the velocity of light c.

As to modification of the field equation,

Einstein first transformed the above integral and

inferred that the field equation

cÂc
)')

(gr'ad c)'= kcop

would nake the integral vanish. Einstein, however,

stated that he was reluctant to take that step, because

it seemed to restrict the use of the equivalence

principle to inf initesimal dornairrr.l22 Einstein did not

1
z

{*_.

I2216i4. , p 456.
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give a specific explanati,on, but he seems to have

concluded from the new theory that the linear relation

c=ao+âXr

which resulted frorn the equivalence principle, could be

naintained only local1y, because the coefficient a now

became a function of the coordinates. Hence, the

applicable domain of the equivalence princi.ple becane

restricted as we11. Einstein pointed out that the

equation of motion of a material particle remained unaf-

fected, since its derivation rnade only use of the

transformation equations for an infinitesimal dornain. He

also managed to interpret the supplementary term ft 
(giga cf

as an energy density of the gravitational fie1d,
but he was not to make any further use of the new field
equation. By now, then, it appeared that with his static
theory of gravitation Einstein had given up the constancy

of the velocity of 1ight, the Lorentz invariance (even

for infinitesimal domains), and the macroscopic equivalence

principle. such apparent renunciations or limitati-ons
could become tempting targets for criticism, as the

debate between Einstein and Abraham was to show.

d. Debate with Max Abrahan.--Between June and

August L9r2, a public debate took place beth/een Einstein
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and Abraham which was initiated by Einstein's remark that
"his [Abraham' s ] conception of tine and space is alread.y

unacceptable from a purely formal mathernatical point of
view."L23 Einstein supported his assertion by showing

that as soon as the constancy of the velocity of light is
given up, there can be no Lorentz invariance even for
infinitesimal space-tirne domains, in contrad.istinction to
what Abraharn had initially thought. Einstein reasoned as

follows: If there is a Lorentz transformation for an

infinitesinal domain, then one has the relations

dxt =

and dtt =

with y =

y (dx - vdt) ,

v(J ax + dt) ,
c

1__
Vt-\'c

Since dx' and dt' must

that one nust have the

be total differentials, it follows
relations

à,â
Tt tYJ = ET

à ( vl â

At [ '.2J âx

(-yv),

(v)and

If in the unprined

static one, then c

123gins te in ,Gravitations feldes , "

system the gravitational field is a

is a function of x but not of t.

"Lichtgeschwindigkeit und Statik desp. 355.

;ri' 

-
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If the prined system is, for exanple, a system rnoving

with a uniforn velocity, then v must (for constant x) be

independent of t. Thus the left sides must vanish and

hence the right sides as we1l. The latter vanishing,

however, is impossible in the case of an arbitrary
function c(x), which concludes the demonstration.

Abraham answered Einstein's criticisn by rejecting

the principle of relativity and STR altogether. He argued

that if Einstein had convinced himself that the constancy

of the velocity of light had to be given up in order to

arrive at a consistent theory of gravitation, and that if

the founder of STR had now even shown that the principle

of relativity is inconsistent with such a theory, then it
was clear that Einstein had himself given "the coup de

grâce" (den Gnadenstoss) to the theory of relat ivity.I24
In fact, Abraham was rather pleased by such a development

and did not hide his satisfaction:

One, who, like the present author, has had to warn
repeatedly against the siren song of that theory
ISTR], can with legitimate satisfaction welcome the
fact that its very originator has now convinced
himself of its untenabitity.rZS

124M.* Abraham, "Relativitât und Gravitation.
Erwiderung auf eine Bemerkung des Hrn. A. Einstein,"
Annalen der Physik, 38 (L9IZ), 1056-58, on 1056.

125"W"r, wie der Verfasser, wiederholt vor den
Sirenklângen dieser Theorie hat warnen mûssen, der
darf es mit Genugtuung begrûssen, dass ihr Urheber
selbst sich nunmehr von ihrer Unhaltbarkeit ûberzeugt
hat," ibid., p. 1056.
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Modestly, Abrahan added that if he allowed hinself to

polemicize against such a deserving work as Einstein's

last paper, it was only because of the criticism Einstein

had "bestowed" on his--Abrahan's--theory of gravitation.

Abraham not only rej ected the principle of relativity of

STR, but even proposed to distinguish among all reference

frames the one in which the gravitational field is a static

one. He proposed to call the latter reference systen an

"absolute" one, and saw in it evidence for the existence

of the ether.126 lvith respect to the equality of inertial

and gravitational masses, Abraham became convinced through

Einstein of its impoïtance and was prepared to consider it

as a basic postulate of a new gravitational theory. Yet,

in contradistinction to Einstein, Abrahan saw no need to

associate this with the "questionable 'equivalence
1 )'7hypothesis. rrr!!' Indeed, at the end of L972, Abraham was

to develop a second theory of gravitation, incorporating

the equality of inertial and gravitational nasses, but not

the principle of relativi q.Lzg

Abraham's charge that Einstein had himself given

126Ibid., p. ro5g.
I27M^* Abraham, "Nochmals Relativitât und

Gravitation. Bemerkungen zu A. Einsteins
Annalen der ph::1I- 1g (1912) , 444- 48, on

128Abr"h"*, "Das Gravitationsfeld,

Erwiderung, "
446.

" pp. 793-97
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the coup de grâce to the special theory of relativity
obliged Einstein to present his own posi-tion with respect

to the theory. In his response, in July L9LZ,

reaffirrned his conrnitment to the principle of

which he now forrnulated as follows:

Eins te in

relativity,

Let I be an isolated system with respect to all
other physical systems [in the sense of the usual
language of physics), and 1et I be referred to a
coordinate systen K such that the laws rvhich the
spatio-tenporal variations of I satisfy are as
sinple as possible; then there are infinitely nany
coordinate systems with respect to which these laws
are the same, namely all those coordinate systems
which, re!atively to K, are in uniform rectilinear
ps11en.129

Einstein mentioned that one could also define a principle

of relativity with respect to the whole universe, but that

the latter was beyond experirnental confirmation. Adopting

the first formulation--which he also restated in shortened

forrn as "The relative velocity of the reference systen K

129"Es sei I ein von al1en ûbrigen physikalischen
Systenen (i.n Sinne der ge1âufigen Sprache der Physik)
isoliertes System, und es sei I auf ein solches
Koordinatensystem K bezo_qen, dass die Gesetze, welchen
die râunlichlzeitlichen Ânderungen von I gehorchen,
rnôglichst einf ache werden; dann gi.bt es unendlich
viele Koordinatensysteme, in bezug auf welche jene
Gesetze die gleichen sind, nârnlich a1le diejenigen
Koordinatensysteme, die sich relativ zu K in gleich-
fôrrniger Translationsbewegung befinden, " Albert
Einstein, "Relativitât und Gravitation. Erwiderung
auf eine Bemerkung von lvl. Abraham," Annalen der
Phvsik, 38 (LgI?; ïeception date: + Jiffi 1060.

-
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with respect to the remaining system u does not enter the
130physical laws Einstein remarked that powerful arguments

would have to be presented before this relativity
principle could be doubted. He stressed repeatedly that
he saw no reason for such a doubt and made it clear how

important he considered that principle to be by rejecting
aîy theory which did not incoroporate it:

The considerations outlined above imply, in nyopinion, that arLy theory is to be rejeêted, which
distinguishes a reference system froir another onein uniform translational motion with respect to thefirs1. 131

Consequently, Einstein rejected Abrahamrs attempt to
distinguish among all others the reference frame in which

the gravitational field is a static one.

With respect to the second principle of STR, i. e. ,
the principle of the constancy of the velocity of 1ight,
which says that there is a reference systern K in which the

velocity of light in vacuun is equal to the universal
value c whatever the notion of the emi,tting body with
respect to K, Einstein remarked that he thought its
validity to be limited to space-time donains of constant

13otbid. , p. 1061.
131"Di" irn vorigen angedeuteten ûberlegungen

bringen es nach meiner Ansicht mit sich, dàss jede
Theorie abzulehnen ist, welche ein Bezugssysten
gegentber den relativ zu ihm in-gfeichfôrmiger
Translation befindlichen Bezugsystemen aus zelchnet, "ibid. , p. 1061. Emphasis in -briginal.

EI,
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gravitational potential. Einstein believed that something

of STR had clearly to be given up, since it appeared

inpossible to integrate gravitation within STR without

violating the equality of inertial and gravitational
masses. He did not, however, interpret this situation as

neaning a failure of the relativity principle, but saw in

it only the need to limit the validity of the principle

of the constancy of the light velocity to space-time

domains of constant gravitational potential. Thus he

clained that STR was sti11 valid within that restricted
domain.

The fact that Einstein's oh/n static theory of

gravitation did not satisfy a local Lorentz invariance

could not really be brought up against the relativity
principle, since Einstein was well avrare of the restricted
and provisional character of that theory. Einstein knew

that a more general and relativistic schene satisfying the

equality of inertial and gravitational masses would have

to be developed. He wrote: "the task in the immediate

future must be to build a relativistic theoretical scheme,

in which the equivalence between inertial and gravitation-

a1 mass finds its expression ."I32 Einstein stated that

132"4,-rfg"b" der nâchsten Zukunft muss es sein, ein
relativitâtstheoretisches Schena zu schaffen in welchen
die Aqui-valenz zwi-schen trâger und schwerer Masse
ihren Ausdruck findet," i.bid., p. 1063.

-
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with his static theory of gravitation he had intended to

nake a contribution toward that gout.133 Since the theory

was based on the equivalence principle it provided for

the gravity of energy. Einstei-n adrnitted that he had

only been able to use a 1oca1 equivalence pri.nciple and

was unable to give a satisfactory reason for this. Yet,

despite this limitation, he was not ready to fol1ow

Abraham and give up the equivalence principle altogether.

Besides the gravity of energy, Einstein had

another reason to hold to the equivalence princi.ple,

nanely the prospect of a general relativity. He hrrote:

0n the other hand, the equivalence principle opens
up the interesting perspective that the equations
of a relativity theory encompassing gravitation
might also be invariant with respect to accelerated
(and rotati.ng) systems. The path towards that
goal seems, holever, to be a rather d.ifficult on".134

Arnong the difficulties which hindered his progress

toward that goal in July 19L2, Einstein mentioned the

forseeable loss of the immediate physical meaning of the

space-time coordinates and the fact that he did not yet

know the form of the general space-tirne transfornations.

l33tbid., p. 106i.
134"Arrd"rse its erôf fnet uns dies Âqui-valenzprinzip

die interessante Perspektive, dass die Gleichungen
einer auch die Gravitation umfassenden Relativitâts-
theorie auch bezûg1ich Beschleunigungs- (und Drehungs-)
Transformationen invariant sein diirften. Allerdings
scheint der ltreg zu diesem Ziele ein recht schwieriger
zu sein," ibid., p. 1063.
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Einstein had already encounteïed a loss of physical
meaning with respect to the time coordinate, but now the

space coordinates were affected as wel1. In view of
these difficulties, Einstein pubricly asked his colleagues

for help: "I would like to ask all colleagues to tTy their
hand.s at this inportant problem. "l35 Einstein's call for
collaboration was to be answered by his nathematician

friend Marcel Grossnann, who introduced Einstein to the

absolute differential ca1culus, which was to make Einsteinfs

dream of general relativity reality.

135,,Ich môchte a1le Fachgenossen bitten, sich andiesem wichtigen problern zu versuéhen," ibid.; t. 106t.
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CHAPTER I I I

FIRST SKETCH OF THE GENEML THEORY

0F RELATTVTTY (1913-1915)

At the end of the summer semester of I9I2
Einstein noved back fron Prague to Zurich, where

he became a professor Ordinarius at the Zurich

Eidgenôssischen Technischen Hochschule (ETH). In Prague,

the mathematician Georg Pick, one of Einstein's closest

colleagues there, had suggested to Einstein the use of

the differential calculus of Ricci and Levi-Civita to

solve his mathenatical d.ifficulties in generalizing STR.1

In Zurich, his friend Marcel Grossmann, whose notes

Einstein had used as undergraduate and who was now

professor of mathenatics at the ETH, responded immediately

rvith enthusiasn to Einsteinrs request for help on that
subject. In 1913, Einstein and Grossmann presented the

first sketch of a general theory of relativity. A

generally covariant equation of motion was obtained, but

not generally covariant field equations. Shortly after-
wards, Einstein made a renewed attack on the problem of
generally covariant field equations, which was

lpt,i- 
1 ipp

(New York: Alfred
Frank, Einstein, His Life and Tines
A. Knopf, 1953), p. 82.

br----
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characterized by alternati.ng hope and disappointment.

Einstein first tried to rationalize his failure, and then

for a time thought he could indeed achieve a satisfactory

covariance for his 1913 field equations; final1y, in 1915,

he realized that this was not the case and abandoned the

field equations of 1915.

After a few historical remarks on tensor ca1cu1us,

we sha1l examine the 1913 Einstein-Grossmann theory, in

particular with respect to the development of the

equation of motion, the field equations, and the main

consequences of the theory. We shall then analyze

Einsteinfs further elaboration of the theory and briefly

survey its reception.

HISTORICAL REMARKS ON

TENSOR CALCULUS

Since tensors, like any other physical quantities

are representations of groups, the concept of a tensor

is defined only relatively to a specific gtor.rp.2

Historically, the tensor concept entered physics along

two distinct lines. Along one 1ine, the physicists

2S"" Paul Kustaanheimo, On the equivalence of

and Cosnology (New Delhi: Tata McGraw-Hi11, L976),
d[apslT;--f

A.

some calculi of transformabts_Sgan!_i!&_:-, Societas
t
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Josiah Willard Gibbs and Woldemar Voigt introduced the

tensor concept as an extension of the vector ca1cu1us,

which was itself an outgrowth of Hanilton's quaternion

ca1cu1us. These tensors were initially defined with

respect to the rotation group in 3-space and were later
general ized to tensors with respect to the rotation group

in 4-space. Following standard notation we shall refer

to these groups as 0(3) and 0(4) respectively (the letter
0 standing for orthogonal transformation). Along the

other 1ine, the mathenatician Elwin Bruno Christoffel, in

1868, laid the mathematical foundation of a tensor

calculus with respect to a more general group, namely,

the group of transformations associated with a quadratic

differential form. Christoffel's considerations were

used in 1900 by Ricci and Levi-Civita to develop what

they ca11ed the "absolute differential ca1culus. " We

shalI arlal-yze successively these two lines of developrnent.

1. Tensors with Respect to the
Groups 0(3) and 0(4)

Since vectors and hence tensors with respect to

the groups 0(5) and 0(4) were historically rooted in

William Rowan Hamiltonfs quaternion calculus, it will be

appropriate to say a few words about quaternionr. S

3Or, the role quaternions played
nent of vector calculus see Michael J.

in the develop-
Crowe, A History
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The influence of Hamiltonrs quaternion calculus is
reflected in current terninology: the terms scalar,4

' ."trot6 were all introduced by Hamilton;vectorr' and t

the first two terns have kept the meaning Hamilton gave

them, whereas the meaning of the last term was generalized

by Voigt to its present meaning. Hamiltonfs discovery

of quaternions resulted from his desire to generalize

the complex numbers. Introducing ordered sets of four

real (or complex) numbers q = (d,a,b,c) which he ca11ed

quaternions (biquaternions) and wrote q = dl + ai * bj

+ ck, Hamilton analyzed the properties of 1, i., j, k,

and discovered in 18437 what is now called the quaternion

group, which is constituted by 8 elements: t1, ii, tj,
!k, with the multiplication rule: i2 = jZ = k2 - -1,

ij = k, jk = i, ki = j, ji = -k, kj = -i, ik = - j.

of Vector Analysis: The Evolution of the Idea of a
f

Notre Dame Press, 1967).
4Witliam Rowan Hamilton, "On Quaternions, or on

New System of Inaginaries in Algebrâ," Philosophical
MEeezine, 2-9_ (1846), 26-27; mentioned b@
of Vector Analysis, pp. 3I-32.

5 tuia.
6witliam Rowan Hamilton

(Dub1in, 1853), p. 57, par. 63.
TFor an account of the

Hankins, Sir William Rowan Hami
Johns Hop@ss, i980), chap. 7

, Lectures on Quaternions

discovery, see
lton (Batrtinore

Thornas L.
and London:

; see also

rrtr---.

Crowe (1967), chap. 2.
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Reciprocally, Hamilton's multiplication rule of the

quaternion algebra can be obtained from the multipli-
cation table of the quaternion group (by identifying
a(-i) with -a(i), etc. ) . Hamilton cal1ed d the "scalar
part" of the quaternion q, (a,b,c) the "vector part,"

and the quantity ,/ d' + + b'+ c" the "tensor of q."

Despite Hamilton's conviction of the usefulness

of quaternions for physical applications--which was

shared in particular by Peter Guthrie Tait and Jarnes

Clerk Maxwell (the latter made use of quaternions in his

Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism)--most physicists

saw no need for such an abstract nathematical tool in

their science. The influence of Maxwe1l, Tait, and

others, however, together with the growing inportance of

electromagnetism, stinulated the development of a

quaternion calculus for the practical man, namely the

vector calculus. One of the key figures in the growth

of the vector calculus was Josiah Willard Gibbs. Gibbs

separated the scalar part from the vector part of the

quaternion and introduced two kinds of products: the dot

product and the vector product, instead of one quaternion

product. Gibbs also made use of Hamilton's linear
functions of quaternions and introduced operators he

ca11ed dyadics which are equivalent to modern tensors

with respect to the 0(3) group. In Gibbs'
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-;on r, corresponded to the

where the coefficients "ij are numbers. The set "ij is

ca11ed today a tensor of second rank. In the nineteenth

century, such linear functions weîe used in the theories

of elasticity, hydrodynamics, and electricity. Gibbs9

introduced the term "right tensor" for a dyadic corres-

ponding to a pure strain.
It was precisely the problem of describing

elongations which, around the turn of the century, led

the theoretical physicist and crystallographer lVoldernar

Voigt to look for a new mathematical tool which would

a1low one to describe stresses and strains of crystals.
Since an elongation along one axis is characterized

by a number and a direction without orientation,

8Josiah Willard Gibbs and E. B. Wilson, Vector
Analysis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1901), p. 26S.

9Josiah lVillard Gibbs, Elements of Vector Analysis
(New Haven, 1881-84, not pubfis y
Max Abraharn, "Geometrische Grundbegriffe," Encyklopâdie
der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, IV, part--JeîïîEF
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a vector is inappropriate to describe such a state since
+,+a and -a are essentially two different vectors. Thus

Voigt, who was not ahrare of Gibbs's privately printed
work, introduced what he ca11ed tensors: a tensor was

characterized by a number and a direction without
orientation.l0 with respect to the choice of the term

"tensor," Voigt adopted Haniltonrs teïm because he

considered the new meaning to be an extension of the old
11one; -- whereas for Hamilton a tensor was a magnitude, for

voigt it neant a magnitude plus a direction. since any

pure defornation can be characterized by three tensors
in three perpendicular directions, voigt introduced the

tern "tensor trip1s"12 and defined the latter in terms of
si.x independent components in an arbitrary coordinate

13 .I4sysrem. volgt-' v/as soon to write these components in
the standard notation: Txx, Tyy, Tzz, Tyr, Tzx, ,*, and

1Oltlo1d"rar voigt, Die fundamentalen Eisenschaftena"t={.yrt"tt" i" Elenentar
P.

11tbid. , preface, p. vi.
12-. . .^-Ibid. , p. ZZ.

13Ibid. , p. zs.
14w. Voigt, "Etwas ûber Tensoranalysis,,, Nachr.

Çes. Gôtt., _Tlrh.-physikalische Klasse (19'041 , pp.-ZgT:513, on p. 499.

*--
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aLso introduced tensors of higher turrkr.15 Voigt's

"tensor triple" corresponds to a symmetric tensor.

Gibbs's dyads and Voigt's tensors constituted represen-

tations of the group of rotations 0 (3) .

The next step in this line of development was

Poincaréis introduction of what Sommerfeldl6 later ca11ed

quadrivectors, which by construction constituted a

representation of the group of linear orthogonal

transfornations leaving *2 * yZ * =? - J invariant.
(This group corresponds to 0(4) and was denoted by

Poincaré the Lorent., gto,rp.17; It nust be pointed out
10

that Voigt,'" in 1887, had already made use of the

Lorentz trans forination.

Hermann N{inkowski, following Poincaré and

15w. Voigt, "Ueber die Paraneter d.er Krystall-
physik und ûber gerichtete Grôssen hôherer Ordnung,"
Gqtq. Nachr., Heft 4 (1900), pp. 555-79, on p. 358;
\Z6-i€J, -%îisoranalysis" p. 499.

16.-"Arno1d SommerfeId, "Znr Relativitâtstheorie,
I . Vierdirnens ionale Vektoralgebra, " Annalen der Phys ik ,
32 (1910), 749-76, in Arnold Sommerfeld, GéSamrnelte-
SEhriften, ed. F. Sauter (Braunschweig: Fîffiï.--Vie-weg
s Sohn, 1968), Z, 190.

17H"rrri- Poincaré, "Sur 1a Dynamj-que de 1 'E1ec-
tron," Beqd. Circ. Mat. Palermo, ZI (1906), I29-76,
in Henr is, 1954) , 9,547 .

18ltt. voigt, "Ûber das Doppler'sche Princip, "
Nachr. Ges . Gôtt. , (1 88 7) , pp. 44- 51 , on p. 45 . The
papeï
(1e1s)

was reprinted in Physikalische Zeitschrift, 16
, 381- 86.
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Einstein, took the relativistic invariance seriously and

derived the fundamental electrodynanic equations for
moving bodies from a four-dimensional Lorentz-invariant

fornalism. The four-fornalism, as with Poincaré,

associated the spatial coordinates and the time

coordinate within a new four-quantity which Minkowski19

h/rote (x,y,zrit) or (x'xrrx3,x4). Through the intro-
duction of the complex number i, the Lorentz invariant

*z * yz * r? - tz could be written *r'* *rz *r'
?* *4 Consequently, a Lorentz transformation could be

viewed as a rotation in four-space. It seems likely
that Minkowski came to the idea of using the norm

?1??xl' * *Z' x3- * *4- through the quaternion calculus

in which this quantity plays a najor role. Minkowskits

avrareness of quaternions is established by the fact that

in a footnote of the same paper in which he introduced

the four-formalism, he suggested thatone could have

thought of using the quaterni.on calculus rather than the

natrix calculus adopted in the p"p"t.20 In fact,
Minkowksi's four-vector (x,y,zrit) was just a special

l9H"t*".rn Minkowski, "Die Grundgleichungen ftr
die elektronagnetischen Vorgânge in bewegten Kôrpernr"
Nachr. Ges. Gôl!., math.-physikalische Klasse, (1908),
ffirmann Minkowski, Gesammelte Abhand-
lungen, ed. D. Hilbert (Leipzig, 1@:
Chelsea, 1967), 2 vols. in one, 2, 354.

2oMinkowski, Abhandlungen, 2, 375.
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case of Hanilton's complex quaternions (which Hanilton
cal1ed biquaternions). 21

The historical inportance of Minkowskirs work in
physics was that it led to the development of the four-
dirnensional tensor calculus. Initially, Einstein had

been rather critical of Minkowski's work: accord.ing to

Max Born, Einstein, around 1909, saw in Minkowskirs work

1itt1e more than "superfluous mathematical accessories"

("ûberflûssiges nathematisches Beiwerk,,).22 Einstein
later acknowledged, however, that without the four-
dimensional tensor ca1cu1us, GTR would not have been

)7possible.'" The four-dimensional tensor calculus was to
provide the nathematical background against which Einstein
could appreciate the potential usefulness of the generally

covariant tensor ca1culus. Indeed, within this context
the latter was to appear as a natural extension of the

tensor calculus with respect to 0(4).

21wi1liarn Rowan Hamilton, Elenents of Quaternions,e_d. q. J. J_of y, Srd ed. (London, Z
New York: Chelsea, 1969), 1, L33.

22M^* Born, "Erinnerungen an Hermann lr{inkowski
zur 50. Wiederkehr seines Todestages," Naturwiss., 46
(1959), 501-05, -in Max Born, Ausgéwâhlt@
(Gôttingen: Vandenhoeck Ç Rup

23-.--Einstein to Besso, 6 Jan. 1948, ibid., p. 3gl.
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2. Tensors with Respect to the Groups
Associated with a QuadraticDifferential Form

The theoretical basis of the absolute differential
calculus of Ricci and Levi-civita was developed by Elwin

Bruno christoffel in his 186g paper entitled "ueber die
Transformation der homogenen Differentialausdrûcke
zweiten Grades."24 There Christoffel introduced the

concept of what Ricci later ca1led the covariant
25derivative-" and also gave an analytic expression of what

was later ca1led the Riemann-Christoffel curvature

tensor. Prior to Christoffel, Bernhard Riemann had

introduced the latter concept in general terms in his
Habilitationsschrift of 18s4, which was published only
after his death.26 Christoffel briefly mentioned

Rienann's lecture at the very end of his paper, but

24n. B. Christof fel, ,,Ueber die Transformation
der_homogenen Differentialausdriicke zweiten Grades,"
cre11e's Journal, 79 (1869), 4o-70, in E. B. chrisioffel,
@matîsir,e nuÉanarunÉen, ua. r. Maurer

25C. Ricci, ',Su11a derivazione covariante ad una
forma quadratica differentiale." Rendiconti Accad.Lincei (4) , 3, part I (1887) , 15-18.-

26g. Riemann, ,,Ueber die Hypothesen, welche der
Geonetrie zu Grunde 1iegen," Habilitationschrift, 1gs4,
Abhandlungen der Kôniglichen Gesellschaft der wiséen-

che Werke und Wissenschaftticher
Nachlass, €d. Heinrich Weber, Zid @pp.'2.-87.

Ér---
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apparently developed his considerations quite indepen-

dently of it.
Christoffel's problem was as fo1lows. If the

independent variables *i of a differential expres rion?T
.2 i. kds- = oikdx-dx^', where rik are arbitrary functions of

*i, rt" replaced by another set of ind.ependent variables
1x'*, one obtains a new differential expression
) idx'k such that dr? = d.s'Z. if on thedst" = r,lt.kdxt

other hand, one starts from the differential expressions
)')ds', ds'' with given rik, rtik, the question arises

whether there are transfornations xu = *u(*'o) such that

d.sz = ds'? and, if there are, what conditions these

transformations have to satisfy. Frorn algebraic

invariant theory it follows that the transformations

xu = xÈ(x'o) have to satisfy the condition Er = rZE

where Er and E are the determinants of o'rU and orn

respectively, and where r is the Jacobian of the

transformation. The above condition would be sufficient
if u:rU, o'ik were constant. In the present case,

however, further conditions have to be satisfied so that

the dxu may be total differentj.als. Through differentia-
tion operations, Christoffel found that the necessary

)1"'From here otr, r^/e adopt the sunmation convention
Einstein introduced in 1916; each time an index appears
twice, once in the upper position and once in the lower
position, a summation over this index is assumed.

----
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condj-tions )

(1). rf
1K

âx1

âxt0

^kdX

-=
âxtP

(!l , 1nrK E, and

-.r----- -r *"Etk Fwnere 1'. ^ = )wrrçre 'i.o -f T'kri.c '

E beins the cofactor ofrK

,03{.l)'=t!^Uu-uv -clg -- U 
-- v

rk, iu
râur.-I lK
l-:-Tldx

.t.l.i.g f, ." which Christoffel wroteKr&

are now known as Christoffelre spec t i-ve 1y

syrnbo 1s .

Condition (1) allowed Christoffel to introduce

the concept of the covariant derivative as fo11ows. From

the postulate of the invariance of ds? = ur.,..dxudxv = ds'2
uv

Christoffel pointed out that the transfornation 1aw of

the ur.... is given by
UV

1

?

nts tiil,

lir) [i.q.l
I' J'Lt l

coefficie

^0dX.û,wnere u 
u

This is the

de fini t ion

entails the

relation Einstein was

of a tensorui-k. Frorn

invariance of dr?, and

^,.rJ]dI

to adopt for the

this definition, which

s imilar definitions

Ér--
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for the other tensors, it follows that tensors constitute
a representation of the group of transfornations with
respect to which dsz is an invariant. In the general

theory of relativity, this group is the group of arbi-
ttary transformations of four-dirnensional space-time.

We sha11 refer to thi-s group as the GTR group.

Christoffel now considered a general form

Gu = (itiZ i
l.l

1, 1^
)dxtd*t

â 
(e102

d*t',

where the coefficients (which are tensors of the
T.- iti Z iu ) are funct ions derived f rom rrr,rv .

transformation 1aw for the coefficients of Gu is

type

The

(o102 .oJ'= (itiZ

By taking the derivative
^ .0dx'

^2ÀdX

, and

second derivatives in terms of
âx t 0âxt0s

Christoffel, after rearrangenent of the

sides of the equation, obtained the

ir i')
LL1 lu u

U- cll 0r
IL

.0,)
u

i
uu

0
u

(2)

replacing the

equation (1),

terms on both
2Bre I at 10n

(a 01
i

uug
u

2Schtirtoffel "Differentialausdriicke" (1869),
363.
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(3)

and similarly for (iif. . .iu) ' .

Thus from a "system of transformation relations of order

u" Christoffel obtained a system of transformation
relations of order U + 1. Relation (3) is the definition
of the covariant derivative of a covariant tensor
(i1...iu) and equation (2) shows that the covariant
derivative transforms like a tensor.

In the same paper, Christoffei- analyzed the

integrability conditions of the system of equations (1).
He found that the latter systen is integrable if the

following relation is satisfied

I - I (et(hi)
gkhi

+[
cB

shik

where (gkhi) = | l+" . lt:nu, 
t'î" 

"'ro I- lax-ôx a;%J ;FF '#rJ j

Lrll (_-E- 
l''o,ui 

rg,hk - to,*n
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The expression (gkhi) 1s the Riemann-Christoffel tensot29

(or curvature tensor) which is the cornerstone of

Einstein's final field equations.

Christoffel's notion of a covariant derivative
was used by Gregorio Ricci-Curbastro to develop what he

ca11ed the "absolute differential ca1cu1us. " Together

with Tul1io Levi.-Civita, he published a comprehensive

re*oit30 in which they developed various applications

(ana1ytica1, geometrical, mechanical, and physical) of

the tensor ca1cu1us. The considerations of Christoffel
and those of Ricci and Levi-Civita must be seen within

the context of the researches done in the nathematical

field of invariant theory associated with a quadratic

di.fferential form which rvas an active field around the

turn of the century. Thus ùlarcel Grossnann was naturally
aware of it. In 1908, J. Edmund Wright gave a survey of

the field nentioning in particular the rnethod used by

29th" tern is used. by Einstein and A. D. Fokker,
"Die Nordstrômsche Gravitationstheorie von Standpunkt
des absoluten Differentialkalkiils," Annalen der Physik,
!4 (1914), 32I-28, on 328.

30C. Ricci and T . Levi - Civi-ta, "Méthodes de
ca1cu1 différentiel absolu et leurs applications,"
Ivlathematische Annalen, 54 (1901), I25-201; for a trans-

sed-Robert Hermann, Ricci and Levi-
Civita's tensor aralysis paper: t

S
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Christoffel, Ricci, and Levi-Civita and those used by

Lie and Maschke. Sl

The first physical application of the tensor

calculus of Ricci and Levi-Civita was nade by Friedrich

Kottler, who in I9I2 developed generally covariant

electromagnetic field equatio.rr32 u, a natural

generalization of Minkowski's conceptions. The work was

published when Einstein and Grossmann were already working

on their joint paper of 1913.53

B. THE EINSTEIN-GROSSMANN TENSOR
THEORY (1913)

The efforts by Einstein and Grossmann to develop

a general theory of relativity u/ere to result in a paper

entitled "Entwurf einer verallgemeinerten Relativitâts-
theorie und einer Theorie der Gravitation" lsketch of a

34
generalized relativity theory and a theory of gravitation],
which we sha1I refer to as the Entwurf paper. The paper

31_"-Joseph Edmund Wright, Invariants of Quadratic
Dif ferential Fptrnr (1908; rpt. N

32^"-Friedrich Kottler, "Uber die Raumzeitlinien
der Minkowski'schen We1t," Sitzgsb. Ak. Wiss. Wien,
Mathematisch-Naturwissensch lla,
part 2, IZI (1912), 1659-1759.

33A1bett Einstein and Marcel Grossnann, ',Entwurf
einer verallgemeinerten Relativitâtstheorie und einer
Theorie der Gravitation," Zeitschrift fûr Mathenatik und
Physik, 62 (1913), ?.25-61,

34 ru ia.
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contained two parts: a physical part written by Einstein

and a mathenatical part written by Grossmann. It was in

this paper that Einstein was to mention Eôtvôs's experi-

nents on the equality of inertial and gravitational

masses for the first time; he was to refer to these

experiments frequently thereafter, as support for the

equivalence principle. We shalI analyze successively the

developnent of the equation of motion, of the field
equations, and of the main results of the theory.

1. The Generally Covariant
Equation of Motion

A key step toward the generally covariant equation

of motion hlas Einsteinrs discovery that the equation of

notion of his static theory of gravitation could be

derived from Harnilton's principle in a particularly
sinple way. The discovery must have taken place between

March and May L9L2, i.ê., during the time of subnissi.on

and publication of Einstein's paper "Zur Theorie des

statischen Gravitationsfeldes" since the finding appeared

in an addendum which was published together with that
paper. In the addendum, Einstein showed that the equation

of rnotion of a free particle in a static gravitational

35A1b"rt Einstein," Zur Theorie des statischen
Gravitationsfeldes," Annalen der Physik, 58 (1912),
443- 58 , on 458.
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field can be expressed in the following simple form

,Ifw)=o
where c is a function of the spatial coordinates.

Ei.ns te in conmented :

It is apparent--as Planck has already shown for
the ordinary relativity theory--, that the equations
of analytical mechanics have a significance which
goes far beyond the Newtonian mechanics. The
Hamiltonian equation Iabove] gives a hint of how
the equations of motion of a material point are_-
constituted in a dynamical gravitational fie1d.J0

z1
Since Planck,'' in 1906, had shown that the above

equation (with c being constant) represents the equation

of motion of a free particle in STR, the sinilarity of

these equations was striking. Thus the equation of

rnotion of the static theory of gravitation appeared as a

natural extension of the equati.on of motion of a free

particle in STR.

36"Ar.r.h hier zeigt s ich- -wie d.ies fûr die
gewôhnliche Relativitâtstheorie von Planck dargetan
wurde--, dass den Gleichungen der analytischen Mechanik
eine ûber die Newtonsche Mechanik weit hi.nausreichende
Bedeutung zukommt. Die zuletzt hi-ngeschriebene
Harniltonsche Gleichung 1âsst ahnenr-wie die Bewegungs-
gleichungen des materiellen Punktes im dynamischen
Gravitationsfelde gebaut sind," ibid., p. 458.

37M"* Planck, "Das Prinzip der Relativitât und
die Grundgleichungen der Mechanik," Berichte der
Deutschen Physikali-schen GesellschaftlT-G906Jl-I36 - 4I,
in lvlax Planck, Physikalischè Abhandlungèn und Vortrâge
(Braunschwe ig i

4--
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Frorn the Entwurf paper, as we shal1 see, it ap-

pears that Einstein's next step was to assume that an

equation of the type ô/ds = 0, where ds is a certain

invariant to be found, represented the equation of motion

of a particle in a dynamical gravitational field.
Einstein could easily get some idea of the form of ds by

taking the ds of the static theory of gravitation and

by making a Lorentz transformation, or some other

general transfornation that would transform the static
gravitational field into a dynamical one. He thus

real ized that nore functions would enter the dr? than
)just c'. It is probably in this sense that Einstein's

final remark in the addendun must be interpreted. Yet,

by July 1912, we have seen that Einstein sti1l did not

know the form of the most general transformation of

coordinates and that he asked his colleagues for help on

that question. Thus, at that time, Einstein probably

was stil1 not certaj.n that the invariant he was looking

for was the quadratic differential form , d,sz = g..., dxu dxv."uv
But at least Einstein knew in what direction to look and

what kind of questions to ask.

Marcel Grossmann Ï/as to

Einsteinrs questions. Grossmann

provide answers
38 *", born in

to

I878 in

38-""For biographical information see J. J.
Burckhardt, "Grossmann, Marce1," Dictionary of Scientific
Biography, 5 (I972), 554-55; Louis Kol1ros, "Prof. Dr.
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Budapest, studied with Einstein at the Zûrich ETH, and

in 1907 becarne professor of descri.ptive geonetry at the

ETH. Grossmann was a close friend of Einstein and had

been helpful to the latter not only through his lecture

notes at the ETH but especially through his father's

recommendation of Einstein to the director of the patent

office in Bern. Einstein judged that without the

reconmendation he would probably not have obtained that
zovital job."' Grossmann had written his first papers on

non-Euclidean geometry and could at once inform Einstein

of the rnajor role quadratic differential forms played in

mathematics both from an algebraic and geometric points

of view. By introducing Einstein to the tensor calculus

developed by Christoffel, Ricci, and Levi-Civita,

Grossmann undoubtedly saved Einstein a 1ot of tine

searching the literature. The t\,\ro men hrere to publish

two papers together before the collaboration was inter-
rupted by the war. Though above we have referred to the

Entwurf theory as the Einstein-Grossmann theory, Einstein

nust nevertheless be considered as the discoverer of the

Marcel Grossmannr" Verhandlungen der Schweizerischen
Naturforschenden Gesellschaft, 118 (1937), 325-29:' Walter

erfêTjahrsschrift der
Naturforschenden Gesellscha , 322-26.

39--."'Einstein to Besso, 6 March 1952, Çorrespondance(7972), pp. 464-65; see also Seelig, Einstein (1960),
pp. 86-87.
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theory since it was he who directed the search. Einstein's

colleagues generally referred to the theory as Einstein,s

theory, which we sha11 often do as we11. In a letter to

Sommerfeld, Einstein described what he saw as Grossnann's

contributi-on: "Grossmann will never claim to be co-

discoverer. He only helped rne to orient myself in the

mathematical literature, but contributed nothing materially

to the results. "40 The last sentence perhaps under-

estimates sonewhat the contribution of Grossmann's

nathematical expertise .

Thus, at the end of LgIz, guided by Grossrnann,

Einstein knew that the invariant for the equation of

moti.on was of the form dsz = guudxudxv and that the guu

could be interpreted as the metric of a Riemannian space.

At that time, Vladimi-r Variéak had already presented

a non-Euclidean, Lobachevskian interpretation of the

special theory of relativity.41 Einstein was probably

aware of Variéak's ideas since he wrote a reply to a

40"Grorsmann wird nienals darauf Anspruch machen,
a1s Mitentdecker zu gelten. Er half mir nur bei der
0rientierung ûber die nathernatische Litteratur, trug aber
rnateriell nichts zu den Ergebnissen bei," Einstein to
Sommerfeld, 15 July 1915, in Albert Einstein and Arnold
Sonmerfeld, Briefwechsel, êd. Armin Hernann (Basel:
Schwabe, 1968)-,-;p.--T--rans. by Roger and Helga Stuewer
in John Earnan and Clark Glynour, "Einstein and Hilbert:
Two Months in the History oî General Relativity," Archive
for History of Exact Sciences, 19 (1978), 29L-308,-6i-29S.

41v1"di*ir Variéak, "Anwendung der Lobatschef-
skijschen Geometrie in der Relativtheorie," Physikalische
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paper by Variôak on another topic at about the same ttnelz
Besides the equation of motion, Einstein had another

reason to be interested in a non-Euclidean space, namely,

the result that for a rotating body the Euclidean geometry

was no longer valid.43 Since Einstein wanted to include

rotations among the allowed transformations, non-

Euclidean spaces had to be considered.

The importance of the Haniltonian formulation of

the equation of notion of Einsteints static theory in the

transition toward the generally covariant equation of

notion is confirmed by the fact that Einstein devoted the

first section of the Entwurf paper to that subject. The

section, entitled "Equations of rnotion of the naterial
point in a static gravitational fie1d," reproduced the

arguments presented in the addendurn, but in the reverse

order. Now, Einstein presented the equation of motion of

a particle in a static gravitational field as a natural

Zeitschrift, 11 (1910), 93-96; "Die Relativtheorie und
ô-iæ-e 

-l,olatscneEti j sche Geome.trie, " ibid. , pp. 287 -93;
see also Vladimir VariÉak, "Uber die nichteuklidische
Interpretation der Relativtheorie," Jahresbericht der
Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, @),

42Albert Einstein, "Zum Ehrenfestschen Paradoxon,"
lhyliJalische Z itsqhrifl, 12 (1911) , 509- 10; reply to

tl% ibid., p. 169-70. -

43Alb"tt Einstein, "Lichtgeschwindigkeit und
Statik des Gravitationsfeldes," Annalen der Fhysik, 38
(1912), 355-69, on 356.

Ê---
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Einstein now assumed the equation of rnotion ô/ds = 0,
)

where ds" = g. .. d.xudxv, to hold for any gravitational"uv
field. The latter equation of rnotion is the same in

any reference system only if ds is an invari-ant. In

STR the postulate of the invariance of dsz = ,ZdrL
.2 2 1- dx- - dy- - dx'is equivalent to the restricted

principle of relativity. By postulating the invariance
?of dsz = gu, dxudxv, which implies that guu is a tensoï,

Einstein made his equation of rnotion generally covariant.

Furthermore, the tensor calculus now enabled Einstein to
formulate generally covariant equations (i.e., equations

which keep the same form under the GTR group of trans-

formations) sinply by writing down tensor equations.

Though the postulate of the invariânce of
? ttd,st = g,.r, dxudxv might have appeared as a rather straight-

forward step, the latter had serious consequences, of

which E j-nstein was fu11y aware, with respect to the

neaning of the space-time coordinates. In STR,

. 2 2.2 2 2 Zds- = c-dt- - dx- - dy' - dz' is computed by measuring

d.t and d1 = \ææd7 directly with instruments.

with the ne\4/ metric d,sZ = gru dxudxv, where the guu which

represent the gravitational field are considered to be

given, the proper length of an infinitesimal rod is no

longer d.eternined only by d*1 , d*2, dx3 , but by the

potentials 911, E?2, gS3, EIZ, 81S, gZS as well-



Similarly, the proper time is not given by d*4

dr2 = g44(a*4)2. Thus the coordinates *1, *2,

have no longer any immediate physical neaning.

respect to the coordinate *4, this was already

in Einstein's static theory of gral'itation as

seen.

and

156

but by

34XrX

44 t,^iirh

the case

we hal'e

From what Einsteln cal1ed the Hamilton function

(and now usually ca1led the Lagrangian), H = -r$;,

Einstein then derived the expressj-ons for the momentum

and energy of a parti-cle in the gravitational fi.e1d as

lve1l as the expression for the force exerted by the

gravitational field on the particle. Generalizing these

expressions to the case of a continuous distribution of

matter and introducing the energy momentum tensor of the

naterial d.is tri.bution : THv = o dxu gI' . where o is thetodsds'o
rest density of matter, Einstein finally found for the

densities of rnomentun, energy, and force, respectively:

/- gtu Tu4 , etc.

./- o rH4
' è bA,,+F

- âo
L r- " oUV _UV7r-$ -; L elc
L^l dx*

Jx
-=V
-E _
V

Kx
\--

44Eilrs tein/Grossmann, "Entwurf" (1913), pp 230 - 3r

É--.
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equations for

form (GS Sou

I
uv

to the energy-momentum

Einstein expected then

- 0 or, explicitly
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cons ervat ion

to be of the

Tespect

matter,

TUV j
,v

a

^Vdx
(/T sou ruu) i I Fs

uv
-UV-^r-ut

where o = L,21314, and the semicolon stands for the

covariant derivative. This equation resulted from a

generalization of the corresponding conservation equations

Tuv,v - 0 (the comma standing for the ordinary derivative)

of STR. As to the physical significance of the terms of

the abcye equations, Einstein considered the first sum to

represent the derivatives of the energy-nomentum distri-
bution of matter and the second sum to express the action

of the gravitational field on matter.45 In Septenber

1913, Ei-nstein was to recast the above equation in the

following fot*46

Trv
o

(t"
l-èuvt+
ln
i. âx"

I
ûprlTrvà f ' I ,

)

_1
z

, -,v -uvWnefe l. = {_o o- |^o'.'oou

45Ibid., p. zs3.
46A1b"ra Einstein, "Zum gegenwârtigen Stande des

Gravitationsproblens," Physikalische Zeitschrift, 14
(1913), 1249-66, on 1257.

dr--
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As the right side represents the four-force of the

gravitational field on matter, Einstein came to view the

expression

u"]ii 5!!
axo

as the "natural expression of the components of the

gravitational field."47 This interpretation was to

hinder Einsteinfs successful use of the Riemann-

Christoffel curvature tensor later on because it led him

to express that tensor in terms of the above components,

which greatly complicates the fornulas.

2. The Linearly Covariant
Field Equations

Once Einstein had developed the equation of

motion, his next goal was to develop field equations

deternining the gravitational field BUu in terms of
given energy-momentum tensor Tuv of natter. Here,

however, the path was not as uniquely deterrnined as

the equation of motion. Itle sha1l f irst present Eins

assumptions before analyzing the development of the

equations.

for

te in's

fie 1d

47Alb"tt Einsteinr" Zur allgemeinen Relativitâts-
theorier" Sitzqngsberichte der K. Preussischen Akadenie
der Wissen - 86,

rlrrlrÔr--
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Einstein first assuned that the field equations

have the forn fuv = XTuv, where X i.s a constant and fuv

a contravariant tensor of rank 2 obtained through

differentiation of the fundanental tensor gur. By analogy

with Poisson's equation ÂQ = 4nkp, Einstein required the

differential equation to be of second order. Since the

Riemann-Chri-stoffel curvature tensor, which was ultinately
to lead to the f i.nal field equations, is precisely a

differential tensor of second order, Einstein and

Grossmann tried to nake use of the latter. Yet, they

thought that they had several reasons agai-nst its use.

First, they thought that the curvature tensor did not

reduce to A0 for an infinitely weak static gravitational
4Bfie1d.'- Secondly, they believed that the conservation

laws were not satisfied.49 Fina11y, according to a

student who visited Einstein in lvlay 1917, Ei_nstein was

reluctant to use the curvature tensor because he could

not discern in it an immed.iate physical r"*r,ing.50 This

relative lack of motivation resulted perhaps in a lack of

4B-..' "Einstein/Grossmann, "Entwutf , " pp. 235, ZS7 ;
see also Einstein to Sommerfeld, 28 Nov. 1915, Brief-
wechsel (1968), p. 33; Einstein to Besso, 10 neEl--f9tS
Correspondance (1972), p. 60.

49_.'"Einstein to Besso, 10 Dec. 1915, Correspondance
(\972), p. 60.

50^""See1ig, Einstein (1960), p. 260
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perseverance whi-ch rnay have prevented them from

discovering their errors. These errors were to cost

Einstein three years of extremely hard work until he

finally returned to the curvature tensor and made a

successful use of it.
In the neantirne, the alternatives Einstein and

Grossmann saw h/ere either that the differential equations

hrere of a higher order or that the expression rlv was a

tensor only with respect to a restricted group of

transformatiorrr.5l Einstein rejected the first option

because he considered it to be premature. Consequently,

he saw himself obliged to opt for a restricted
covariance of the field equatio.rr.52 Despite the fact

that he relinquished general covariance, Einstein still
had sone hope of achieving a general relativity. These

two concepts were distinct in Einsteinrs rnind: by general

relativity, Einstein, as he was later to explain, under-

stood a covariance of physical laws with respect to

transfornations corresponding to physical three-

dinensional relative motions of the reference syst"^r,53

51-.--Erns tein/ Grossmann, "Entwurf, " pp. 233-34, 257 .

52-. . .--Ibid., p. 234.

53A1b"rt Einstein, "Die Grundlage der allgemeinen
Relativitâtstheori.e," Annalen der Physik, 49 (1916),
769-82?., on 772 and 77-
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whereas by general covariance he meant a covariance with

respect to arbitTary four-dimensional transformations.

Though a general relati.vity was highly plausible to

Ei-nstein for epistemological reasons, he had no good

justification for the requirement of general covariance

except that it contained the general relativity. In

the Entwurf paper, Einstein acknowledged this lack of

support for general covariance: "It must be pointed out

by the way that we do not have arry criterion f'Anhalt-
spunkte' ] whatever for a general covariance of the

gravitational field equations."54

Having opted for a restricted covariance of the

field equations, Einstein did not exactly know what

covariance group he should adopt. Since STR postulates

a covariance with respect to linear orthogonal trans-

formations, Einstein required that the group of linear

transformations be included in the covariance gtorp.55

To find a fuv tensor with respect to linear transform-

ations, Einstein first tried to use the relation

di.v(giad 0) = AO as guiding principle. Both operations,

the gradient and divergence can be extended to general

54"E, ist iibrigens hervorzuheben
keinerlei Anhaltspunkte fûr eine allgeme
der Gravitationsgleichungen haben," Eins
p. 234.

55Ibid., p. zs4.

, dass wir
ine Kovarianz
tein, "Entwurf,"
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tensors. Thus the gradient of a tensor Tuv corresponds

to Tu';o and the divergence to THU;u Einstein,
initia1-t.y, tried to apply these operations to the

fundamental tensor guu but since gUr;o = Q vanishes

identically, no tensor could be obtained. Einstein then

attempted a similar approach but with tensors relative
to the group of linear transformations. proceeding this
time with ordinary derivatives instead of covariant ones,

he obtained the field equation

-uv â

^0,dX ['" 
u âguu I - -.-uV'--'.-_ | - Yl

âxÉ) "

and found that it yielded Newton'

as first approxinati-on.

Hence, it seemed that the

be considered as a candidate for
Einstein remarked, however, that
respect to the linear group, such

s gravitational theory

above relation could

the field equation.

other tensors with

as

âBoB 
Àg"t

âxu axv

rnight enter the equation since such tensors would vanish

within the above approximation. In order to determine

such terms and hence the field equations, Einstein made

use of the momentum-energy conservation laws for matter
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plus the fie1d. Einstein's idea was the following.
Since he knew the expressions for the momentum and energy

densities transferred fron the gravitational field to

rnatter, by writing out the conservation equations he

would be able to deternine the field equations. To

illustrate his method, Einstein gave an electrostatic
example. If p is the electric charge density, the

nomentum density transferred per unit time to the associ-

ated matter is

do*rv _ Aô
laE- = - ^ vP'dX

where ô is the electrostatic potential. A solution to

the problem of finding a field equation satisfying the

conservation of momentum is the equation ÀQ = -p, since

the relation

dPv=_ao^=âô
3t= ;"0=to0 (v=r'2'3)

can be rewritten in the form - 3-q1ou * tox) = 0 (4)
àx*

by naking use of the identity

# ^o=l*,t*#l oF l[#]'] (s,
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Equations (4), which contain the energy-momentum tensors

Tou and tou, pertaining to matter and. the field
respectively, are the conservation equations for momentum

and energy. Furthermore, if any of the terms of
equation (5) is known then the other terns can be found.

Einstei-n proceeded si-mi1ar1y with the problern of
finding the field equations ruv = XTuv. He knew that the

nomentum and energy densities transferred frorn the

gravitational field to natter were given by

t ,-= âguu Tuv_ ,!- cr _2o^o' dX

't âg.
or, equivalently, fi 7= --"utr iuuLL 

âx

Furthernore, fron his previous fi.ndings, he assumed that
iuv contained the term

^ ( uvld I cI8 ds' I

^ d its --?l 'âx* [ ax".J

along with other terms disappearing in first approximation.

By rewriting the known term of ruv in teïrns of d.ifferential
quotients, Einstein and Grossmann were able to arrive at

the identity



where

-zxtuu = [r"uru']+S-]ru, g's 3.*S]

(Einstein ca11ed tuu the "contravariant stress-eneïgy
tensor of the gravitational fie1d,"56 and

, ( -n n_ ruul_ L,ru 1t,,r. ,uu _ oa*"ln-e 8ou L )- z' - âxo

to equation (6), Einstein obtained:

56lbid. , p. zs|.

( uv)
au'(e) = + +l eûf-e 4l soon 4 4{l a*" l" 

. o 
a*gj o bro 

â*o axB

By taking for fuu the expression fuu = AUV(g) - Xtuv,
Einstein finally obtained the following gravitational
field equations

lu'(g) = x(Tuv * ,uu)

By adding the equation of energy-momentum conservation of
matter
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+ [t- n fruu * tuvll= o (o = r,2,3,4)
^._v l' 5 bop\r ) | - \-
dXL'J

whi-ch showed that the laws of conservation of monentum-

energy for natter and the field together are indeed

satisfied. By this point, Einstein had developed field
equations consistent rvith the conservation laws and could

nove on to the consequences of the theory.

3. Consequences of the Theory.

In the Entwurf paper Einstein did not analyze any

solution of the field equations, but simply illustrated
his theory by giving the electromagnetic equati-ons in a

generally covariant form,57 which Friedrich Kottler had

already done before. Among the consequences of his theory

that Einstein was to present in the next nonths, were

the Newtonian gravitational f j.e1d approxirnation,

including the deviation of light rays and the red-shift,
and the relativity of inertia.

a. The Newtonian gravitational field approxi-

mation.-- At the 85 Versanmlung deutscher Naturforscher

und Ârzte in Vienna (21-28 Sept. 1913), Einstein,5S

57Ibid., pp. z4o-4?..

5SEinrtein, 
"Zum Gegenwârtigen Stande des

Gravitationsproblems" (1915) .



on 23 September 1913, derived the

field fron his field equations as

gu, have the values tuv, where

Newtonian

fo11ows.
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gravi at ional

In STR, the

ruu =

-1 0 0 0
0-1 0 0
0 0-1 0?
0 0 0 c'

If a weak gravitational field, guv = tu, * tilu ,

with siu
become, to first approximation

! ti, = Xru,

where T.,., is the energy-nomentum tensor of the distribu-
FV

tion of masses. To obtain the Newtonian gravitational

theory, Einstein introduced several assumptions:

a. the velocity of the field-producing nasses

is neglected (i.e., the field is considered

to be a static one);

b. in the equatj.on of motion only first order

terms relative to the velocity and acceler-

ation of the rnaterial point need be taken

into account;

the g.I.. vanish at inf inity."uv

assumptions j-t follows that only the component

L.

From these
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)Tqq = oo.-, (oo being the rest density) is different

from zero, which 1ed Einstein to the following equations:

Àsx -0 (exceptforU=v=4) ,"uv

Âo* - ' ^2'uY44 - Xc Po

The solution is straightforward:

gilu = Q (except for u = v = 4),

6:t =xcz r 
godv

o44 4r ^r rJ sPace

where r is the distance between dv and the field point.
Since the equation of motion is given by ô/Hdt - 0

a*

:: I A644
2 âx '

where H = -r$f and ds = drÇ|:-l , ot equivatently,

Einstein concluded that this is the Newtonian equation of
motion if the constant X is taken equal to X = .g+ where

cK is the usual gravitational constant.

lvithin the same approximation, Einstein found for
the line elenent

ds=,

at odrn
where E+q=.'lr hl+J
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From the line element, Einstein concluded that the

coordinate length (dt = 0) is equal to the natural length

but that the rate of clocks, which depends on the factor
Âc

Ë = /gq+ (with dx = dy = dz = 0), is influenced by the

gravitational potential. If nasses are present in the

neighborhood of a c1ock, it runs slower. Similarly,
Einstein found that the velocity of light, which is

given by

= G44
ds=0

depends on the gravitational potential but is independent

of the direction of propagation. From this he concluded

that light rays are curved in a gravitational fie1d.

b. The relativity of inertia.--We have seen

that Einstein had already examined the question of the

variation of inertia in IgL? withi.n the franework of his

static theory of gravitation. In the first section of

his Entwurf paper, in which he gave a Haniltonian

derivation of the equation of notion of the static theory,

Einstein came back to the topic. Starting from the

Lagrangian
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materialEinstein derived the momentum and

particle:

-aHF=
d->

V

aH-P1 -m-

px

E-mc

, etc. ,

->v-fl=
2

MV

-+

{c -v

Since for low velocities these formulas reduce to

*, etc.
2

MV
c'

passt dies zu Machs kûhnem Gedanken, dass
in einer Wechselwirkung des betrachteten
rnit allen ûbrigen ihrèn Ursprung habe,"

m

c

_1
2

it follows that both the momentum and the kinetic energy

are proportional to the factor m/ c, which corresponds to

the inertial mass of the particle (m being the rest mass,

which Einstein assumed to be independent of the gravi-
tational potential). If nasses are brought into the

neighborhood of a material point, c dininishes and hence

the inertia of the material point is increased. To this
Einstein renarked: "Thi.s agrees with Nlach's bold idea

that inertia is due to an interaction of the material
point considered, with all the others.,,59

5 9,,E,
die Trâgheit
Massenpunktes
ibid., p. 228
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To the question of whether the new theory yielded

sinilar results, Einstein was to answer positively

during a talk he gave at the annual meeting of the

Schweizet Naturforschende Gesellschaft in Frauenfeld on

9 September 1913.60 The ad.d.ress was entitled "Physikalische

Grundlagen einer Gravitationstheorie" lPhysical founda-

tions of a gravitational theory], and presented the main

results of the gravitational theory developed in the

Entwurf paper. In the conclusion of the talk Einstein

pointed out that the theory eliminated an "epistemological

defect" stressed by Ernst N1ach, namely, the concept of

absolute acceleration, by making inertia relative to the

presence of other bodiur.61 Mor" specificatly, Einstein

60A1b"tt Einstein, "Physikalische Grundlagen
einer Gravitationstheorie," Naturforschende Gesellschaft,
Ztrich , Vie rte l j ahrs s chr i f t ,

6l"Dutch die skizzierte Theorie wird ein
erkenntnistheoretischer Mangel beseitigt, der nicht nur
der ursprûnglichen Relativitâtstheorie, sondern auch der
Galilei'schen Mechanik anhaftet und insbesondere von
E. Mach betont worden ist. Es ist einleuchtend, dass dem
Begriff der Beschleunigung eines nateriellen Punktes
ebensoweni-g eine absolute Bedeutung zugeschrieben werden
kann wie demjenigen der Geschwindigkeit. Beschleunigung
kann nur definiert werden als Relativbeschleunigung eines
Punktes gegeniiber andern Kôrpern. Dieser Umstand 1âsst
es als sinnlos erscheinen, einern Kôrper einen Widerstand
gegen eine Beschleunigung schlechthin zvzuschreiben
(Trâgheitswiderstand der Kôrper in Sinne der klassischen
N{echanik); es wird vielmehr gefordert werden mûssen, dass
das Auftreten eines Trâgheitswiderstandes an die
Relativbeschleunigung des betrachteten Kôrpers gegenûber
andern Kôrpern geknûpft sei," ibid., p. 290.
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remarked that the rejection of the concept of absolute

acceleration leads one to require what he ca1led the

"relativity of inertia,"62 namely, that the inertia of a

body A increase in the presence of other bodies B and

that the increase vanish when the masses B and A undergo

the same acceleration. Einstein stated, without proof,

that his theory satisfied the relativity of inertia, and

ended the talk by saying that "this ci-rcunstance con-

stitutes one of the most important supports of the

theory here out1ined."63

Einstein was to come back at length to the

relativity of inertia at the 85. Versanmlung deutscher

Naturforscher und Ârzte in Vienna on 23 September 1913.

There, he was to support the clain made two weeks earli-er

that the relativity of inertia followed from his new

theory. His approach was here again to start fron the

Lagrang i an

of a particle in a Newtonian gravitational field with

62-, . ,I D1C.

63"Di"r", unstand bildet
Stttzen der skizzierten Theorie,"

eine der wichtigsten
ib id.
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^( odvl
s++=c' l.t #t:r) ,

and to derive the momentun and energy of a slowly moving

particle. Fron the latter expressions Einstein found

that the inertial mass of a particle is given by

( o dvln lr * À r'o Ic t^ 8r r r )

and thus increases when masses are present in its
neighborhood. Einstein described the result as being of

"high theoretical interest"64 since, according to him,

the above increase of inertia made it plausible that

the whole inertia of a material point was determined by

other masses. Einstein then restated his conviction that

the concept of absolute acceleration is an absurd notion

since one can only speak of rnotion of a body relatively
to other bodies; he referred the listener to Mach's

Mechanics and added that, although he expected the

relativity of inertia "a pri-ori" he did not think that it
was a "1ogica1 necessity,,65 (i.e., scientific necessity),

but stated that a theory incorporating the relativity
of inertia was to be preferred to a theory introducing

64-." 'Einstein, "Zum gegenwârtigen Stande des
Gravitationsproblems, " p. 1260 .

65-. . ."-Ibid., p. I26L.
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priviledged inertial systems.

Einstein also showed that his theory not only

yielded an increase of inertia of a particle A in the

presence of other masses B, C, but also the vanishing of

the effect when both the particle A and the masses B, C

undergo the same acceleration. More specifically,
Einstei.n showed that the acceleration of the nasses B, C

induces on A a force which is in the same direction as

their common acceleration. He also found that the plane

of oscillation of a pendulum inside a rotating she1l

precesses in the same direction as the rotation.66 In

Einsteinrs view this effect also was to be expected from

the relativity of inertia, and he found it very satisfying

that the theory also agreed on this point, though he

realized that the effect was too sma11 to be observable

either by terrestrial or astrononi-ca1 means.

The importance which Einstein attached to the

fulfillment of the relativity of inertia is clearly
revealed in the conclusion of the address, where Einstein

invoked the relativity of inertia as a decisive advantage

of his theory over Nordstrôm's rival theory.67 Einstein

was to repeat the argunent at a conference held in Zûrich

66Ibid. , pp. Lz6L-6?.
67Ibid., p. 1262.
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Experimentally, Einstein expected

the eclipse of August 1914 to decide between the two

theories, since it provided a test for the deflection of

light rays.

C. FURTHER ELABORATION OF THE THEORY

1. The Problen of the Covariance of
the Field Equation569

Despite Einstein's initial desire to develop a

generally covariant theory, we have seen that Einstein

and Grossmann had been unable to derive generally

covariant field equations, in particular because they

thought that the Rienann-Christoffel tensor, which was

the most likely tool for such equations, did not yield

the Newtonian approxirnation. T0 They knew that the field

equations which they had developed were covariant with

respect to linear transfornations--they had built in at

least that much--but they did not know how far the

68A1bert Einstein , "Zur Theorie der Gravitation,"
Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Zûrich, Vierteljahrs-

69Fot a detailed analysis from a contempo rary
philosophical point of view, see John Earman and Clark
Glynour, "Lost in the Tensors: Einstein's Struggles with
Covariance Pri-nciples 1912-1916," Studies in History and
Philosophy of Science, 9 (1978), 25I-78.

70_.'-Einstein to Sonmerfeld, 28 Nov. 1915, in
Einstein/Sonmerfeld, Briefwechsel (1968), p. 331' Einstein
to Besso, 10 Dec. 1915;-E-Tîîstein/Besso, Correspondance
(1972) , p. 60.
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actual covariance group of the field equations rnight go

beyond the linear gto.rp.71 Einstein considered the

question of the existence of a larger covariance group as

"the most importan7"72 one concerning the considerations
given in the paper.

Frorn the fact that he had been able to formulate

a generally covariant energy-momentum conservation equa-

tion for material systems, Einstein was inclined to
postulate the general covariance of all physical equations

except for those of gravitation. At first, he related
the particular character of the latter to the fact that
only the gravitational field equations are allowed to
contain second. derivatives of the fundamental tensor.73
searching for a deeper reason, Einstein carne up shortly
afterwards with what he thought to be a proof of the

impossibility of generally covariant field equations.
The proof was based on the requirement that the field be

uniquely deterrnined by the distribution of matter (ru').
Einstein probably developed the supposed proof in late
.{ugust or early September l91S; he referred to it in a

TlEirrrtein, "Entwurf ,,, p

72-. ..
1D 1C.

75rbia.

240

i&r-----
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talk he gave on 9 septernber LgL3,74 and stated at the

end of the month that he had developed that proof "in
7Crecent days. "'' The argument is given in ful1 in the

remarks Einstein added to the Entwurf paper and is as

fo11ows. consider a space-tine donain L such that the

components of the energy-tensor Tuv vanish within L and

have arbitrary values outside of L; these components Tuv

determine the gu, everywhere. If a new cootd.inate

systen x'u is introduced instead of the o1d one xu such

that x'u = *u outside of L and x'! I *u (for at least a

part of L and for at least one index) then it follows
that g'uu I guu (at least for a part of L). Since

T'uv =TuV= 0 (inside of L) and T'uv = Tuv (outside of L

because x'u = xu), Einstein concluded that if general

covariance is postulated, a single distribution of matter
could give rise to two different sets of guu. Hence the
gravitational field is not uniquely determined and,

according to Einstein, causality is vio1ated..76

In his eagerness to explain his failure to
develop generally covariant field equations, Einstein had

74Einrtein,..,,!hysikalische 
Grundlagen einerGravitationstheorie" (1-91S) , p. Zg9.

TSEirrrtgin, 
llZum gegenwârtigen Stande des6ravitationsproblems" (fgfSL p. IZÉ7.

76^.' -Einstein, "Entwurf, " p. 260 .

4-
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s irTrply rnisused the tensor calculus . 
7 7 In a trans f ormation

of coordinates, guu is transforrned into g'r, but it i_s

sti11 the same field (by definition of a tensor).
Einstein, however, as well as the opponents to the theory,
i\ere to refer to this argument repeatedtyTB during the

;lext year. In October 1914, Einstein gave a modified

version of the "tgur"rrt.79 He now correctly indicated

that Sur(x1) and g'uu(*'k) represent the sane gravita-
tional field, but added that a new gravitational field

3'uu(x1) can be obtained by replacing the *'k by the xk

in I'uu(*'k). If euu(x1) is a solution of the field
equations , so is g'u, (x'tr) , as well as g'u, (*t) . Thus ,

linstein concluded that two different gravitational
iields, gur(x1) and g'uu(xtr), relative to the same

7 7 E^r^^n/ Glymour ,
3anesh Hoffmann, "Einstein'L972), I57-62.

78-.' "Einstein, "Physikalische Grundlagen einer
3ravitationstheorie" (1913), p. 289; "Zum gegenwârtigen
Stande des Gravitationsproblems" (1913), p. 1257;"Prinzipielles zur verallgemeinerten Relativitâtstheorie
-ind Gravitationstheorie," Physikalische Zeitschrift, 1S
.1914), 176-80, on 17B; Al
3rossmann, "Kovarianzeigenschaften der Feldgleichungen
:er auf die verallgemeinerte Relativitâtstheorie
;egrûndeten Gravitationstheorie," Zeitschrift fûr Mathe-
iatik und Physik, 63 (1914), 2L5-2ç, on-T7:TT.

"Lost in the Tensors',';
and Tensors," Tensor, 26

79A1b"ta Einstein, "Die formale Grundlage der
allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorie," Sitzungsberichte der(. Preussischen Akadernie der Wisse@
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coordinate systen, with the same boundary conditions, are

solutions of the same differential equations; hence, in

his view the principle of causality was again violated.

This argunent is also h/rong, as Einstein later realized:

in a letter to Besso dated 3 January 19f6, Einstein

indicated that what was r,rrrong with this ne\,\r argument was

that it is neaningless to conceive th/o solutions in the

same manifotd. So

In September 1915, Einstein presented another

argument against general covariance. Assuming that the

energy-momentum conservation laws for the energy-

momentum distribution of mattet T; together with that of

the field t; are 1ike1y to have the forn

d

dX
rrv * tV) = o'o o'

and assuning t; to be a tensor, Einstein remarked that

such equations are probably covariant only with respect

to linear transformations of the coordinates. Sl Si-nce

the field equations are to be consistent with the

conservation 1aws, Einstein concluded that the covariance

8oEinrtein to Besso, 3 January 1916, Correspon-
deqç_q (I97 2) , p. 63.

81Ei.rrtein, "Zum gegenwârtigen Stand.e des
Gravitationsproblems" (1913) , p. 1258.
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of the field equations must probably be restricted to

linear transformations. In the fal1 of 1913 and early

1914, Einstein, in his papers, presented this conclusion

as a certitud".82 Similarly, in a New Yearts letter to

ivtach, probably written around New Year LgI3/L4, Einstein

wrote:

To begin with, the events are described in terms of
four entirely arbi.trary space-time variables. The
latter must then, if the conservation laws of momentum
and energy are to be satisfied, be specialized in
such a way that only (strictly Iganz ] ) li.near trans-
formations lead from one legitinate reference system
to another.83

82-. :1 1 - r.--Ernstein, "Physikalische Grundlagen einer
Gravitationstheorie" (1913), p. 289; "Zum gegenwârtigen
Stande des Gravitationsproblems" (1913), p. 1258;
"Entwurf" (1913), addendun, p. 260; "Prinzipielles"
(1914), p. 178; see also a draft of a letter of Besso to
Einstein, 20 March 1914, Correspondance (Paris, 7972),
p. 55.

83"D*, Geschehen wird zunâchst auf vier ganz
willkiirliche raum- zeitliche Variable bezogen. Diese
mûssen dann, wenn den Erhaltungssâtzen des Inpulses und
der Energi.e Geniige geleistet werden so11, derart
spezialisiert werden, dass nur (ganz) lineare Substitu-
tionen von einem berechtigten Bezugssysten zu einem
andern fûhren," Einstej.n to Mach, New Year's letter, in
Friedrich Herneck, "Die Beziehungen zwischen Einstei-n
und Mach dokumentarisch dargestelltr" Wissenschaftliche
Zeitschrift der Friedrich-Schil1er-Universitât Jena, 15

sLZTL3
as the probable date of the letter; see also Friedrich
Herneck, "Zum Briefwechsel Albert Einsteins mit Ernst
Ivlach," Forschungen und Fortschritte, 37 (1963) , 239-43,
on 241- sèEms more probable
because Einstein speaks of his certitude of a speciali-
zation to linear transformations; Einstein had this
certitude around f9I3/14. See also John T. Blackmore,
Ernst Mach (Berkeley: University of California Press,
L97Z) , p. 255.

4
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Later, Einstein was to realize that what was wrong with

the above argurnent is that t; of the field is not neces-

sarily a tensor.

Though Einstein's first arguments against general

covariance did not exclude the possibility of a general

relativity (i.e., a covariance with respect to trans-

fornations between arbitTary three-dimensional physical

notions of the reference systens), this last argument

seemed definitely to preclude that possibili.ty since the

restri-ction to linear transformations would have

excluded acceleration transfornations. In fact,
according to Einstein, some of his colleagues were already

disposed to reject the theory because of the failure to

come up with generally covariant field equations: "and

this is the reason why the colleagues believe it
neces.sary to strangle our theory."84 Einstein, however,

was not disposed to give up, and in January 1914

interpreted the rather di-fficult situation as fo11ows.

He argued that in principle there sti11 ought to exist
generally covariant gravitational fj.e1d equations

corresponding to his own field equations, if the theory

was to have a physi.cal content, but thought that for

84"rrnd dieser Umstand ist es, aus dem die
Fachkollegen unserer Theorie den verhângnisvollen Strick
drehen zu so11en g1auben," Einstein, "Prinzipielles"
(1914), p. 777.
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various reasons (unique determination of the q, and the

conservation laws) the covariance of the field equations

became restricted to linear transfornatiorrr.B5 In his
New Year letter to Mach, Einstein expressed a similar
idea: "With the aid of the energy conservation 1aw, the

reference system is so to speak adapted to the existing
world and loses its nebulous, a priori existence.,,86

Thus, Einstein thought that physical reasons in particu-
lar restricted the covariance group a posteriori.
Although Einstein, throughout 1914 and most of 1915, was

to remain convinced that the conservation laws restrict
the covariance group, he was soon to remove the restric-
tion to linear transformations, which despite his some-

what wishful thinking about the existence of generally

covari.ant field equations would have meant a serious

blow to his prograrn of general relativity.

Z. New
of

Berlin

extend

Hope for an Extended Covariance
the Field Equations

By March 1914, before he was to leave Zurich for
at the end of the month, Einstein thought he could

the covariance group of the field equations.

85-. . .""Ibid. , p. 178.
86"D", Bezugssystem ist der bestehenden Welt mit

Hilfe des Energiesatzes sozusagen angemessen und verliert
seine nebulose apriorische Existenz," Herneck, "Beziehungen
zwischen Einstein und Mach" (1966), p. 8.

-
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In a letter to Besso, dating from the beginning of
IIarch 1914, Einstein indicated that, after "horrible"
efforts, he had finally arrived at the following
straightforward results. From the gravitational field
equat ions

and the conservation laws,

(r; *.]),, - o ,

:instein derived the following condition:

[* *.u ,", S] ,. = k(r; * .;),

[i od| , gguu')t-s s sou *-,l ,o,u 
- o (7)

;çhich he now interpreted as a condition restricting the

choice of the reference system. Einstein then stated
that he had proved that the field equations are valid for
any reference systen satisfying the above condition and

concluded:

From this it follows that there are acceleration
transformations of the most various kind, which
transform the equations into themselves (for example
also rotations), so that the equivalence hypothesis



holds in its original forqr,
extent than was expected.S/

Thus, by now, Einstein believed

transfornations were included in

the field equations.
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indeed to a greater

that acceleration

the covariance group of

Einstein was to present his new finding in the

second and last paper he wrote together with Grossmann

(the collaboration bei-ng interrupted by Eins te j-n's move

to Berlin and the **t;.88 In the introd.uction to the

paper, Einstein stated two reasons why the question of

the existence of an extended covariance of the field
equations was irnportant to him: first, the answer would

decide to what extent the basic idea of the special

theory of relativity could be generalized and thus would

have "great significance for the doctrine ILehre] of
space and time"89; and second, the answer would a11ow

87"Hi"t",r, geht hervor, dass es Beschleunigungs-
transfornationen mannigfaltigster Art gibt, welche die
Gleichungen in sich selbst transformieren (2.8. auch
Rotation), sodass die Aequivalenzhypothese in ihrer
ursprûnglichsten Form gewahrt ist, sogar in ungeahnt
weitgehendem Masse," Einstein to Besso, tr{arch 1914, in
Correspondance (I972), p. 53; see also comments, ibid.,
p. 55.

88.-.""Einstein and Grossmann, "Kovarianzeigenschaften"(1914), 2I5-25. Fron the notation used in the paper and
for other logical reasons, it appears that this pâper was
written before Einstein's "Formale Grundlage" (1914).

8 9E irs tein/ Gros smann , " Kovar ianzeigens chaf ten , "p. 2I5.

b-_
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one to evaluate the physical content of the theory.

With respect to the second point, Einstei-n explained

that the equivalence principle is particularly convincing

only if an acceleration field can be interpreted as a

"rea1" gravitational fie1d, i.e., if acceleration trans-

fornations, which are nonlinear, are allowed anong the

legitirnate transfornations. Consequently, Einstein was

anxious to see at least acceleration transfornations

included in the covariance group of the field equations.

In fact, he thought that this was now the case. As in

the letter to Besso, Einstein stated that acceleration

transformations of "various kind.s"90 l^rere now included

in the covariance group, although he did not specify

which ones. In a footnote,9l Ein=tein withdrew the

argument he had given earlier about a restriction to

linear transformations because of the conservation laws

and correctly stated that the energy-momentum distribution
of the field t) need not be a generally covariant tensor.

In the body of the paper, Einstein and Grossmann

established the covariance of the field equations with

respect to transformations between coordinate systens

satisfying condition (7). They called such coordinate

9o Ibid. , p. 2:.6 .

o1'^Ibid. , p. ?LB.

ri$.---
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systems adapted ('angepasst") coordinate systems and any

tTansformation between thern a legitimate ('berechtigt")

transformation.92 In ord.er to establish the covariance

of the field equations with respect to legitinate
transformations, Einstein and Grossmann nade use of a

Haniltonian formulation of the gravitational field
equations and established the covariance of the action

integral. In the conclusion Einstein and Grossmann

adnitted that the above considerations still did not rnake

the rneaning of the adapted coordinate systens and the

legitinate transformations entirely clear but stated that

the theory becane more convincing through this extended

covariance. In fact, the extended covariance seems to

have been largely illusory since, in 1915, Einstein was

to reject the field equations in part because the gravi-

tational field in a uniformly rotating system did not

satisfy the field equations.

So far Einstein and Grossmann had shown that the

field equations could be derived from a certain

Lagrangian and that the latter was covariant with respect

to legitimate transformations. Consequently, the field
equations possessed the same covariance. 0n Zg October

1914, Einstein thought that he could derive the

92Ibid., p z2r
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Lagrangian itself in a natural way and thus provide a

better derivation of his 1915 field equationr.93 After
an elaborate denonstration, Einstein thought that he had

finally achieved that goa1. Thus, it appeared that after
two years of hard efforts Einstein had at last reached a

satisfactory theory. A year 1ater, however, Einstein was

to abandon the theory altogether when he found unsatis-

factory consequences of the field equations and real ized

that his derivation of the Lagrangian had been defective.

EINSTEINIS PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS AND
THE RECEPTION OF THE THEORY

Though we have dealt so far essentially with the

mathenatical developrnent of Einstein's theory, Einsteints

efforts must be seen within his overall epistemological

position. The latter also explains to a certain extent

the rather negative reception of the theory. We shal1

examine these two issues successively.

Eins tein' s Epis temological
I deal ism

Around 1913, Einstein was sti11 predominantly an

episternological idealist. There is various evidence for

this. Thus, in I9I2, Einstein signed a manifesto calling
for the formation of an association with the goal of

93Einrtein, "Formale Grundlage" (1914).
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furthering positivisti.c (i.e., epistemological j.dealistic)

theories. The rnanifesto, which was signed among others,

by Fôpp1, Freud, Hilbert, K1ein, Mach, Popper, von

Seeliger, and Petzold.t, reads in part as follows:

There has long been felt the need of a philosophy
which should grow in a natural manner out of the
facts and problems of natural science. The nechan-
ical view of nature no longer satisfies this need.

,.i",,.à i.l:ii""n3;,T::ii :HrTii:"ln:";"il,if ,ii:Ti:'
point of view quite indifferent to metaphysical
speculation and to so-ca11ed critical, transcendental
doctrines. Its principles are however not yet
accepted in their essential meanings and systenatic
relations throughout cons iderable sc j.entif j-c circles .

. In the theory of relativity it fphysics]
touches the most searching question thus far of
epistemology: Is absolute or is only relative knowl-
edge attainable? Indeed: Is absolute knowledge
conceivable? It comes here directly upon the
question of man's place in the world, the question of
the connecti-on of thought with the brain. What is
thought? What are concepts?. What are laws?

Those who take j.nterest in these progressive
inquiries will find it to their advantage to have a
scientific association which shall declare itself
opposed to all metaphysical undertakings, and have
for its first pri.nciple the strictest and nost
conprehensive ascertainment of facts in all fields of
research and in the development of organization and
technique. All theories and requirements are to rest
exclusively on this groun{.of facts and find here
their ultirnate criteiion. 94

The nanifesto clearly reveals a strongly antimetaphysical

attitude which was the source of Einstein's rejection of

absolute quantities such as the concept of absolute space.

94"Noa", and News," The Journal of Philosophy,
Psychology, and Scientif ic lvlethods, 9 (1912) , 4L9-20.

Êrr.---
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Further evidence for Einstein's epistemological

idealism around 1913 is provided by the Einstein-N{ach

correspondence. Einstein had sent the Entwurf paper to

Mach and on 25 June 1913 wrote to the latter that the

solar eclipse of 1914 was to provide a test for the

equivalence principle by showing whether or not light
rays are curved near the sun. In the case of a positive
answer, Einstein remarked,

Then your inspired investigations into the
foundations of mechanics - - despite Planck's unj us t
criticisms--wi11 receive a splendid confirmation.
For it is a necessary consequence that inertia has
its origin in a kind of mutual interaction of bodies,
fu11y in the sense^of your critique of Newton's
bucket experiment. Y5

Einstein supported his assertion by referring Mach to the

Entwurf paper and by nentioning that from the theory it
followed furthernore that: (a) an accelerated shel1

induces a force on a particle inside; (b) a rotating
she11 (with respect to the fixed stars) induces a

Coriolis-fie1d inside the she11. In conclusion, Einstein
wrote, "It is a great joy for me to be able to comnunicate

95"W"rrn ja, so erfahren Ihre genialen Untersuch-
gngen ûber die Grundlagen der Mechanik--Plancks ungerecht-
fertigter Kritik zum Trotz--eine g1ânzende Bestâtigung.
Denn es ergibt sich mit Notwendigkei-t, dass die Trâgheit
in einer Art Wechselgirkung der Kôrper ihren Urspung hat,
ganz im Sinne lhrer Uberlegungen zum Newtonschen Eimer-
Versuch," Herneck, "Beziehungen zwischen Einstein und
Mach" (1966) , p. 9; trans. fron Blackmore, Ernst lvlach
(1972), p. 254.
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this to you since Planckts criticism has always appeared.

to ne as most unjustified.,,96 The letter clearly
expresses Einstein's joy to see that his theory supported

Mach's ideas in that it entailed the relativi.ty of
inertia, at least to a certain extent. It also shows

that Einstein sided with lvtach in the Mach-planck d.ebate,

to which we sha1l return.

In another undated New Year Letter to Mach,

which, for the reasons given above, was probably written
around 1913/L4, Einstein wrote:

I am very glad about the friendly interest
Ioq_are showing for the new theory. The mathematicaldifficulties which one encounters in the developmentof these ideas are unhappily also very great for me.
I- am extremely pleased that in the development of thetheory tlu depth and inportance of your siudies onthe foundations of classical nechanics becomesnanifest. Even now, I don't understand how planck,
for whom I have otherwise a unique esteem, couldbring so 1itt1e understanding to your efforts. Hisstand on my new theory [of general relativity] isalso one of refusal by the way.

I can't blame him for that. Indeed, thatepisternological argument is, so f.ar, the only thing
whi.ch I can bring forward in favor of rny theôry. "
For me it is absurd to attribute physicâr propêrties
to "space. " The totality of massès creates aGuu-field ISrufieJ_d1 (gravitational field) which onl-ts,part govèrns the evolution of all processes
including the propagation of ^1_ieht rays and the
behavior of roâs ànà clocks.97

96"E, 
..ist rnir eine grosse Freude, Ihnen diesmitteilen zu kônnen, zumal jene Kritik pi-ancks mir schon

immer hôchst ungerechtfertigt erschienen warr" Herneck,
"Beziehungen zwischen Einstein und Mach" (1966), p. g.

97"I.h freue mich sehr ûber d.as freundlichernteresse, dass sie der neuen Theorie entgegenbringen.
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The letter reveals that lvlach was interested i.n the

Entwurf theory, and more inportant, that Einstein

considered the epistenological rejection of the concept

of absolute space to be the main argument he could

advance in favor of his theory. For Einstein it was

"absurd" to attribute physical properties to space itself.
l{e shal1 see that this epistenological belief was to lead

Einstein, in 1917, to introduce the cosnological term

into his fi.eld equations. It was the same philosophical

Die rnathematischen Schwierigkeiten, auf die man bei
Verfolgung dieser Gedanken stôsst, si-nd leider auch
fûr rnich sehr grosse, Es freut mich ausserordentlich,
dass bei der Entwickelung der Theorie die Ti.efe und
lVichtigkeit Ihrer Untersuchungen ûber das Fundament
der klassischen Mechanik offenkundig wird. Ich kann
heute noch nicht begreifen, wie Planck, den ich sonst
wie kaum ei.nen zweiten hochschâtzen gelernt habe,
Ihren Bestrebungen so wenig Verstândnis entgegen-
bringen konnte. Er steht ûbrigens auch meiner neuen
Theorie ablehnend gegenûber.

Ich kann ihn das nicht verargen. Denn bis jetzt
ist jenes erkenntnistheoretische Argument das Einzige,
was ich zugunsten rneiner neuen Theorie vorbringen
kann. Fûr nich ist es absurd, dem 'Raum' physikalische
Eigenschaften ^)zuschreiben. Die Gesamtheit der
Massen erzeugt ein Guu-Fe1d (Gravitationsfeld), das
seinerseits den Ablauf a1ler Vorgânge, auch die
Ausbreitung der Lichtstrahlen und das Verhalten der
Massstâbe und Uhren regiert," ibid., p. 8.

If the dating of the letter is correct, then it seems
that N1ach was sti11 expressing a friendly attitude torvard
the Entlurf theory in his correspondance with Einstein,
even after Mach had declined, in July 1913, to adopt STR
for himself in the preface of his book: Ernst Mach, Die
Prinzipien der physikalischen Optik. Historisch und 

-erkenntnispsychologisch entwickelt (Leipzig: J. A. Barth,
1921), The content of the preface became known to
Einstein only after the publication of the book in L927.
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requirement that underlay Einstein's conception of the

relativity of inertia, according to which a body ought

not to have inertia on its own but only relatively to

other bodies. The rejection of absolute properties also

facilitated Einstein's giving up of the pri-nciple of the

constancy of the velocity of 1ight. He wrote: "It seens

to me unbelievable that the evolution of any process

(for example, that of the propagation of light) night be

construed as being independent of all other events in

the wor1d."98 finstein was to repeat his rejection of

absolute properties of space (i.e., absolute acceleration)

over and over again in his scientific publicatiottr.99

Einsteinrs New Year's letter to N{ach also

indicates that Planck was against Einstein's Entwurf

theory. Planckts opposition nust be viewed within the

context of the Mach-Planck debate. The heart of the

debate concerned the usefulness of metaphysics in physics.

98"E, erscheint mir unglaublich, dass der AbIauf
irgendeines Vorganges (2.B. der der Lichtausbreitung irn
Vakuum) als unabhângig von allem ûbrigen Geschehen in
der Welt aufgefasst werden kônne," Einstein, "Prinzi-
pie11es" (1914), p. 176.

99D,rti.rg the period. 1913- 15, such statements can
be found in Einstein, "Physikalische Grundlagen einer
Gravi.tationstheorie" (1913), p. 290; "Zum gegenwârtigen
Stande des Gravitationsproblems" (1913), p. 1255;
"Prinzipielles" (1914), p. L76; "Ztrr Theorie der Gravi-
tation" (1914), p. v; "Formale Grundlage" (1914),
pp. 103I-32.

-4-.
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Initially, Planck had been an enthusiastic follower of
Mach, but later on he changed his rnind because, in
contradistinction to Mach who rejected any metaphysics

(whether materialistic or idealistic) in science, Planck

cane to the view that, ultimately, physics cannot

dispense with the rnetaphysical idea of an objective

reality existing independently of the obr"tlr"r.100 In

1908, Planck was to defend this point of view in
opposition to the Machian line of thought, going so far
as to imply that Mach, who was 70 years o1d and half
para:tyzed., was a "false prophet."101 Mu.h102 answered

100" zàhrte ich nich doch in meiner Kieler zeit
(1885-1889) zu den entschiedenen Anhângern der Machschen
Philosophie, die, wie ich gerne anerkenne, eine starke
Wirkung auf nein physikalisches Denken ausgeûbt hat.
Aber ich habe mich spâter von ihr abgewendet, hauptsâch-
1ich, weil ich zu der Ansicht gelangte, dass die Machsche
Naturphilosophie ihr glânzendes Versprechen, das ihr
wohl die neisten Anhânger zugefûhrt hat: die Eliminierung
a11er rnetaphysischen Elemente aus der physikalischen
Erkenntnislehre, keineswegs einzulôsen vermagr" Max
Planck, "Zur Machschen Theorie der physikalischen
Erkenntnis," Physikalische Zeitschrift, 11 (1910),
1186-90, on 1ffi

10IM. Planck, "Die Einheit des physikalischen
We1tbi1des," Physikalische Zeitschrift, 10 (1909) , 62-75;
Vortrag gehal der naturwissen-
schaftlichen Fakultât des Studentenkorps an der
Universitât Leiden, in Max Planck, Physikalische Abhand-
lungen und Vortrâge (Braunschweig, ry

L02^-"-Ernst lt{ach, "Die Leitgedanken neiner naturwis-
senschaftlichen Erkenntnislehre und ihre Aufnahme durch
4iq Zeitgenossen," Physikalische Zeitschrift, 11 (1910),
599 - 606 .
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with dignity and reserve and did not further respond to

Planck's r"ply.103 In the latter rep1y, Planck, in

particular, attacked Mach's idea of a relati.vity of all
rotational notions as being "physically totally
use1esr. "104 He argued that such a view would go

against the result that an angular velocity of an

infinitely distant body (with a rotation axis at a finite
distance) cannot be finite (Planck apparently assumed a

finite velocity of the body) and would question the great

progress achieved by the Copernican world view. Since

Einstein's theory tried very precisely to inplement

Mach's idea of a general relativity, one can easily see

why Planck, initially, was strongly against it.
The difference between Mach's and Planck's

philosophical positions r{as that existing between

epistemological idealism and rnetaphysical idealism.

Whereas Mach had restricted himself (at least in public)

to an epistemological idealism, Planck had moved on to a

metaphysical idealisrn which explains his concept of

reality. Planck had grohrn up in a religious fanily and

had distinguished professors of theology among his

10 5P1"rr.k, "Zur lvlachschen Theorie der phys ikal -
ischen Erkenntnis, " (1910) .

lo4Ibid. , p. 1189.

rrtr--.
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ancestors (grand.father and great-grandfather).105 In

letters to the religion historian Alfred Bertholet,

Planck acknowledged that since his childhood he had

maintained a strong belief in an almighty and benevolent

God.106 It appears that since the world for Planck was

a creation of God and since God has an objective exi.st-

ence beyond the perception of any human being it was

natural for Planck to believe that the world too had

objective features which existed independently of the

perceptions of any human being. For Planck, indeed, such

objective features and more specifically, the constant

pattern behind the diversity of phenomena constituted

his concept of real ity.L07 In fact, in his later years,

Planck cane to associate this constant world pattern

with God himself and moved toward a pantheistic world

10 5..-""Hans Hartmann,
und Denker (Berlin: Verlag
p. 13-14.

106Alf red Bertholet, "Erinnerungen an l'lax
P1anck," Physikalische B1âtter, 4 (1948), 161-80 on L62.

l07rrDas konstante einheitliche llleltbild ist
aber gerade, wie ich zu zeigen versucht habe, das
feste Ziel, dem sich die wirkliche Naturwissenschaft
in allen ihren Wandlungen fortwâhrend annâhert,
Dieses Konstante, von jeder menschlichen, tberhaupt
jeder intellektuellen Individualitât Unabhângige ist
nun eben das, h/as wir das Reale nennenr" Planck "Die
Einheit des physikalischen Weltbildes," in Planck,
Abhandlungen, 3, 27.

Itlax Planck: als Mensch
Karl Siegismund, 1938),

-4-.
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view i-n the sense of Spinoza or Goethu.l0S Thus planck

wrote: "Hence, nothing prevents us, and our desire for a

unified worldview requires it, to identify the two

universally effective and yet mysterious forces, the

world ord.er of science and the God of re1igion."109

In para11e1 with Planck's philosophical evolution

from epistenological idealisn to metaphysical idealism,

Einstein was to move toward a metaphysical idealisrn in

his later years. Though Einstein was not religious in
the sense of practisi.ng religious rituals, Einstein

throughout his life maintained a strong belief that the

108Fti."drich Herneck, "Ein Brief ivlax plancks
ùber sein Verhâ1tnis zum Gottesglauben," Forschungen
und Fortschritte, 32 (1958) , 364-66, on 36q-
@ neîigiositât lvtax pianck," physikalische
B1âtter, 16 (1960), 382-84, oû 384; Lise Me
PThck-alî-Mensch, " Die Naturwissenschaf ten
406-08, on 408.

109"Ni.ha, hindert uns also, und unser nach
einer einheitlichen lVeltanschauung verlangender
Erkenntnistrieb fordert €s, die beiden ûbera11
wirksanen und doch geheinnisvollen lvlâchte, die
Weltordnung der Naturwissenschaft und der Gott
der ReIigion, niteinander zu identif:-zieren.
Danach ist die Gottheit, die der religiôse Mensch
rni-t seinen anschaulichen Symbolen s ich nahe zubringen
sucht, wesensgleich nit der naturgesetzlichen Macht,
von der dem forschenden Menschen die Sinnesempfin-
dungen bis zv einem gewissen Grade Kunde geben,"
Max Planck, "Religi.on und Naturlissenschaft,"
Vortrag, gehalten irn Baltikum im Mai 1937, in N{ax
Planck, Vortrâge und Erinnerungen, 5th enlarged ed.
of Wege tnis, populàr ed.
(Stuttgart: S. Hirzel Verlag, 1949), p. 331.

, 45 (1958),
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world was the work of a higher rind.110 Already in his
childhood, Einstein associated the harnony of the world
with God and thus developed religious views which were

in affinity with Spinoza's pantheir*.111 This is
confirmed by Einsteints later statement: "I believe in
the God of sp inoza, who reveals himself in the harmony

of the world," and further, "The spinozistic conception

has always been close to me and I have always ad.mired

this man and his teaching. "112 As pantheisrn identi-f ies

God and nature, it follows that if God is considered to
be nind-1ike, then nature is mind-1ike too. That Einstein
considered God to be rnind- like follows explicitly frorn

his statement dating from about rgzT: "My religiosity
consists in a hurnble adniration of the infinitely superior

spirit that reveals itself in the 1itt1e that we, with
our weak and transitory understanding, can comprehend

110 Carl Seelig, Albert Einstein (Zûrich:
Europa Verlag, 1960), p. f

11lA.rton Reiser, Albert Einstein: A BiographicalPortf?i!- (New York: Rtber
pp. 28-30; see also Einstein, "Autobiographical- Notes, "pp. 3-5.

112rr1sh glaube an Spinozas Gott, der sich inder Harmonie des seienden oflenbart"; "Die spinozistische
Auffassung ist nir immer nahe gewesen und ièir iraue
diesen Mann und seine Lehre stéts bewundert," quoted inSeelig, Albert Einstein (1960), p. 258.
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11<of rea1ity."''''., Consequently, Einsteinrs philosophical

position was that of a metaphysical idealisrn in which

reality is not only mind-like but closely related to God

hirns e 1f .

As for Planck, Einstein's rnetaphysical idealism

was the source of his belief in the independent existence

of the world with respect to the human nind. Since God

was closely aSsociated with the universe, there existed

basic objective principles which it was the task of the

scientist to find. For Einstein, finding these prin-

ciples was s i-milar to guess ing God' s thoughts about the

universe. This characterization is confirmed by Max

Born who, referring to Einstein, wrote: "He believed in

the power of reason to guess the laws according to which

God has built the wor1d.,'114 Similarly, Arnold Sommerfeld,

another close friend of Einstein, wrote: "Many a time,

when a new theory appeared to him arbitrary or forced,

113"M"irr" Religiositât besteht in einer denûtigen
Bewunderung des unendlich iiberlegenen Geistes, der sich
in dern Wenigen offenbart, hias wir mit unserer schwachen
und hinfâ11igen Vernunft von der Wirklichkeit zu
erkennen vermôgenr" trans. and German original in
Helen Dukas and Banesh Hoffmann, Albert Einstein, the
Human Side (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1979), p. 66.

114M"* Born, "Physics and Relativity," a lecture
given at the Internatj.onal Relativity Conference in Berne
6n July 16, 1955, in Max Born, Physics in.My GeneTation,
2nd revised ed. (New York: Springer, 1969), p. 114
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he remarked: 'God doesn't do anything like that.r I have

often felt and occasionally also stated that Einstein

stands in particularly intimate relation to the God of

Spinoza."115 One might perhaps think that such

statements apply only to Einstein in his later years.

In fact, there is evidence that Einstein practiced that

kind of guessing throughout his career. Thus, in 1905,

in a letter to Habicht Einstein wrote: "The consideration

is amusing and fascinating; but whether the Lord laughs

at it and has had me, I cannot know."116

Einstein's belief in the guessing of the first
principles of a theory explains why he did not think

that there was a systematic way to find the first
principles of a physical theory. Thus, or 2 July 1914,

in his inaugural address to the Berlin Academy, after
describing the method of the theoretician as consisting

of (a) a search for the first principles, and (b) the

development of the consequences of the principles,
Einstein contrasted the first activity to the second as

follows:

115Arr,old Sommerfeld, "To Albert Einsteinf s
Seventieth Birthday," in Schilpp, Albert Einstein, 1, 103.

116"Di" ûberlegung ist lustig und bestechend;
aber ob der Herrgott nicht darûber lacht und mich an der
Nase herumgefûhrt hat, das kann ich nicht wissen,"
Einstein to Conrad Habicht, no date, in Seelig, Albert

*r---

Einstein (1960), p. 126.
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The first of the nentioned tasks, namely, the one
consisting in the formulation of the principles,
which are to form the basis for deduction, is of
an entirely different kind. Here, there is no
learnable, systematic method which can be used to
attain the goa1. Rather, in order to obtain those
general principles, the scientist must so to speak
listen in on nature and detect certain general
features, suitable for a sharp formulatigl, in
larger conplexes of experimental facts.1ll

The passage shows that the discovery of the principles

was for Einstein essentially an intuitive, unsystematic,

personal process consisting in a sympathetic listening
to nature. Four years later, Einstein was to stress

the same poi.nt: "The supreme task of the physicist is

to arrive at those universal elenentary laws from which

the cosmos can be built by pure deduction. There is no

logical path to these laws; only intuition, resting on

sympathetic understanding of experience, can reach

them."118 In his 1914 inaugural address to the Berlin

117"D'e erste der genannten Aufgaben, nârnlich
jene, die Prinzipe aufzustellen, welche der Dedukti.on
als Basis dienen sollen, ist von ganz anderer Art. Hier
gibt es keine erlernbare, systenati.sch anwendbare Methode,
die zum Ziel-e fûhrt. Der Forscher nuss vielmehr der
Natur jene allgemeinen Prinzipe gleichsan ablauschen,
indem er an grôsseren Komplexen von Erfahrungstatsachen
gewisse allgemeine Zûge erschaut, die sich scharf
formulieren lassen," Albert Einsteinr "Antrittsrede,"
Sitzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften_r_ Be:1in, part 2 (1914), pp. 739-42, onW

118Rtb"tt Einstein, "Principles of Research,"
address delivered at a celebration of Max Planck's
sixtieth birthday (1918) before the Physical Society in
Berlin, in Albert Einstein, Ideas and Opinions (1954;
rpt., New York: De11, 1976), p. ZZL.
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Academy, Einstein supported his views on theoretical

creativity by referring to the contemporary example of

thernal radiation. Though the experimental data was

there and the precise 1aw of thernal radiation was

known, the principles of a new "mechanics" were sti11

missing despite all efforts and were to remain so for

another decade. 0n the other hand, Einstein presented

the general theory of relativity as a case in which a

clearly formulated principle, i.e., the general principle

of relativity existed without the experimental data

being there to check its consequences. Einsteinrs main

justification of the general principle of relativity was

that it elininated what he perceived to be a deficiency

of STR, namely the fact that it priviledged uniform

motions over accelerated orr"r.119

Einstein was to come back to the epistemological

considerations which had led him to develop the general

theory of relativity in his first scientific paper to the

Berlin A."d"ry.120 By now, as a prominent member of the

Acadeny, Einstein felt free to discuss such epistemolog-

ical issues at length at the very beginning of his papers.

Einstein justified a general theory of relativity as

ll9Eirrrteinr "Antrittsrede" [1914), pp. 74I-42.

l20Eirrrteinr "Formale Grundlage" (1914).

4-
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follows: since all systems of reference are kinematically

equivalent, it seems unjustified to privilege inertial
systems over other ones; therefore, a generalization of

STR is required. Newton's argument about centrifugal
forces, however, seems to deny such a possibility since

it shows that kinematically equivalent systems are not

necessarily dynamically equivalent, to which Einstein

replied:

This argument however--as lvlach in particular has
shown--is not valid. We do not have to attribute
the existence of centrifugal forces necessarily to
a motion of K' [uniformly rotating systen]; we can
rather attribute them as well to the average rela-
tive rotation of the surrounding distant ponderable
masses with respect to Kt, and treat thereby Kr as
being ' at rest .i LZI

Einstein remarked that the fact that Newton's laws of

nechanics and gravitation do not allow such an inter-
pretation of centrifugal forces in teïms of l,{ach's

hypothesis might well be due to deficiencies of Newton's

theory. Einstein saw an inportant argument in favor of
rotational relativity in the fact that there is no u/ay

of distinguishing a centrifugal field from a

Lzl"Dies Argument ist aber--wie insbesondere
E. Mach ausgefùhrt hat--nicht stichhaltig. Die Existenzjener Zentrifugalkrâfte brauchen wir nâm1ich nicht
notwendig auf eine Bewegung von K' Iunifornly rotating
system] zurûckzufiihren; wir kônnen sie vielmehr ebensogut
zurûckfûhren auf die durchschnittliche Rotationsbewegung
der ponderabeln fernen Massen der Ungebung in bezug auf
Kt, wobei wir K' a1s 'ruhend' behandeln," ibid., p. 1031

dr--*
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gravitational fie1d, since centrifugal and gravitational

forces are both proportional to the same mass constant,

Thus a centrifugal field in a rotating systen can be

viewed via Mach's hypothesis as a physical (gravitational)

field in the same system, considered to be at rest.

Einstein renarked that there is a para11e1 between this
case and the situation in STR, where the magnetic force

++(qvxB) acting on an electric charge moving in a magnetic

field can be viewed as an electric force tqÈl in the rest

frame of the part icI"IZZ (the rnagnetic and electric
forces corresponding respectj.vely to the centrifugal and

gravitational forces). The above considerations nake it
plain that Einstein's nain motivation in developing his

theory was to eliminate the concept of absolute space.

At the end of the paper Einstein referred again to the

relativity of inertia as being completely in accord with

the "spirit" (-Ge1s t) of his theory, according to which

space cannot have physical properties of its o".r.123

To sun up: Einstein around 1913 was sti11

essentially an epistemological idealist wanting to

eliminate absolute properties from physics because of

their metaphysical nature. The success of STR had indeed

L22 ïbld.. , p . ro 3z .

123Ibid., p. 1085.

...4r---
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proven the fruitfulness of such an epistemological

pos ition. Yet, Einstein' s epistemological idealism was

only a tool within a broader world view, based on his

belief in God, which was to evolve more and more

explicitly toward a metaphysical idealir*.124

?.. Reception of the Theory

Though the reception of Einstei-n's theory is

sonewhat beyond, the scope of this d.issertation and has

been treated to some extent elsewher u,LZS r" shal1

nevertheless say a few words about it in order to show

that Einsteinrs Entwurf theory was, on the whole, rather

negatively received by his colleagues, in particular by

Gustav Mie, Max Planck, and Max Abrahan.

The negative reception started at the 85th

Versammlung deutscher Naturforscher und Ârzte in Vienna

in Septenber 1913,126 "h"r" Einstein had been invited to

give a summary of his new theory. At a time when there

124 ^^-'Compare with Gerald Holton, "lvlach, Einstein,
and the Search for Reality," Daedalus, Spring 1968,
pp: 636-73; in Gerald Holton, Thernatic Origins of
Scientific Thogghr[ (Carnbridge,msity
ffiz1e-se.

rzs.--"Lewis Robert Pyenson,"The Goettingen Reception
of Einstein's General Theory of Relativity" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1974).

I261instein, "Zum gegenwârtigen Stande des
Gravitationsproblerns" (1913) .
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were sti11 doubts about the validity of the restricted
principle of relativity, Einstein's difficult task was

to present a theory which sorne people night have

considered as even more incomprehensible, and which was

based on the episternological idea of a general relativity.
This explains why Einstein decided to proceed carefully.
He would first start with a set of reasonable requirements

and then present his theory as having these features, as

well as extra ones, such as enbodying general relativity--
at least to a certaj-n extent--and the relativity of

inertia. Thus, at the beginning of his talk Einstein

mentioned four plausible hypotheses which one could

postulate (but whj-ch one needed not necessarily require

all together) for a gravitational theory:

1. the conservation laws of monentum and energy;

Z. the equality of inertial and gravitational
mass for closed systems;

3. the validity of the restricted relativity
theory;

4. independence of the physical laws frorn the
absolute value of the gravitational potential.

Einstein was aware of the fact that, except for the first
hypothesis, the remaining ones were not yet universally
accepted: "I an fu11y aware of the circumstance that the

postulates 2-4 resernble more a scientific creed than
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a secured bas i , ."I27

As examples of gravitational theories, Einstein

was to discuss Nôrdstrôm's second scalar theory and

the Entwurf theory, which he considered to be the "nost

natural" genera It zations of Newtont s th"oty. 1 2 B In his

Entwurf paper, Einstein had already examined the

possibility of a scalar theory of gravitation but had

mainly rejected it because of his conviction that the

relativity principle was valid with respect to a nuch

larger group than the group of linear orthogonal

transformatiorrr.l29 At the Vienna conference, Einste

could not use this argunent since he did not include

requirenent of a general relativity anong the four

plausible hypotheses. Einstein was to exanine in detail

Nord.strôm's yet unpublished second theoty.130 Although

L27"Ich bin mir des umstandes wohl bewusst d.ass
die Postulate 2-4 mehr einen wi-ssenschaftlichen Glaubens-
bekenntnis a1s einem gesicherten Fundarnente âhnlich sind,"
ibid., p. 1251.

128ruia.

rz9"Ich muss freilich zugeben, d.ass fûr rnich das
wirksamste Argument dafiir, dass eine derartlge Theorie
fscalar theory] zu verwerfen sei, auf der Uberzeugung
beruht, dass die Relativitât nicht nur orthogonalen
linearen Substitutionen gegeniiber besteht, sondern einer
viel weiteren Substitutionsgruppe gegenûber," Einstein/
Grossman, "Entwurf" (1913), p. 244.

15oGr.rrrr,"r Nordstrôm , "Zur Theori.e
vom Standpunkt des Relativitâtsprinzips,"
Physik, 42 (1913), 533-54.

1n

the

der Gravitation
Annalen der



that theory did not yie1d. adeflection of light rays ,:O'
a gravitational field because of the assumed constancy of

the velocity of 1ight, Einstein showed that the theory

satisfied all four plausible requirenents. The only

objection Einstein expressed was that although the theory

predicted an influence on the inertia of a particle by

other bodies, the inertia did not seem to be "caused" by

the latter since the inertia increased with the removal

of the renaining bodies.13l In fact, in the absence of

any experimental decision about the deflection of light
rays in a gravitational field, this was the only argument

Einstein could advance in favor of his theory. In 1914,

Einstein and A. D. Fokker showed that Nordstrôrn's theory

could even be formulated in a generally covariant for*.132

Hence, Nordstrôm's much simpler scalar theory appeared

as a strong rival to the Entwurf theory. As late as

1917, Max von Laue was to write a conprehensive survey

article in defense of Nordstrôm's gravitational theoty.133

131Einrtein , "zum
Gravitationsproblens" (191

132Alb"tt Einstein
Nordstrômsche Gravitations
absoluten Differentialkal
(1914), 32L-28, on 328.

gegenwârtigen Stande des
3) , p. 1254.

and A. D. Fokker, "Die
theorie vom Standpunkt des
kû1s," Annalen der Physik, 44

133iut. 'rr. Laue, "Die Nordstrômsche Gravitations -
theorie (Bericht)," Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitât und
Elektronik , I+ (L917, ,-263-3L3-.

rÛrb-.
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Though Einstein considered Nordstrôn's second

theory as the main rival theory to his or^rn and had

dealt exclusively with that theory and the Entwurf theory

during his Vienna address, other physicists such as

Gustav Mie, and Max Abraharn did not share this view and

argued in favor of their own theories of gravitation.
This 1ed thern to a critical analysis of Einsteinrs theory

in which they were joined by Max Planck. The cri_ticisn
of all these physicists shows that nost of Einstein's
basic assumptions were regarded as rather questionable at

the time. Mie's criticism concerned mainly the assumption

of a strict equality of inertial and gravitational mass

and Einstein's attempt to generalize the principle of
relativity. With respect to the equality of inertial
and gravitational mass, Mie made a distinction between a

strict equality and an equality consistent with experi-

rnent. He rejected the idea of a strict equality and did

not think that one could base a theory on it: "f have

indeed abandoned the principle of the identity of the

gravitational and inertial mass and beli.eve that one

cannot build a theory on i1."134 ivlie thought that the

L34"Ich habe allerdings das Prinzip von der
Identitât der schweren und der trâgen Masse fallen
gelassen und glaube auch, dass man darauf keine Theorie
grûnden kann," Einstein, "Zum gegenwârtigen Stande des
Gravitationsproblems" (1913), Discussion, p. 1266.

4---
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ratio of inertial and gravltational mass depended on

factors such as the velocity of the body and its tempera-

ture and believed that he had good arguments for his

."ru.135 Mie's arguments are conplicated and were not

answered directly by Einstein. The j-nteresting point is
that Miets aîguments illustrate the diversity of

responses to the experinental equality of inertial and

gravitational mass.

theoretical equa1ityl36

Far from inferring a strict
as Einstein did, Mie thought that

such a strict equality was in fact theoretically impos-

sible in the general case but accepted of course a

restri.cted equality in accord with experiment. Thus,

Mie argued that his theory, though it did not incorporate

a strict identity of the two types of masses, was never-

theless consistent with experirnent.

Mie's second criticisrn concerned Einstein's
general principle of relativity, though he was aware that

Einsteinrs theory did not fu11y incorporate it. At the

135G.rrtav Mie, "Bemerkungen zu der Einsteinschen
Gravitationstheorie, I, II," Physikalische Zeitschrift,
15 (1914), 115-22 and 169-76, 6n 118.

1365ince an experimental equality cannot entail a
mathenatical equality, Mie's position is logically sound.
A similar position was adopted by Gustav Robert Kirchhoff
with respect to his radiation 1aw which he justified
theoretically rather than experiinentally; see for exanple
Daniel M. Siegel, "Balfour Steward and Gustav Robert
Kirchhoff: Two Independent Approaches to 'Kirchhoff'sRadiation 1aw,r" fsis, 67 (I976),565-600.

4---
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Vienna conference, at which Einstein presented his theory
in septenber 1915, Mie pïesented his objection as follows:

I have understood from Mr. Einstein's presentation
that he wants to further develop a Machian idea,
according to which it would be inpossible todetect absolute accelerations. Against such a
conception of the generalized principle of relativity
one nust, as a physicist, raise serious objectistr5.137

As illustration of his objection, Mie discussed the case

of a railroad train isolated from the outside. According

to the classical point of view the jolts felt inside the

train by the passengers are attributed to inertial effects
due to the irregular motion of the train. If the general

principle of relativity is accepted then the train can be

considered at rest and the jolts are attributed to

gravitational effects due to the irregular motion of
nasses surrounding the train. Mie admitted that rnathe-

natically such a point of view could be very convenient,
but rejected it as physically imp1ausib1".138 Later on,

L37"Ich habe eben in seinem vortrag HerrnEinstein so verstanden, a1s ob er eine MacËsche Idee
weiter..ve-rfo1g9n wo11te, wonach es auch nicht môg1ichsein dûrfte, die Beschleunigungen absolut nachzuùeisen.
Gegen eing solche Auffassung des verallgemei-nerten
Relativitâtsprinzips muss nàn aber a1s lirysiker sehr
schwerwieg_ende Bedenken erhebenr" Einsteinr "Zun gegen-
wârtigen stande des Gravitationsproblems"' (191j); i. L264.

138rbia. For Einsteints later answer to the
example of the train, see A. Einstein, "Dialog ûber
Einwânde gegen die Relativitâtstheorie," Die trlaturwissen-schaften, 6 (1918), 697-702, on 700 f.

É-----
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Mie drew support for his position from Einstein's own

supposed proof of the impossibility of completely

covariant field equatiorrr. 139

Like Mi-e, Max Planck believed that the idea of

a general relativity was physically unsound and also

invoked Einsteinrs supposed proof against the idea.

Planck was to state his opposition publicly on the very

occasion of Einstein's inaugural address to the Berlin

Acaderny on 2 JuLy 1914. To Einstein's statement that STR

is unsatisfactory because it privileges uniform notion,

Planck replied that one could as well be of the opposite

opinion and see in the preference of STR for uniform

motion a valuable characteristic of the th"ory.140

He pointed out that Newtonrs gravitational 1aw is not

found unsatisfactory because the power 2 appears in it
as a priviledged number; rather, physicists relate that

nurnber to the 3-dirnensionality of space (i.. e. , to the

spherical symnetry). Similarly, Planck wondered whether

the preference for uniforn motion was not related to the

priviledged position of the straight line over all other

spatial 1ines. Though Planck's objections were very

13gMi", "Bemerkungen II" (1914), p. 176.
14OMr* Planck, reply to Einstein's inaugural

address, Si-tzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Akademie
der Wisse

,--.--
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carefully phrased on that solemn occasion to avoid

offending Einstein, the fact that Planck nevertheless

brought up his objections on that day indicates how

important the matter was to him.

Among the critics of Einstein's theory, the nost

expert was undoubtedly Max Abraharn. We have seen that,
in contradistinction to Mie and Nordstrôn, Abraharn in his

second theory rejected the restricted principle of rela-

tivity and the constancy of the velocity of light, but

accepted the idea of a strict equality of inertial and

gravitational *"rr.141 On the other hand, Abrahan shared

the doubts about Einstein's equivalence principle. In

his comprehensive review arti-c1e on gravitational
. r42theori€s,--' conpleted in December 1914, Abraham in

particular noted that Einstein sahr in the inplementation

of the relativity of inertia a decisive advantage of his

tensor theory over scalar theories. Abraham argued,

however, that the relativity of inertia was not quanti-

tatively secured in the Entwurf theory unless one

postulated the existence of enormous invisible mass"r.143

141M.* Abraharn, "Neuere Gravitat ions theori e[, "
Jahrbuch der Radioakti.vitât und Elektronik, 11 (1914),

142ruia.

143tbid., p. s2o.

r&r----
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To Abraham, the introduction of such hypothetical masses

was as objectionable as the introduction of a hypothetical
ether. Hence, Abraham argued that there was no reason to
opt for a tensor theory and added wittily that scalar
theories ought to be preferred in the name of Mach's

"economy of thought ."I44
In summary, the main reasons for the overall

negative reception of the Entwurf theory were: (a) the

existence of simpler scalar theories, (b) the nore or

less general rejection of the idea of a generar principle
of relativity, and (c) the irnperfection of the Entwurf

theory. By the end of 1914, Einstein thought that he

had succeeded in reducing the imperfection of the theory
by supposedly enlarging the covariance group of the field
equations and by giving what he believed to
derivation of the field equations. This was to give him

s theory,an increased confidence in the validity of hi
until he suddenly abandoned the field equations altogether
in favor of new ones at the end of 1915.

be a natural

144tbid.., p 520.
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CHAPTER IV

THE GENEML THEORY OF RELATIVITY

(191s-1917)

In November 1915, Einstein finally was to

achieve a generally covariant theory, after three years

of hard work. The resulting field equations are the

standard field equations in use today. In that sense,

one can speak of Einstein's final field equati-ons.

Einstein, however, was not entirely satisfied with thern

and in 19L7 proposed generalized equations containing a

supplementary term--the cosmological term. Einstein was

to retain these new equations for rnany years, and only

after the discovery of the expansion of the universe at

the end of the 1920s and new theoretical developnents in

the 1930s did he drop the supplernentary term. The

episode of the modified field equati-ons was not in vain,

however, since it 1ed to the development of relativistic

cosmologies. Another reason to analyze the development

of Einstein's 1917 theory is that it sheds light on the

basic motivations that anirnated Einstein during those

years.
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THE GENERALLY COVARTANT THEORY (1915-1916)

The Return to the Rienann-Christoffel
Tens or

Having developed at the end of 1914 what he

thought to be a natural derivation of the gravitational
field equations of the Entwurf theory, Einstein was to

remain convinced of the validity of that theory during

most of 1915. Einsteinrs satisfaction appears in a

letter he wrote to a student in May lgl5: "To have

actually attained this goal Igeneral relativity], con-

stitutes the greatest satisfaction of rny 1ife, even

though no colleague has recognized so far the depth and

necessity of this path."1 In the sane letter, Einstein
also indicated that one of the two important experimental

tests, namely, the spectral shift in a gravitational
field (the other test being the deflection of light rays

in a gravitational field), had already been "bri11i.ant1y
confirmed. " Though this statement is sonewhat in
contrast with the nore cautious presentation he gave to

the Berlin Academy on 25 March 191s,2 Einstein had ind.eed

1"Di"s Ziel [Allgeneine Relativitât] nun wirklicherreicht zu haben, ist die hôchste Befriedigung meines
Lebens, wenn auch kein Fachgenosse die Tiefé una
Notwendigkeit dieses Weges bis jetzt erkannt hat,"Einstein to Carl Seelig, 31 May 1915, in Carl Seelig,
Albert Einstein IZûrich: Europa Verlag, 1960), p. 240.

2A. Einstein, "Ûber den Grund.ged.anken der a11ge-
meinen Relativitâtstheorie und Anwendung dieser Theorie
in der Astronomie," Sitzungsberichte dei K. preussischen

ryli-
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some indication of success at that tine. In addition to
this posi.tive news, Einstein also had the pleasure of

seeing his theory well understood at a talk he gave in

Gôttingen during the summer of 1915. Thus, in a letter
to Arnold Sornmerfeld dated 15 July 1915, Einstein wrote:

"In Gôttingen I had the great joy of seeing everything

understood, and in detail. I arn very enthus ias tic about

Hilbert. A great man! I an very curious to know your
?opinion."- In the same letter, Einstein, after some

initial reluctance, expressed his willingness to accept

Sornmerfeld's proposal to include some of Einstein's
papers on general relativity in a new edition of the book

Das Relativitâtsprinzip (originally published in 1913),

of which Sommerfeld was the editor. Einsteinrs initial
reluctance had been due to the fact that he considered

none of his papers to give a complete exposition of the

theory; Einstein furthermore expressed his intention to

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin, part 1 (1915), p. 315;
is- a1so discussed- in a

letter fron Einstein to Besso, LZ February 1915, in
Albert Einstein and Michele Besso, Correspondance 1903-
1955 (Paris: Hermann, L972), p. 57.-

3"Ir, Gôttingen hatte ich die grosse Freude, a11es
bis ins Einzelne verstanden zu sehen. Von Hilbert bin
ich ganz begeistert. Ein bedeutender Mann! Ich bin auf
Ihre Meinung sehr neugierigr" Einstein to Sonmerfeld,
15 July 1915, in Albert Einstein and Arnold Sommerfeld,
Briefwechsel, ed. Arnin Hermann (Base1: Schwabe, 1968)
p:-30.

-
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write an introductory book to the relativity theory with

a presentation aiming at a general relativity from the
.4beginning.- All this indicates that Einstein sti1l had

fu11 confidence in his theory during the summer of 1915.

Ei-nstein's confidence was to persist until
October 1915, when he suddenly realized that the theory

was untenable. In a postcard to David Hilbert, dated

7 Novenber 1915, Einstein indicated that he had been

aware for "about four weeks" that his 1914 derivation of

the field equations was "delusive."5 Furthermore, in a

letter to Sommerfeld dated 28 Novenber 1915, Einstein

explained in detail the reasons which led him to abandon

his theory:

1) I proved that the gravitational field in a
uniformly rotating system does not satisfy the
field equations.

2) The rnotion of the perihelion of Mercury came
out to be 18" instead of 45" peï century.

3) The covariance consideration of my paper of
last year did not yield the Hamiltonian function H.
It al1ows, if properly generalized, âr arbitrary H.
From this it followed that the covariance with

4 ru ia.
SEinstein Papers, Princeton University, microfilrn

reel I.8.1, no 13. Quoted by J. Earman, C. Glynour,
"Einstein and Hilbert: Two Months in the History of
General Relativity," Archive for the History of Exact
Sciences, 19 (1978), 291-308, on 294.
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respect-to "adapted" coordinate systems was
a floP. o

Einstein menti-oned the sarne three reasons in a letter to

H. A. Lorentz in January 1916, but inverted items (1)
1

and (2).' Since, with Sommerfeld, Einstein felt quite at

ease to discuss hj-s ideas, it is possible that the

orderi-ng of the reasons that Einstein gave to Somnerfeld

represents historical sequence. If this is the case,

the sequence of events would appear to have been the

following. Si-nce in his 1914 paper to the Berlin Acadeny

Einstein had strongly argued in favor of a covariance

group containing in particular rotation transformatioûs,8

it was natural for hin, though perhaps not immediate

6''1) Ich bewies, dass das Gravitationsfeld. auf
einern gleichfôrnig rotierenden Systen den Feld-
gleichungen nicht genûgt.
2) Die Bewegung des Nlerkur-Perihels ergab sich zu
18" statt 45" pro Jahrhundert.
3) Die Kovarianzbetrachtung in neiner Arbeit vorn
letztenJahre liefert die Hanilton-Funktion H nicht.
Sie 1âsst, wenn sie sachgemâss verallgemeinert wird,
ein beliebiges H zn. Daraus ergab sich, dass die
Kovarian z be zûg1ich 'angepass ter' Koordinatensysteme
ein Schlag ins Wasser war," Einstein to Sonrnerfeld,
28 November 1915, Briefwechsel (1968), pp. 32-33.

TEirrrtein to Lorentz, 1 January 1916, Einstein
Papers, Pri-nceton University, microfiln reel I.B. 1,
no. 16; mentioned by Earman/Glyrnour, "Einstein and
Hilbert, " p. 295.

8R. Einstein, "Die formale Grund.lage der
al lgerne inen Re lat ivi tâts theorie , " S i t zungsber ichte de r
Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin, part

' PP. - d5, on pp.

{&

-
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I
from a nathematical point of view, to check whether nr:tn
field equations had indeed such a covariance. Finding

that this was not the case, Einstein probably decided to

test the theory on the precession of the perihelion of
Mercury. Meeting once nore a failure, Einstein nust have

come to a criti-cal examination of what he had thought

to be a "natural" derivation of the field equations, and

found it to be defective.

Einsteinrs next thought was as follows:

After any confidence in the results and rnethod
of the former theory had thus vanished, I clearly
recognized that only a generally covariant theory,
i.e., one rnaking use of Riemann's çovariants, could
a11ow for a satisfactory solution.v

Having cornpletely lost confidence in his previous field
equations, Einstein decided to find new ones. This time,

however, he was to secure a satisfactory covariance

group from the very beginning by naking use of the

Riernann-Christoffel tensor. The relevance of that tensor

for finding field equations involving the guu and their
first and second derivatives stenned fron the mathenatical

result that any tensor deri-ved from the guu and their

9"Nachdem so jedes Vertrauen in Resultate und
Methode der friiheren Theorie gewichen war, sah ich
k1ar, dass nur einen Anschluss an die allgemeine
Kovarianten-theorie, d.h. an Riemanns Kovariante,
eine befriedigende Lôsung gefunden werden konnte,"
Einstein to Sornmerfeld, 28 Novenber 1915, Brief-
wechsel (1968), p. 33.

-
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derivatives can be obtained from the Riemann-Christoffel

tensor. We have seen that Ei.nstein and Marcel Grossmann

were fu11y aware of thj"s point frorn the very beginning

and had already considered using the curvature tensor in
the 1913 Entwurf paper. Yet, they thought that they had

several reasons against its use.

During the years 1913-15, Einstein was to gradually

overcome the objections against the use of the Riemann-

Christoffel tensor. The failure to obtain Newton's theory

as approximation was overcome by February 1914, when

Einstein and A. D. Fokker gave a generally covariant

formulation of Nordstrôm's theory making use of the

Riemann tensor. In a footnote, Einstein and Fokker

stated without elaboration that the objection concerning

the Newtonian approxination had been found. to be inva1id.10

Since Nordstrôm's scalar theory of gravitation, which

yielded Newtonfs gravitational theory as approximation,

was derived in the paper via the curvature scalar, the

above objection had indeed been refuted in that case.

Einstein then probably generalized the refutation to the

case of a tensor theory. One might perhaps wonder why

Einstein, having used successfully the Rienann-Christoffel

10A1b"rt Einstein and A. D. Fokker, "Die
Nordstrômsche Gravitationstheorie vom Standpunkt des
absoluten Differentialkalkû1sr" Annalen der Physik, 44
(1914) , 321- 28 , on 328.

,---
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tensor, did not immediately try to build gravitational
field equations directly on the curvature tensor. The

reason is that, at that stage, Einstein was convinced of

the validity of his previous field equations and was

only looking, at nost, for an eventual connection of the

latter with the curvature tensor. Finding such a con-

nection was certainly not evident if, indeed, there is
any at all.

What apparently hindered, in

more extensi-ve use of the curvature

was that he wrote it out in terms of

the Christoffel symbols because, as

considered the quantities

particular, Einsteinrs

tensor at that tirne

the s instead of"uv
we have seen, he

gravitational

ti11 defended this
time, he wrote

inportant, the

'gur l^oldx )

to be the "natural" components of the

fietd.l1 In November 1914, Einstein s

1)view^' despite the fact that, at that

conservation equations and, even nore

+ [u'u.L

1lR. Einstein, "ZILT allgemeinen Relativitâts-
theorier" Sitzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Akademie
der lrJissen

Z-gg-gOt, on 782.

12a. Einstein, "Formale Grundlage" (1914),
pp. 1058, 1060-61.

L
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equation of motion in terms of the Christoffel symbols.

This was the first time Einstein gave the equation of

motion in the standard form

d{*rr *{*{=o
àsZ 'uv ds ds

(s being the proper tine), whereas previously, Einstein

had used less simple expressions containing the gUu

explicitly. Einstein, at that point, realized that the

Christoffel syrnbols rnight be viewed as the components

of the gravitational field13 brrt thought to have counter-

argunents. It was only a year later that Einstein was to

reverse his position, a reversal which was to make

Einsteinrs use of the Rienann-Christoffel tensor

successful this tine because of the simplifications it
introduced into the formulas

2. The Generally Covari.ant
Field Equations

Though Einstein had removed the objections against

the use of the Riemann-Christoffel tensor by November

1915, Einstein was not to attain generally covariant

field equations inmediately but obtained then only after
intense efforts, which took place during November 1915.

13Ibid. , p. 1060.
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The intensity of the efforts is reflected in the

frequency of Einstein's communications to the Berlin
Acaderny (one per regular weekly session) , and was

probably due in part because of Einstein's excitement to
feel close to the long desired goal and perhaps also

because of some fear that following indications he gave

to David Hilbert, the latter night anticipate hin in some

way. Three phases can be distinguished in Einstein's
struggle, which we shal1 examine successively. In the

first phase, to be discussed in section (a) below,

Einstein restricted the covariance group to transforma-

tions of Jacobian 1; in the second and third phases,

discussed in sections (b) and (c), Einstein achieved a

general covariance, first with the aid of an ad hoc

hypothesis and finally without.

a. Covariant field equations with respect to
transformations of Jacobian 1.--The results of the first
phase of Einsteinrs struggle for new gravitational field
equations were published in a paper entitled ',Zttr

allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorie"14 lon the General Theory

of Relativity], which was presented at the general

meeting of the Prussian Acadeny of sciences on 4 November

74^.^'Einstein, "Zur allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorie"
(1e1s).

Æ
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1915. Einstein opened the paper with the following
remarks: "Over the past years, I have endeavored to

develop a general theory of relativity on the assumption

of a relativity includ.ing nonuniform notions. I thought

in fact that I had found the only gravitational 1aw

compatible with the general postulate of
1rrelativity."'" He then explained why he abandoned his

former field equations, stating that he had found his
previous derivation of the field equations16 to be

delusive, and that, consequently, he conpletely lost
confidence in the field equations. Looking for a natural
way to restrict the theoretical possibilities, he then

came back to the requirement of general covariance of the

field equations which he had abandoned reluctantly, "with
a heavy heart,"17 three years before. In fact, Einstein,s
reason for abandoning his previous field equations is not

convincing. The failure of a single particular

I5"In den letzten Jahren war ich benûht, auf die
Voraussetzung der Relativitât auch nicht gleichfôrniger
Bewegungen eine allgeneine Relativitâtstheorie zu griinden.
Ich glaubte in der Tat, das einzige Gravitationsgesetz
gefunden zu haben, das dem sinngenâss gefassten,
allgemeinen Relativitâtspostulate entspricht," Ibid.,p. 78s

16_.--Einstein, "Formale Grundlage" (1914)
pp. 7066-77.

lTEirrrtein, "Zur allgeneinen Relativitâtstheorie,,
(191s), p. 778.



j ustif ication of the f ield equations does not imply ,n'^'rt

these fi.e1d equations were fa1se. Curiously, Einstein

did not mention in the paper that the former field

equations did not yield the correct value of the preces-

sion of the perihelion of Mercury. The reason for the

omission was probably that Einstein did not know for sure

at that point whether his neI^I field equations would give

a better value of the perihelion precession than the

previous ones.

The basic postulate of the paper was the postulate

of the covariance of all equations with respect to

transformations of Jacobian 1.18 Though Einstein did not

elaborate on the choice of this postulate, it appears

that Einstein was motivated by his desire to see rotations

and acceleration transfornations included in the covari-

ance group in order to avoid any further disappointment

with respect to the covariance of the theory; we have

seen that the absence of rotational covariance was the

first reason Einstein mentioned to Sommerfeld for

abandoning the field equations. Indeed, in the conclusion

of the paper, Einstein was to verify explicitly that

rotations and acceleration transformations were included

in the covariance group It was this extensive relativity

lSIbid. , p 110
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of motion which probably justified in Einstein's eyes the

title of his paper "0n the general theory of relativity"
despite the fact that the theory was not yet generally

covariant.

Besides the extensive relativity, the covariance

postulate had also the advantage of introducing various

simplifications in the formulas. Since

dtt =
(*'1. . *'4)

a (*1 x4)
dt ,

it follows that d'rr = dt and also {T = /=E (with g

= | guvl) because of the invariffufce of /-g dr. The

invariance of FE, on the other hand, entails that the

contracted Christoffel symbol rj- - a ln-Æ is a tensorST dxT
(with respect to the covariance group here considered),

which leads to a sinplified contracted Riemann tensor.

Einstein introduced the latter as fo1lows. Looking for

a tensor of second rank derived from the guu and their
first and second derivatives, Einstein stated that

"mathenati.cs teaches" that all such tensors can be

derived frorn the Riemann-Christoffel tensor. Since the

latter is a tensor of fourth rank, Einstein nade the only

possible relevant contraction (because of the various

synmetries) and obtained the tensor

G. - R. + $.l.m lm 1m



where : R. =
1m

. _mand I 
k.q,

^t,I
- _ d'i[ -o- l."im ^ m '1m

dx

*i l.âsirs ll7-
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the result
a tensor

. From this

tensor as

and G.
1m

from his

âf [.1n+-+
âxl

.-0pP tLl.^tLv" pm

^9"l^
pv,

ô 8r:_
-^-T

dx

are the standard Christoffel symbols. I
0that liI is a tensor, it follows that

because it is the covariant derivative

Einstein reached the conclusion that R

we11, because of the tensor character

After explaini-ng in detail his

earlier conviction that

19_.- " Eins te in'
20-.-"Ernstein,

(191s), p. 782.

)

I
I

)

9-
F rom

S. is
1m

of rlu
.isa
1m

of S.
1m

shi ft

â8t!._1
2

âsTU "UVg--
^LIdX

represented the "natural expression of the conponents of

the gravitational fie16tt20 to his ne\^/ conviction that the

Christoffel symbols ought to play this role because of

their synmetry and their presence in the equation of

motion, Einstein introduced, without justification, the

1
z

r tlu have the opposite sign.

" Znr all geneinen Re lativitâtstheorie"

^Idx
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following field equations

R = -Y Tuv"uv

or explicitly

^- cr

- o'uu. r0 .B = _.,.r
;."*trûf.io--xruv 

(1)

Einsteinrs choice of the field equations seems to have

been conditioned by his initial intention to assume that
{t = I (which is a natural choice since STR is supposed

to be valid locally) because in that case Si, = 0.

Later oD, however, he found that he could not assune

Æ = 1 and then decided to introduce the field equations

without justification.2l Einrtein was to remove the

ob jection against the use of the condition F7-g = 1 in his

next paper, and was to adopt that condition perfiranently

thereon.

From the field equations, Einstein derived

energy-momentum conservation equations of the forn

+ (rÀ- * tÀ^) - o
^^'.tOdX

21tbid. , p. T7B.
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where
1t"=

o

^2 CI,8dg
^-t^ edx dx'

and applying it
for the latter

â

âx0

AÀ ouv t0 rBb ',,oo - uP v0,
ouV t0 rÀo 'UO .V0t

z

Einstein ca11ed tÀ- the "energy tensor" of the gravita-
o

tional field but was aware that it was only a tensor with

respect to linear transformations. He obtained thro

further relations by multiplying the field equations (1)

respectively by guv (and summing over ur v) and guÀ (and

sunming over v). Generalizing stightly the resulting
second equation

a (à2 ts-l-
axu Ia*oa*8

to the requirement

oT -0,I I 
oB

,-B I
'ao,J -0

oot r0^ fB - oo 'oB 'T0, (2)

to the first relation, Einstein obtained

Iu. 

u A 1nl- g

axB
-o= -XI 

o

From this equation, Eins

to choose the coordinate

becones equal to 1; for

tein concluded: "it is inpossible

systen in such a way, that Æ
the scalar of the energy tensor



cannot be macle equal to tero."22 This renark makes it
1ikely that Einstein had initially considered adopting

the condition /:É = I when he developed the field
equations.

As to the consequences of his theory, Einstein

showed that it yielded Newtonrs law in first approxima-

tion as fo1lows. From the relations (Z) , Einstein

obtained in first approxination

^2 cBdg
^ cr^dX dX

^uBAdopting the solution ft_ = O

dx'

2

à 8uv
=\/lo..2 À^uv

dtx )

B=0

he found for the field equations (in first approximation)

1
z

L(x' = ict)

which yield Poisson's equation for U, v = 4 Einsteinfs
enthusiasm for the theory appears in his statenent: "The

magic of this theory will hardly fail to touch anybody

who has really understood it; the theory represents a real
triumph of the method of the general differential calculus

z?rbid., p. 78s.
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founded by Gauss, Rienann, Christoffel, Ricci and

Levi-Civiter Isiç1 . "23

Generally covariant field equations with the

assumption TH = 0.--Einstein was to remove the objection
against using coordinate systems with {:g = 1 in an

addendun to his paper "zvr allgemeinen Relativitâts-
theorier" which he presented to the Berlin Acadeny of
sciences on 11 November rgrs.24 The removal of that
obstacle was to a11ow Einstein to develop generally
covariant field equations but was achieved only through

the introduction of a daring hypothesis, namely the

assumption that the contT'acted energy-momentum tensor Tuu

vanishes for matter. rn the introduction to the ad.dendun,

Einstein acknowledged the boldness of that hypothesis but
was willing to take that step in order to endow the theory
with an "even f irner logical structur e.,,25

Einstein tried to justify the assumption TUU = Q

for natter as follows. whereas for the electrornagnetic
fietu tuu = 0, for matter, the scalar of the energy tensor

23"D"* Zauber dieser Theorie wird sich kaum jemand
entziehen kônnen, der sie wirklich erfasst hat; siebedeutet einen_wahren-Triumph der durch GAUSS, RIEMANN,
_CHR-ISTOFFEL, RICcI und LEVI-cIVITER Isic] begriindeten
Methode des allgemeinen Differentiallialkù1s,; ibid . , p.779.

24lbid.., Nachtrag, pp. 799-go1
2S-. . .--Ibid., p. 799.

b.
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Einstein then remarked: "It
must now be remembered, that according to our knowledge,

'matterr is not to be conceived as something primitively
given or physically simple. Indeed, there are not a

few who hope to reduce matter to purely electromagnetic

processes. "26 Adopting in part such an electronagnetic

world view, Einstein then reasoned as fo11ows. If one

considers ordinary natter as being nade of electronag-

netic natter (for which TU., = 0 in an electrornagnetic
u

world view) and of gravi.tational fields (for which

auu I 0), then one could have for the whole matter

Tu., * tu., I 0. Since in the gravitational fielduu
-uvequations T*' represents rnatter without the gravitational

fie1d, the assumption TU, = 0, appears plausible within
tf

such a world view. Einstein, however, in the end, did

not base his case on the above considerations but sinply

assumed. TU., = Q to vanish; he pointed. out that the
u

consequences of that assunption constituted strong support

for the idea of rnolecular gravitational fields.
As to the field equations, Einstein proposed the

generally covariant field equations

26"E, ist nun d.aran zu erinnern, d.ass nach
unseren Kenntnissen die 'Materie' nicht a1s ein primitiv
Gegebenes, physikalisch Einfaches aufzufassen ist. Es
gibt sogar nicht wenige, die hoffen, die Materie auf
rein elektromagnetische Vorgânge reduzieren zu kônnenr"
Ibid. , p. 799.
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-0

which, through specializati-on of the coordinate system

systems such that /t = 1, yielded the previous ones,

narnely Ruu - -X Tr, . Hence, Einstein's assurnption Tuu

led indeed to a more integrated theory because: (a) it
eliminated the arbitrary restriction of the covariance

group to transformations of Jacobian 1;

(b) it eliminated the arbitrariness in the previous

choice of the field equations; (c) coordinate systens

such that Æ = 1 were now a1lowed.. The assumption

Tu,, - 0 itself, however, was rather shaky and leftu

Einstein uncomfortable. He was to remove i.t two weeks

1ater.

to

c. Generally covariant field equations without
the assumption T!, :!.--At the 25 November 1915 session
Einstein communicated a paper entitled "Die Feldglei-
chungen der Gravi tation,,Z7 [The field equations of
gravitation], in which he succeeded in removing the

ad hoc assumption Tuu = 0 while maintaining the general

covariance of the field equations. With this paper,

1'7''A. Einstein, "Die Feldgleichungen der Gravita-tion," sitzu4gsberichte der K. pieussischen Akademie der
Wit sens
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Einsteinfs general theory of relativity, in its classic

form, was finally completed. In the short paper of four

pages, Einstein, after briefly retracing the developnent

of his generally covariant field equations, pointed out

that he had recently found that one could do without the

hypothesis t', - 0 by introducing the energy-momentum

tensor in a slightly different way in the field equations.

For the latter, Einstein adopted the equations

-ut{nere I = I'
u

of matter and

R. =1n

and

Gi, = -x(Tim

Q=
1m ^mdX

R. =
1m

is the scalar of

G. = ft. + $.Im ].m ]-m'

^.,e,dl lm * n9 FJa

^ __y, Ly- mpdx

t tlu
nLt p[

I
z gim T)

r?1n

,

the energy-momentum tensor

with

(5)

By choosing a coordinate system such that /:g = I these

field equations reduce to

x (Ti,n 1-z

Einstein stated that the reasons which 1ed hin to

introduce the supplementary term |*trrt in the field
equations resulted from considerations conpletely



analogous to those given in his first November pape ,.':tt
Relying basically on his former presentation, Einstein
just gave the following indications. Multiplying the

f ield equation (i) by gi* arrd sunrning over i and n,
Einstein obtained the equation

^2 oBdg
^ 0,^ Bdx dx'

where f = to
o

energy-nomentum tensor of the gravitational field enters
this equation in the same way as the energy tensor of
matter, which he pointed out, was not the case in his
former treatment. Finally, referring to the d.erivation
of the equation

X(T + t) - 0

Einstein stressed the fact that the

(4)

0 (s)

it to be replaced by

is automatically

no restriction
of matter except

a IazeoB
axu la*oa*B

of that same paper

the equation

a lÏd
âxu l:l*oa*B

Einstein concluded

satisfied because

is inposed on the

_oT -0-(, Io .oB

, Einstein

- X(T + t)

that as th

of (4), it
energy-mome

.g I _'toj

found

Il-0
_i

is equation

follows that

ntun tensor

28_.-"Einstein,
theorie" (1915) .

"Zur allgemeinen Relativitâts-

{* 4
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for the conservation laws.

From Einstein's indications, it appears that he
1

came to introduce the tern âXgi.rT in the field equations

as follows. Since he wanted to eliminate the assunption

Tu,. = 0, while keeping generally covariant field.
F

equations, he naturally came back to the source of the

problem, narnely, the considerations in section 3 of his

paper "Zvr allgeneinen Relativitâtstheorie." There, as

we have seen above, Einstein had multiplied the field
29equat ].ons

by guu (with a contraction over p and v) and guu (with

contraction over v) and had respectively obtained the

equatiorr, , 
30

^-0dl. uv -q, -8

- 

I f ^ i = -tr
^ cx uÉ v0, " uvdX

^2 oBô-g-- _ooT rcx rB +
^ 0^ B ô 'oB'rq'
dX dX

_lâ1n/-sl -o______l= _Xl
axÉ ) ^ o

.(ô lûdÉ
^ o, lèdx t

29In ord.er to stay close to Einsteinrs original
notation, we^sha11 tenporarily use in this paragraph
Einstein's f[., which have the opposite sign of the
standard ChrÏétoffel symbols.

30In Einstein's paper, the factor 1/X on the
right side of the second equation is missing.

-
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û I

âx0 l.o ^ uv

By adopting the

definition of tÀ

probablv rewrote

form:

^2 oBdg
^ 0^ BdX dX
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.À I
" r,lë.)

r I 1^Àt.l+aôUt
t) L

equations becorne

(6)

r')+ t" l +uuJ ^Àô Ytu" (7)

lruAi/\ n* rP
u uÉ v0

restriction {3 = 1 and using the

o gi.ven in the same section, Einstein

these equations respectively in the

r_I cx,B â 1n'/- slg-_-"-\ ax"
= -XT + t

i-r. I-xIt u * [
1

z

d+-
^0dX

d

^0dx
["uÀ r0, Il- 'uvj = -*[t^u . ï

By redefining

respective 1y :

a^u as xtÀu these

= X(_T + t)
^2 q,Bdg
^9,^gdX dX

a

^cdX
[,uÀ r0 I
I.o 'uvj 1

z
(t

= -*lt"

Both equations reveal a suspicious asymmetry in t and T

which Einstein probably tried to elirninate. A straight-
forward attenpt is to aAa |o^u*t on the right side of (7).

In that case, through the use of

4itÀ +tÀl=o
âx^ | o o)

-



the latter equation yields, after various

z3B

rearrangements,

=Q (B)

which replaces equation (5). The analogy of the

expression in parentheses of (8) with equation (6) is

striking. By adding ZXT on the right side of (6),

equation (8) would be automatically satisfied and,

consequently, the condition which 1ed Ej.nstein to

introduce the assumption Tuu = 0 would disappear.

Fina11y, it would have been easy for Einstein to
infer the modifications of the field equations which the

supplementary term ca11ed for since (6) was obtained by

multiplying the field equation by gu' (with contractions

over p and v). In order to get ZxT = luit(girXT), a

1terrn âS;-'XT must be added on the right side of the field
equation R. = - vT. Once the nodification of the field']-m"]-m
equation was arrived &t, Ei-nstein's remaining task was to

make sure that the supplementary term did not have

undesirable consequences for the theory. Hence, the

transition toward the final field equations appears to

have been a quite natural one, which was conditioned

essentially by Einsteinfs previous work. That Einstein,
indeed, seems to have followed the path described here is
supported by the remarks Einstein nade in the

^ l^z aB

-+ l+" - x(t +
^ u t^ 0,^ 6dx Ldx dx

tr]
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comprehensive revie\,/ paper he was to write a few months
31later-

About the same tine that Einstein presented his

25 November field equations, David. Hilbert,32 in a lecture

presented similar equations which he derived from the

curvature invariant (i. e. , the twice contracted Riemann-

Christoffel tensor). Hilbert's approach was not inde-

pendent of Einstein since it appears that Hilbert got

the idea of using the curvature invariant from Einstein,

at the latest through the proofs of Einsteints 4 November

1915 paper which Einstein had sent to Hilbert at the

begi.nning of November.33 For a mathematician expeït in
invariant theory and, furtherrnore, familiar with Gustav

Miers physical use of invariants, it was then straight-
forward to derive field equations from the curvature

invariant. In any case, Hilbert never claimed any

priority concerning the field equations. Though the

field equations must be considered as Einsteinfs,
Hilbert's formulati-on constituted an elegant mathematical

3lR. Einstein, "Die Grund.lage d.er allgeneinen
Relativitâtstheorie," Annalen der Physik, 49 (1916),
769-822, on 806-07.

32^"-David Hilbert, "Die Grundlagen der Physik, I,"
Nachrichten von der Kôniglichen G -

e

33For a detailed analysis, see appendix
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derivation of the field equations. Another contribution
of Hilbert was showing that the field equations yielded

four id.entities--the so-ca11ed. Bianchi identities. 34

B. CONSEQUENCES OF THE THEORY AND
EXPERIIVIENTAL VERI FI CAT I ON

Among the main consequences of his theory that

Einstein developed during 1915-16 were first and second

order effects. Einstein discussed these effects on

18 November 191535 and on lvlarch 1916 in a comprehensive

review pup"r.36 Since the Novenber derivati.ons only

involved the field equations for vacuum, they remained

valid with respect to the final field equations.

1. First Order Effects: Newtonrs Law of Gravitation,
Deflection of Light Rays, Behavior of Clocks
and Rods in a Gravitational Field

Einstein defined the first order approximation as

corresponding to a metric gU, d.iffering from the STR

me tric

luu =

- 1 0')-1 I-r 
I0 rJ

34See Jagdish Mehra, Einstein, Hilbert, and the
Theory of Gravitation (Dordre
D. Reidel, \97 4) , pp. 49- 50 .

35R. Einstein, "Erklârung der Perihelbewegung des
Merkur aus der allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorier"
Sitzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Berlin, part Z (L915), pp. 851-39.

36-.'"Einstein, "Die Grundlage der allgemeinen
Relativitâtstheorie" (1916) .

4
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(with x4 = ct) only by first ord.er t"t*r37

guu = lu, * Yu, , lvuul

He further restricted the ïru .t follows:
(a) all gUu are independent of the tine (static case);

(b) the solution is spatially symmetric around the origin
of the coordinates;

(c) Bp4 = g4p - 0 for p = 1, 2, S,

(these coefficients are involved, for exanple in
rotating frames of ref"t"n."38;;

(d) the gu, tend toward the nuu at spatial infinity
(boundary conditions) .

Einstein also considered the sun to be at the origin of
the coordinate systern and the latter to be such that
g = lsurl - -1.

With these assumptions, the field equations

ar0_--uv+r0'.B=o
*" 'u3 tvo - tr 

'

reduce in first approximation to

STEi.rrtein, "Perihelbewegung des lr{erkur,' (1915),
p. 835.

38M"* Abrahamr "Neuere Gravitations
Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitat und Elektronik,
470-520, on 5I2.

theorien, "
11 (1s14) ,

b-
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^-0dt
UV_n

^0,u'dX

Einstein proposed the solution

oo" x'xgpo=-uoo-t 
,i 

(P,o=r,2,3) ,

o=1-0-44 r

where o, is a constant of integration. Fron the gUr,

Einstein then computed the Christoffel symbols:

no-.4-0xo,44_,4o z7

lVith respect to the equation of motion,

,2 v , o , rox -v cx cx
;2- = 'o, æ- as '

Einstein assumed the moving body to have a small velocity
as conpared to that of the velocity of light and thus

obtained
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,2VCX,z

CS

.24CX
-:-2

dS

Assuming s -

the Newtonian

'44
-_vI-'----- I VJ'r

= Ir?13)0
2

=Q

*4, the first
equation ai

three equations correspond to
-i= Krvl *;, if one sets 0 = 4 t

c

lows that only E++ is needed in.-v1Slncet44=Z

order to obtain Newtonrs 1aw of gravitation.
The fact that already in first approximati-on,

811' EZZ, ESS are different frorn zero, leads to other

effects such as the deflection of light rays and the

effects of the gravitational field on clocks and rods.

For the deflection of light rays, Einstein found twice

the value he had obtained previously in the Entwurf theory

Thus, for a light Tay grazing the sun, he found for the

deflection I.7" Iinstead of the previous 0.85").39

Einstein derived the effect as follows. From the

equation of propagation of light rays , dr? = g.,.,dsudxv = 0,"uv
which is a generalization of the STR equation for light

?rays d,sL = nuudxudxv = 0, Einstein computed for a given

direction (i. e. , for given ratios dxl : d.xz ' dx3) the

components dxl/dx4, d*2/d*4, d*37d*4, and thus obtained

39Eirrrtein, "Perihelbewegung des Merkur," p. 854.

#,it ro1

:i

il,
:i:t

:11:ii

flnÉ
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the velocity of 1ight. Since the velocity of lighr
depends on the guu, the situation is sirnilar to a medium

with a variable refractive index; in both cases, the

resulting deflection of light rays is obtained by

applying Huygen's principle.

Concerning the effects of the gravitational
field on clocks and rods, Einstein established them as

follows.40 Considering a clock at rest at the origin of
coordinates Id*1 = dx2 = d*3 = 0, dsZ = g44(a*4)2], and

adopting a unit propeï tirne interval ds = 1, Ei_nstein

obtained, in first approximation, for the coordinate time

,4dx= = I * K^ ( Pat- z \ r ,
ct

where p is the density and dt a three-dinensional volume

element. Hence, d*4 increases if rnasses are brought into
the neighborhood of the c1ock, which 1ed Einstein to
conclude that the clock slows down (i.e., for a given

proper time interval, the conceptual coordinate tines
differ; consequently, for the sane coordinate tine
interval, the proper time intervals indicated by the

clocks will differ). A consequence of this is that the

solar spectral lines must appear to be shifted toward the

c44

40_.'"Einstein,
Relativitâtstheorie" "Die Grundlage der allgernein.en

(191s), pp. 818-20.

-



red when observed fron the earth

the gravitational field on rods,

sirnilarly. If a unit rod (dr2 =

from the sun along the *1 axis,
,1cx 1s glven Dy

24s

. As to the effect of

Einstein proceeded

-1) is placed radially
its coordinate length

OI

,1s2 = -f = g1r{a*1)2 (d*2=dxs=d*4=0)

dx1-1 ctE sinceBtt=-(1.|l

From this, it follows that the rod appears contracted

in the radial direction. If the rod is placed

tangentially at *1 = r (with *2 = *3 = 0, dx1 = d*3
417')= dx'= 0), then ds'= -f = E,r -dx")", and since

EZZ - -1, there is no influence on the rod in that
direction.

2. Second 0rder Effect: Residual Precession
of the Perihelion of tr{ercury

In his 1B November pape t,4L Einstein derived the

residual precession of the perihelion of Mercury (i.e.,
the precession which could not be explained on the basis

of Newton's theory) from the second order solution of the

field equations and the second order equations of motion.

For the latter equations, Einstein found after

4lEirrrtein, "Perihelbewegung des Merkur,, (1g1S) .
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various approximations

(s)

for v = L1213,

12')
where u2 _ dr' t r'dÔ'

OS

and r is the distance of the planet from the sun; for
the fourth component (which needs only be given up to the

first order), he obtained

.4dX - cr,
IÏdsr

After various transformations of variables, Einstein
integrated equation (9) and found that during a period
of revolution, the perihelion of a planet would advance

in the direction of the revolution of the planet by

1, ' 2
e = z4,rJ -r-+-__ ,T'c'(1 - e')

where a is the semimajor axis, e the eccentricity, and T

the period of revolution. In the case of Mercury,

Einstein calculated the advance to be 43,, per century.
comparing it to the astronomical value of the residual
precession, 45" + 5'r, Einstein concluded with

# = TË i'* î * zuz ,t$*] 1

L.-.
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satisfaction that the agreeinent was complete. In the

case of the Earth and lvlars, Einstein found that the

computed values, respectively 4', and 1", differed from

the values, respectively 11" and 9", inferred from

astronomical data. Einstein, however, had reasons to

doubt the latter values on the basis of uncertainty
margins provided by Newcornb (comnunicated to Einstein by

Erwin Freundlich) and argued that the perihelion advance

appeared to be rea11y established only in the case of
Mercury.

Einstein's approxirnate solution of the field
equations was confirmed in early 1916 by the astîonomer

Karl Schwarzschild. who, in two papers,42 guu" rigorous

solutions of the field equations for a material point
and for an incompressible fluid sphere acting as souïces.

In the first paper, Schwarzschild, adopting Einstein,s
general assumptions (about the netric, etc.), derived the

metric of a spherically symmetric field created by a

material point, now known as the schwarzschild rnetric

42rc. Schwarzschild,,,Ûber das Gravitationsfeld.
eines Massenpunktes nach der Einsteinschen Theorie,"
Sitzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Akadenie derlVissensc g-96;

Feid einei rugéi àirr inÉomprerrib1",
Flfissigkei.t nach der Einsteinschen Theorie, " ibid. ,pp. 3I3, 424-34.

.
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ds2 = (l

where R - (t5 * o3 )r/ r and where cr is a constant depend-

ing on the mass of the material point. The paper not only

confirmed Einstein's approximate solution of the field
equations but also establi-shed its necessary character,

whereas Einstein had only established its sufficiency.
In the second paper, Schwarzschild examined, in particular,
the consequences of what is now knoln as the "Schwarzchj.ld-

radius." If an inconpressible fluj.d star of a given mass

has a radius smaller than the Schlvarzscirild radius, it
collapses and becornes a black ho1e, a solution which

Schwarzschild, at the time, considered to be physically

meaningless because it involved an infinite pressure at

the center. For the sun, Schwarzschild found the

value of the radius to be equal to 3 km.43

3. Experirnental verif icati.on

We have already mentioned Erwin Freundlich's

early efforts to verify the predictions of the equivalence

principle. In f act, according to Einstein, Freundli-ch

was the only active supporter of GTR; in a letter to

Sommerfeld dated 2 February 1916, Einstein wrote:

43^'"Schwarzschild, "Gravitationsfeld einer Kuge1,"

0r,-2 dR' ) ) ) )
ËJcit- - R'(d0'+ sin-Odq-J

1v
rn

t(

p. 434
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"Freundl Iich] was the only colleague who has actively
supported rne hitherto in ny endeavors in the domain of
general relat ivity.,'44 Einstein was to refer to

Freundlich's papers several times45 and. arso wrote a

preface to Freundlich's book, Die Grundlagen der

Einsteinschen Gravitationstheorie, published. in 1916. 46

Freundlich organized an expedition to Russia for
the solar eclipse of August 1914, but neither he nor

Einstein could obtain funding either fron the Berlin
Observatory or frorn the Berlin Acadeny. Funding finally
came through private sources, from the chemist Emil

Fis cher and the indus trial is t t<r.rpp . 4 7 As to the outcome

of the eclipse test, Einstein, apparently, awaited the

result with a certain equaninity. In I9LZ, to the

question of a student asking whether it was not

44"Fr"u.rdl Iich] war der einzige Fachgenosse,
der mich bis jetzt in neinen Bestrebungen auf detn cébiete
{gt allgerneinen Relativitât wirksam unlerstût zte,,,Einstein to sonmerfeld, 2 Feb. 1916, Briefwechsei (196g),p. Jv.

45-.''Einstein, "liber den Grundgedanken und Anwendung"(1915), p. 315; "Perihelbewegung dei Merkur" (1915),pp. B1t, 839; "Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitâts-theori.e" (1916), p. 820.
46-'"Erwin Freundlich, Die Grundlagen der Einstein-

schen Gravitatlgnstheorre, 2

it .

47le*i, R. Pyenson,',The Goettingen Recepti-on ofEinstein's General Theory of Relativi-ty- (ph.D. disserta-
tion, Johns Hopkins University, IgT4), pp. SZ4-ZS.

t{ffi1
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tornenting ("quâlend") to him to have to wai-t years for
the next solar eclipse, Einstein answered "We11, you know,

if someone like nyself has had to throw so much of the

stuff he has brooded over in the paper basket, then he is

no longer so bent on knowing whether he will be right or

not in the end."48 finstein's reply suggests that his

published work constituted only the tip of the iceberg

and that a great deal of his efforts, in the end, found

their way into the papeï basket. Having his eye on long-

tern goa1s, Einstein did not feel threatened by tenporary

setbacks and was determined to pursue the search. 0n

the other hand, once Einstein had a theory showing a

sufficient inner consistency, his confidence in the theory

could survive isolated experimental setbacks. Thus, in
a letter to Michele Besso, written probably at the

beginning of March 1914, Einstein wrote: "Now I am ful1y

sati-sfied and no longer doubt the correctness of the

whole systen, whether the observation of the solar

eclipse succeeds or not. The good sense of the matter is
too evident."49 Freundlich's solar eclipse expedition to

48"Aah, wissen sie, wer
er herumgegrùbelt hat, in
ist nicht mehr so darauf
recht behalten wird oder

an dem
musste,
man nun
Albert

wir i-ch soviel von dem,
den Papi-erkorb schmeissen
versessen, zu wissen, ob
nicht, " in Seelig,

Einstein (1960) , p. 169.
49"Nun bin ich vollkornmen befriedigt und zweifle

nicht mehr and der Richtigkeit des ganzen Systems, Dâg
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Russia, however, collapsed when the war broke out,

Freundlich himself becoming a prisoner for a short time.

Had the expedition been successful, exactly twice the

value of the predicted deviation would have been observed,

because Einsteinrs field equations were sti11 unsatis-

factory at that time.

In 1914, Freundlich also attracted attention to

the prediction of a shift of spectral lines in a

gravitational fietd.50 Freundlich, initially, had the

impression that the effect existed but, in another
51 ..-.52paper,"^ indicated that evidence by Schwarzschild'-

seened to go in the opposite direction. In his paper,

Freundli-ch nevertheless found restricted support

for a spectral shift for certain stars, to which

die Beobachtung der Sonnenfinsternis gelingen oder nicht.
Die Vernunft der Sache ist zu evidert," Einstein to
Besso, ivlarch 1914, Correspondance (I972) , p. 53.

50Erwin Freundlich, "Ûber die Verschiebung der
Sonnenli.nien nach dem roten Ende auf Grund der Hypothesen
von Einstein und Nordstrôm," Physikalische Zeitschrift,
(1914), 15, 369-71; "Uber die Verschiebung der Sonnen-
linien nfrh dem roten Ende des Spektrums auf Grund der
Aquivalenzhypothese von Einstein," Astronomische
Nachrichten, 198, Do. 4742 (1914), cols . 265-70.

51Er*in Freundlich , "Ûber die Gravitations
verschiebung der Spektrallinien bei Fixsternen,"
Physikalische Zeitschrift, 16 (1915), 115-17.

52r. Sclrrvarzschild, "Ûber di.e Verschiebungen der
bei 3883 Â in Sonnenépektrum," Sitzungsberiëhte,%
Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin,

Bande
der K
part ' PP.
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Einstein referred t"ice. 53

As to the precession of the perihelion of

Mercury, Freundlich in 1915 endeavored to establish its
anomalous nature by showing that it could not be

explained on the basis of Newton's theory.54 The

question was of inportance to Einstein, who referred to
Freundlichts paper as a "noteworthy paper" ("beachtens-

werten Aufsatz"55) because only the absence of a good

explanation could justify a search for a better orr".56

To establish his case, Freundlich attacked a recent

attempt to explain the anomaly-made by the distinguished

astronomer Hugo von Seeliger-- which had found widespread
s7acceptance.-' In 1906, von Seeliger, who between 1-902

and 1916 was president of the German Astronomical

53-.""Einstein, "Uber den Grundgedanken und Anwendung"
(1915), p. 315; "Grundlage der allgerneinen Relativitâts-
theorie" (1916) , p. I 20.

54Et*in Freundlich, "iJber die Erklârung der
Anornalien im Planeten- systern durch die Gravitationswirkung

Nachr i chten , 20I ,interplanetarer Massenr " Astronomische
no. 4803 (1915), co1s. 49-56.

55- -"-Einstein, "Perihelbewegung des Merkur" (1915),
p. 831.

56-""For an analysis of the various explanation
atternpts, see Warren Z. Watson, "An Historical Analysis
of the Theoretical Solutions to the Problem of the Advance
of the Perihelion of Mercur;./'(Ph.D. dissertation, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, 1969)

57Fr"r.rrrd.1ich, "Anoma1ien im Planetensystem" (1915),

hâ',

co1. 50.
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Society,58 h"d attenpted to explain the residual

precession of the Mercury perihelion by making certain

assumptions on the density of the particles producing the

zodiacal 1ight.59 Von Seeliger defended his theoty60

against Freundlich's criticism and, subsequently,

criticized Freundlich for a calculational error the

latter made in another paper, the result of all this being

that Freundlich's relations with the astronornical

establishment becane rather strained. Einstein defended

Freundlich6l and later helped him to find an adequate

position.

Concerning the subsequent verifications of GTR,

these 1ie beyond the scope of thi.s dissertation. In

brief, in the period from 1915 up to the early 1950s,

only the prediction of the anomalous precession of the

perihelion of Mercury appeared to be securely established.

58f. Schmeidler, "Seeliger, Hugo von," Dictionarv
of Scientific Biography, 12 (1975), 282-83, on 282.

59H. v. Seeliger, "Das Zodiakallicht und die
empirischen Glieder in der Bewegung der inneren Planeten,"
Sitzungsberichte der K. B. Akademie der Wissenschaften,

5Tr:622.
60g. v. Seeliger, "Uber

Bewegung der inneren Planetenr"
20L (1915), co1s. 273-80.

6lEirrrtein to Sommerfeld,
wechsel (1968) , pp. 38- 39.

die Anornalien in der
Astronomische Nachrichten,

2 Feb. 1916, Brief-

-r.È
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Though the deflection of light rays seemed to be verified
in LgLg,62 other eclipse tests up to Lg52 gave a variety
of results which did not reproduce the initial success.

The verification of the shift of specrral 1ines, which

had been controversial fron the very beginning, was to

remai-n so for nany decad.es.65 Beginning in the 1950s,

scientific experimentation finally reached the 1eve1 of

sophistication needed for GTR and by now (1981) all three

classical tests have been confirmed. New tests such as

signal retardation (based on the variation of c in a

gravitational field) have been confirmed and others such

as the detection'of gravi-tational waves, the Lense-

Thirring effect and the geodetic precession are being

undertak"r,,. 6 4

62n. F. Moyer, "Revolution in Scj-ence: The 1gl9
Eclipse Test of General Relativity," in 0n the Path of
Albert Einstein, eds. Arnold Perlnutter ffi
ffi: Plenun, 1979), pp. 55-101.

63Joh., Earman and Clark Glymour, "The Gravitation-
a1 Red Shift as a Test of General Relativity: History and
Ana1,Isit.r" Studies in History and Phj.losophy of Science,
11 (1980), 175-2L4. See also E. Fdibés-'iÂ Eîstoty of-
the Solar Red Shift Problen," Annals of Science, L7 (1961),
r29 - 164 .

64S"" for examples: (a) Irwin I. Shapiro, "Experi-
mental Challenges Posed by the General Theory of Relati.vity','
in Some Strangeness in the Proportion, €d. Harry l,tioo1f
(Reading, NA: Addison-Wesley, 1980), pp. 115-36;
(b) Ramanath Cowsik, "Relativity Experiments in Space,"
in Gravi-tation, Qrarta arrd th" U.,i , eds. A. R.
Pra awara [New York:
John Wiley 6 Sons, 1980), pp. 18-40; (c) C. NI. Wi11,
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C. EXTENSION OF THE THEORY: THE
cOsMOLoGrcAL CONSTANT (1917)

Though Einstein's 1915 theory rvas Iand stil1 is)
quite successful, Einstein was not entirely satisfied
\,ùith his theory and, in 1917, modif ied the f ield

equations. We sha11 examine successively Einstein's

dissatisfaction and the modification of the field

equat ions .

Einstein' s Epistemological
Dissatis faction.

a. Epistenological background.--We have seen that

Einstein was guided by epistenological considerations

during the development of both STR and GTR. In the case

of STR, it was the rejection of the concept of absolute

time that finally led to the theory, whereas in the case

of GTR, it was the rejection of the concept of absolute

space which notivated Einstein. Einstein's inteïest in

and defense of episternological considerations as guides

"The confrontation between gravitation theory and experi-
ment," in General Relativity: An Einstein_Cenlengg.
Survéy, ed
Cambridge University Press, 1979), chap. 2, pp. 24-89.
(d) D. H. Douglass and V. B. Braginsky, "Gravitational-
radiation experiments , " ibid. , chap . 3, pp. 90 - I37 ;(e) C. W. F. Everitt, "Gravitation, Relativity, and
Precise Experimentation," in Proceedings of the First
Marcel Grossnann Meeting on Gener , ed. Remo

545-615;
(f) for references on tests up to L964, see Marie-
Antoinette Tonnelat, Les vérifications expérimentales de
1a Relativité Générâf
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to theoretical physics is probably nowhere better stated

than in his eulogy of Ernst tr{ach,65 *ho died on

19 February 1916. There Einstein described Mach as a nan

"who had a most important influence on the epistemological

orientation of the scientists of our time."66

Rejecting the implicit criticism of some

colleagues who argued that there were nore valuable things

to do than epistenological researches, Einstein pointed

out that anybody who is not just interested in science

because of superficial reasons, is naturally 1ed to ask

epistemological questions concerning the goal of science,

the truth content of its results, and the relative
importance to be attributed to various develop^"rrtr.67

Einstein added that the "truth" (Wahrheit) in these

questions had to be reformulated agai-n and again by

"strong characters" (krâftigen Naturen) if it was not to
be lost a1togeth"t.68 Einstein rnad.e it clear that lar
from being a "vain gane" (mûssige Spielerei), he con-

sidered historical analyses of familiar concepts, whi-ch

often lead to an appreciation of the lj.mi-tations of these

65.A. tr1nS
Zeitschrift, 17 (

"Ernst lrlachr" Physikalische
, 101-04.

1.66tbid., p. 1o

6 7 ruia.
68Ibid., pp. to1-02

tein,
1e16)



concepts, to be of gïeat importance for the progres , otrt'
science. Einstein remarked that such analyses often

appear to the specialized scientist as "superfluous,
pompous, sometimes even ridiculous";69 Iet, when

scientific progress makes a conceptual shift necessary,

he added:

Then, those who did not handle their own concepts
properly, vigorously protest and complain about a
revolutionary threat to the most sacred possessions.
In this outcry, they are then joined by those
philosophers who think they cannot dispense that
particular concept because they had placed it in
their jewlery box of the "Absolute," or the "apriori," or simply because they had proclaiqred
its irnmutabiliti âs a matter oî prinèip1e.70

Einstein added that he was of course referring
in particular to the concepts of space and time and other

mechanical concepts that were modified by STR. Einstein

acknowledged the decisive influence which the epistemolo-

gists had on that development: "Nobody can take it from

the epistemologists that they have here smoothened the

69"Ûb"tf1ûssig, gespreizt, zuweilen gar lâcher-
lich," ibid., p. I02.

70"Durrn erheben diejenigen, welche den eigenen
Begriffen gegeniiber nicht reinlich verfahren sind,
energischen Protest und kl*gen ûber revolutionâre
Bedrohung der heiligsten Gtter. In dies Geschrei
rnischen sich dann die Stinmen derjenigen Philosophen,
welche jenen Begriff nicht entbehren zu kônnen glauben,
weil sie ihn in ihr Schatzkâstlein des "absoluten"
des "a priori" oder kurz derart eingereiht hatten,
dass sie dessen prinzipielle Unabânderlichkeit
proklamiert hatten," ibid., p. I02.
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paths of that development; concerning myself at 1east, I
know that I have been very stimulated directly and indi-
rectly, in particular by Hume and Mach."71 Einstein
referred the reader to Sections 6 and 7 of the second

chapter of Mach's Mechanik, where he stated one would find

thoughts "nasterly presented which by no means have yet

become the common pïoperty of the physicists,,;72 Einstein
quoted at length a "few pearls" (einige Rosinen) dealing

with the concepts of absolute tine, absolute space and

Mach's "very interesting" criticism of Newtonts bucket

experiment. Einstein's conclusion was that he considered

Itlach to be a forerunner of STR and GTR:

The quoted lines show that itlach clearly recognized
the weak points of classical mechanics and was not
very far from requiring a general theory of relativity,
and this already about half a century ago! It is not
inprobable that Mach would have discovered the theory
of relativity

The considerations on Newton's bucket experiment
show how close to his mind was the requirement of
relativity in çbe generalized sense (relativity of
acceleration) . / J

71"Ni"r"nd. kann es den Erkenntnistheoretikern
nehmen, dass sie der Entwicklung hier die Wege geebnet
haben; von mir selbst weiss ich mindestens, àasé icir
insbesondere durch Hume und lt{ach direkt und indirekt sehr
gefôrdert worden bin," ibid. , p. I02.

7Z"M"isterhaft dargelegt, die noch keineswegs
Gemeingut der Physiker geworden sind," ibid., p. I0Z.

73"Di" zitierten Zeilen zeigen, dass Mach die
schwachen Seiten der klassischen Mechanik klar
erkannt hat und nicht weit davon entfernt war, eine
allgemeine Relativitâtstheorie zv fordern, und dies

re!,
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According to Einstein, what prevented rvrach from develop-

ing STR and GTR was, in the first case, that Mach did
not feel the necessity for a new definition of sinul-
taneity for spatiall-y separated events, because the

constancy of the velocity of light had not yet received
widespread attention; in the case of GTR, Einstein
attributed the lost opportunity to a lack of awareness of
the idea that the equality of inertial and gravitational
masses ca11s for an extension of the relativity principle,
because of the impossibility of distinguishing an inertial
field from a gravitational fie1d.74

About the same time that Einstein wrote the eulogy,

he also conpleted his comprehensive review paper on

GTR75 of 1916. The review paper, which becane the

standard version of GTR, confirms the importance of
episternological considerations in the development of GTR.

There, Einstein again presented the elimination of the

concept of absolute space (absolute acceleration) as the

main argument for the extension of the srR relativity

schon vor fast einem halben Jahrhundert I Es ist
nicht unwahrscheinlich, dass Mach auf die Relativitâts-
theorie gekornmen wâre, .

Die Betrachtungen ûber Newtons Eirnerversuch
zeigen, wie nahe seinem Geiste die Forderung der
Relativitât im allgemeinerem Sinne (Relativitât der
Beschleunigungen) 1a9," ibid., p. 103.

74ruia.
T5Einstein, "Die Grundlage d.er allgemeinen

Relativitâtstheorie" (1916), pp. 769-BZZ.
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principle, and adopted lulach's hypothesi-s as solution to

the "j.nherent epistemological defect"76 of classical

mechanics and STR, nanely the failure to provide a causal

explanation for the origin of inertial effects.

To illustrate his point, Einstein returned to a

favorite examp Ie.77 L"t 51, sz be two initi.ally
identical fluid masses at rest (see Figure 1); if S, is

rotating, t\4ro observers placed on

St and SZ respectively will

observe the same magnitude of the

relative speed of rotation, yet

the first observer will find S,

to be a sphere whereas the second

observer will find S, to be an

ellipsoid. Asking for the cause

of the behavior, Einstein remarked

that if it is to be epistemologi-

5"

calJ-y sound the cause must refer to an observable experi--

mental fact. Consequently, Einstein dismissed Newton's

explanation in terms of absolute space as providing only

a "fictious causg"78 and presented his own conclusions

76-. ..'"Ibid., p. 77I
77 1,. Einstein, "Zum Relativitâtsprob1em,"

Scientia (Bologna) , 15 (1914) , 337 - 48, on 344- 46.
78_.'"Einstein, "Die Grundlage der allgeneinen

Relativitâtstheorie" (1916), p. 771.

I
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as follows:

lVe have to take it that the general laws of notion,
which in particular deternine the shapes of 51 and
SZ, nust be such that the mechanical behaviour of
51 and S2 is partly conditioned, in quite essential
respects, by distant masses which we have not in-
cluded in the systen under consideration. These
distant nasses and their motions relative to 51 and
52 must then be regarded as the seat of the causes
(which must be susceptible to observation) of the
different behaviour of our bodies 51 and 5g.79

Thus, Einstein adopted Mach's hypothesis - - that is, the

assumption that the relative motion of the fluid masses

with respect to distant masses is the cause of the

inertial forces.

Since the goal of Mach's hypothesis is to

elininate the concept of absolute space, Einstein

remarked that a general relativity nust be postulated at

the same time if priviledged systems are not to be

introduced once again. Einstein fornulated the principle
of general relativity as follows: "The laws of physics

must be of such a nature that they apply to systerns of

reference in any kind of motion."80 A few pages later,
Einstein also defined the principle of general covari-

ance: "The general laws of nature are to be expressed by

79-. ..' - Ibid. , p. 772; trans. by
Jeffery, in Lorentz, Einstein et a1
Relativity (New York: Dover, 1952),

80_.-"Einstein, "Die Grundlage
Relativitâtstheorie" [1916), p. 772
Principle of Relativi.ty (1952) , p.

W. Perrett and G. B.
The Principle of

p. 113.

der allgemeinen
; trans. in The
113.
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equations which hold good for all systems of coordinates,

that is, are covariant with respect to any substitutions
whatever (generally covariant).,,81 SpecLfying the dif-
ference between what he meant by general relativity and

general covariance, Einstein stated that the first
referred to all relative motions of three-dimensional

coordinate systems whereas the second referred to any

four-transfornation. By requiring general covariance,
general relati-vity was automatically fulfi11ed. Besides

the above "weighty epistemological argument,,,82 Einstein
presented also the equality of inertial and gravitational
masses as another evidence for the need to generarize

srR; again he stated that the impossibility to distinguish
an inertial field fron a gravitational one, makes the

concept of absolute acceleration meaninglerr.83

Einstein apparently thought that his theory by

being generally covariant eliminated the concepts of
absolute space and absolute time. Thus on 18 Novenber

1915, he remarked that the theory "bereft" (beraubt) time

81- ."^Einstein, "Die Grundlage
Relativitâtstheorie" (1916), p. 1ZO
Principle of Relativity (1952), p.

82_."-Einsteinr "Die Grundlage
Relativitâtstheorie" (1916) , p. 772

B3Ibid., pp. 772-7s.

der allgemeinen
; trans. in The
LL7 .

der allgeneinen
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and space of the "1ast trace of objective reality,,.84 he

made a similar remark j-n the 1916 review p"p"t. 85

Einsteinrs joy of having achieved, in particular, general

covariance appears in a postcard, dated 10 December 1915,

to Besso: "The boldest dreams have now been fulfi11ed.
General covariance. Motion of the perihelion of Mercury,

wonderfully precise."86 As to the relativity of inertia,
Einstein was soon to check whether his theory yielded

that effect.

b. The problern of the relativity of inertia.--
That Einstein was concerned with the relativity of

inertia in early 1916, is clear fron a communication he

made to the Berlin Academy on 23 March 1916. There,

Einstein discussed, among other things, the effect that

the earth's rotation has on a Foucault pendulun according

84"Drrt.h welche Zeit und Raum
objektiver Realitât beraubt werden,"
"Perihelbewegung des Merkur" (1915),

der letzten Spur
in Einstein,
p. 831.

B5_.""Einstein, "Die Grundlage der allgerneinen
Relativitâtstheorie" (1916) , p. 776.

86"Di" kûhnsten Trâume sind nun in Erftllung
gegangen. Allgerneine Kovarianz. Perihelbewegung des
Merkur wunderbar genau," Einstein to Besso, 10 Dec. 1915
Correspondance (\972), p. 60.
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to the new theory.87 Similarly, in a postcard to Besso,

Einstein explained how to find the Coriolis and centrifugal

fields created by a rotating ti.,g.8B

The historical significance of the relativity of

inertia during that period was that it led Einstein to

cosmological considerations, which in turn 1ed him to

nodify the field equations; in a letter to Besso dated

L4 May 1916, Einstein \^rrote: "lVith respect to gravitation,

I am now looking for the boundary conditions at infinity;
it is after all interesting to consider to what extent a

finite world can exist, namely, a world of finite exten-

sion, in which all inertia is indeed. re1ative."89 The

problem Einstein faced was as fol1ows. The gravitational

field equations being differential equations, boundary

conditions must be given in order to determine a solution.

So far, in the problem of planetary motion, Einstein

87R. Einstein. "Ûber einise anschauliche Ûb".-
Iegungen aus dem Gebiete der Relativitâtstheorie,"
Sitzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Akademie der Wissen-
schaften, Berlin, part I (1916), p. 423.

S8Einrtein to Besso, 31 July 1916, Correspondance
(1e72),
ibid.,

p. 77; see also Einstein to Besso, 31 Dec. 1916,
p. 86.

89"In der Gravitation suche ich nun nach den
Grenzbedingungen im Unendlichen; es ist doch interessant,
si.ch zu ûberlegen, inwiefern es eine endliche ltrelt gibt,
d.h. eine Welt von natûr1ich gemessener endlicher
Ausdehnung, in der wirklich alle Trâgheit relativ ist,"
Einstein to Besso, 14 May 1916, Correspondance (I972)
p. 69.
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had simply assumed the guu to have the srR metric as

limit at spatial infinity. For an extensive distribution
of matter, however, such boundary conditions weïe unsatis-
factory frorn the point of view of the relativity of
inertia since the inertia of a bod.y (which depends on the
guv) would not vanish at spatial infinity. Einstein,
however, was not to find suitable boundary conditions.
The alternative he proposed was a closed. universe; in
another letter to Besso, Einstein remarked that the main

point here was to ensure that the gU, were caus aIIy
deternined by the matter of the universe in order to
secure the relativity of inertiu.90

2. Modification of the Field Equation

On 8 February I9IT, Einstein argued in favor of
a spatially closed universe and a modification of the
field equations in a paper entitled. ,,Kosnologische

Betrachtungen zur allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorie.,,9l
This paper opened the era of relativistic cosmologies.

The paper deals with two main themes: (a) the problem of
boundary conditions in GTR; (b) the solution Einstein

90-.- " Eins te in
(L972), p. 96.

to Besso, Dec. 1910, Correspondance

9lR. Einstein r ,,Kosmologische Betrach
allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorie," SitzungsberK. Preuss ischen Akademie der WissenscË-âTien- Berlin

tungen zur
ichte der

part , PP.
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adopted to that problem, namely a spatially closed

universe--which, in Einstein's view, made a modification

of the field equations necessary.

In order to illustrate the problem of boundary

conditions and the rnodification of the field equations,

Einstein first presented the case of the Newtonian

cosmology as fo11ows. Starti.ng from the well known fact

that Poisson's differential equation AQ = 4nKp determines

a solution only if boundary conditi-ons are given,

Einstein indicated that for the latter the condition

Q -+ constant at spatial infinity is usually adopted.

Einstein pointed out, however, that it is "a priori not

at all evident"92 that such boundary conditions can be

used for cosmological purposes. Indeed, Ei.nstein's ov/n

conclusion was that such conditions do not work.

Adopting, however, for the moment the above boundary

condition, Ei.nstein analyzed its Newtonian cosrnological

consequences. If Q + constant at spatial infinity, this
irnplies that p must tend toward zero more rapidly than

L/y2. Hence, the world resembles a finite island in an

infinite empty universe. Since such a world would loose

energy through radiation and escape of stars, one could

attenpt to nake at least the diffusion of stars irnpossible

92Ibid.., p. r4z.
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by postulating a very high gravitational potential at

spatial infinity. Einstein, however, rejected this
solution as being in contradiction with the low velocities
of stars observed at the time. Einstein took the

observational result of the low velocities of stars

(which was found i.n the late I920s to be erroneous) very

seriously and referred to it four times as being a hard

fact.93 Besides this objection, he also ind.icated that

the finite island nodel must already be rejected for

statistical reasons since a finite ratio of the gravita-

tional potentials entails a finite ratio of the densities

(in the case of statistical equilibrium). If p is zero

at infinity, it must vanish at the center of the island

as wel1. Hence, there is no solution within the

Newtonian system.

Placing hinself outside the Newtonian system,

Einstein then presented another non-relativistic attempt

in order to prepare the reader for the introduction, at

the end of the paper, of a supplenentary term in the GTR

f ield equations . Ei-nsteinr s idea was to adopt the

nodified Poisson's equation AQ - À0 = 4rKp, which makes

an infinite universe of uniform density (with a constant

potential 0 = q po at spatial infinity) possible.

93tbid., pp \43, L46, 148, r52
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Concerning the boundary conditions within GTR,

Einstein described the "somewhat rough and wind.ing road'94

of how he tried and failed to fi-nd suitable boundary

condi.tions. Einstein stated that the guideline he

followed in that search was the relativity of inertia:
The opi-nion which I entertained until recently,

as to the liniting conditions to be 1ai.d down at
spatial infinity, took its stand on the following
considerations. In a consistent theory of relativity
there can be no inertia relative to "spacer" but
only an inerti-a of masseffianother.
If therefore, I have a nas ce
from all other masgçs in the universe, its inertia
must fa11 to ,ero.95

Mathematically, Einstein tried to incorporate the

relativity of inertia as fo11ows. Assuning an isotropic

metric of the form

t^2 I ) 1os = -A (d*i + dx; dx!) * ndxi ,

where A and B are functions of the coordinates, together

with the simplifying restriction Fî = I = ,Æ, Einstein

94"Ea*", indi.rekten und holperigen Wege," ibid.,
p. I44 .

9S"lnl"irr" bis vor kurzern gehegte lvleinung ûber
die im râurnlich Unendlichen zu setzenden Grenzbeding-
ungen fusste auf folgenden Ûberlegungen. In einer
konsequenten Relativitâtstheorie kann es keine
Trâgheit gegeniiber den 'Raume' geben, sondern nur eine
Trâgheit der. Wenn ich daher
eine Masse von allen anderen lvlassen der Welt râumlich
genûgend entferne, so muss ihre Trâgheit zu Nu11
herabsinkenr" ibid., p. 145, enphasis in original;

trans. from fhe pqincipl" of Rela (1952), p. 180.
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obtained respectively for the energy (in the case of
rest) and the nomentum (in first approxirnation and for
small velocities) of a particle:

E=m,Æ;

Pr = -*tr ,Pz='*tr ,Ps ='âtr
From these expressions it follows that the inertia of
the particle is given by

A

/tr

where m is a constant independent of the position.
If the inertia is to decrease at zero at spatial infinity
as suggested by the relativity of inertia, then one must

have tire boundary conditions { + 0, B + - (since /'Fi = 1).

The condition B + - inplies, however, that the (potential)
energy m/E becones infinite at infinity which, accord.ing

to Einstein was in contradi-ction with the observed low

star velociti"r.96 In the end, it was this experimental

fact that ruined Einstein's attenpt.
Having admitted failure, Einstein saw two other

options: (a) to adopt the STR metric as boundary

96-.-"Einstein, "Kosmologische Betrachtungen" (1917),p. 146.



condition at spatial inf inity; (b) to renounce ,"n"t^r'r'r'
valid boundary conditions and to assune specific boundary

conditions for each case. Einstein rejected possibility
(a) because it privileged a reference systen, which was

contrary to the spirit of the relativity principle, and

also because it violated the relativity of inertia. A

supplementary objection against (a) came from statistical
considerations similar to those of the Newtonian case.

As to the possibility (b), Einstein did not like it
because it meant renunciation of a general solution, and

he saw this only as a last resort.

Having rejected all these approaches, Einstein

reasoned that if the universe were spatially closed, then

there would be no need for boundary conditions at all.
Einstein found that the metric corresponding to the

closed world model did not satisfy the 1915 field
equations but a slightly modified set of equations

^guu 
= xIT'uv guvT)1

z

These generally covariant equations were cornpatible with

both the available experinental data and the conservation

equations of energy-rnomentum. In the conclusion of the

paper, Einstein made the interesting remark that even

without the coefficient À (which is now called the
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cosmological constant), there would be a positive curva-

ture of space and that À was only needed in order to
ensure a quasi-static distribution of matter as demanded

by the "fact" of the low velocities of ,t"tr.97
Aside frorn the question of boundary conditions,

Einstein had another reason for nodifying the 191s field
equations. since these questions a11ow the solution
gu, = constant for tuu = 0, this metric can exist without
any natter. Hence, there existed inertial properties
(deternined by guv) not related to matter, which was

unacceptable to Einstein because it was in violation of
the relativity of inertia. Thus, in a letter to De sitter
dated 24 lvlarch L9I7, Einstein wrote:

In my opinion it would be unsatisfactory, if a
conceivable world existed without matter. The s -field must rather be determined by matter, and "uv
vanish in the absence the
essence, o the requirementof the relativity of inertia.9S

97tbid., p. rsz.
98"E, wâre nach meiner lr,leinung unbefried.igend,

wenn es eine denkbare Welt ohne Materie gâbe.- Dasgpv-Feld so11 vielnehr durch die Materie bedingt sein,
ohne dieselbe nicht bestehen kônnen. Das ist àer
Kern dessen, was ich under der Forderung von derRelativitât der Trâgheit verstehe," W. De Sitter,

"0n the relativity of inertia. Remarks concerning
EINSTEINfs latest hypothesis," proc. K. Akad, Wet.
Amsterdan, section Sciences, 19@on LZZS;
see also C. Kahn and F. Kahn, 'tletters fron Einstein to
De Sitter on the nature of the Universe," Nature, ZS7(9 Oct. 19 75) , 451 - 54.
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Initially, Ej-nstein99 had hoped that his new field
equations would not allow the existence of an enpty

universe (i.e., would not have a solution gpu for
T... = 0); but De Sitter100 showed, Einstein to be wrong

uv
on that point. Later on, following Hubble's discovery of

the expansion of the universe and the theoretical work by
101A. Friedman,-"^ Einstein proposed to drop the cosinologt-

cal term in the name of "logical economy ."L02

In 1918, in a paper entitled "Prinzipielles zur

allgemeinen Relativitâtstheorier" Einstein was to raise

the relativity of inertia to the rank of an independent

principle, to which he gave the nane "Mach's principle,"

on an equal footing with the general covariance principle

99R. Einstein, "Prinzipielles zur allgemeinen
Relativitâtstheorie," Annalen der Physik, 55 (1918),
?.4L- 44, on 243.

100w. l" Sitter, "On Einsteinrs Theory of
tion, and I ts Astronomj-ca1 Consequences , " Ivlonthl

Gravi t a -
No ti ces

of the Royal Astronomical Society, 78 (Nov.
on 7.

101A. Friedman, "Ûber die Kriinmung de: Raumes,,'
Zeitschrift fiir Physik,"10 (I922),377-86; "Uber die
Môglichkeit einer Welt rnit konstanter negativer Krûmrnung
des Raumes," ibid., 2L (L924), 326-32; see also A. Einstein,
"Zum kosnologischen Problen der allgeneinen Relativitâts-
theorie," Sitzungsberichte der K. Preussischen Adademie
der ltiissen

102A1b"tt Einstein, The Meaning of Relativity,
5th ed. [1956; rpt. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press , I97 4) , p. I27 .
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principle as follows:
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Ei-nstein def ined Mach's

The G-field Lguv tensorl is completely deternined bythe nasses of ihe bodies. sincè nass- and energy areidentical according to the results of the speciât
theory o! .relativity and since the energy il forrnally
described by the symmetric energy tensoi' (T,,.,), this
means that the G-fie1d is condiliqned and dëiermined
by the energy tensor of matter.luJ

Einstein pointed out that the above three principles
vfere not at all independent of each other and indicated
in a footnote that hitherto he had not distinguished the

principle of general covariance from Mach's principle;
this, in his view, had had a confusing effect. Einstein
justified the term "Machrs principle," by pointing out

that the principle was a generalization of lvlach's require-
ment that inertia be reduced to interactions anong

bodies.104 Einstein admitted that his allegiance to
Mach's principle was not widely shared by his colleagues,
but averred that he hinself considered it to be "absolutely
necessary."105 For several years, Einstein was to give

103rr11qchsches prinz]p: Das G-Fe1d ist ïestlos
r.-durch d1e Massen der Kôrper bestinnt. Da Masse und

Energie nach den Ergebnissen der speziellen Relativ-itâtstheorie das gleiche sind und âie Energie formal
durch den symmetrischen Energie-tensor (T,,;)
beschrieben wird, so besagt àies, dass da5"ô-p"ra
durch den Energietensor dèr l4aterie bedingt und
bestinmt sei," Einstein, "prinzipielles zir a1lge-

meinen Relativitâtstheorie" (1918), pp. Z4L-42.
1o4Ibid., p. z4r.
1osIbid., p. z42.



a central place to Mach,s principle in his publicat ,.:::r,
Later on he proposed to drop Mach's principle as an

independent postulate because he thought that in a

unified field theory there would be no distinction between

matter and f ie1d, and, therefore, the questi_on of an

influence of the first on the second would become

meaning1"rr.107 Fron the number of papers sti11 publi-shed

on various "Mach's principles," it appears that the

principle in some form or another survived Einstein's
later rej ection of it and remains an active topic of
debate.

106^-"-See for example Einstein?s Nobel prize lecture,
"Fundarnental ideas and problems of the theory ofrelativi-ty," lecture delivered to the Nordic Assenbly ofNaturalists at Gothenburg, July 11, Ig23. In Nobel
Lectures, Physics, 1901-L9ZI, published for thê-ToFe1ro iei, Lg67), pp. 4gz-go,
esp. p. 489.

107G"t"1d Holton, ,,Mach, Einstein, and the Search
IoT n"?lity '.' in Gerald Holton, Thematic 0rigins ofScientific Thogghr! (Cambridge, !tA@
ffi27; see afso Einstein, The Meaning ofRelativity, p. 140.
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CONCLUS ION

The purpose of the dissertation was to trace the

development and the notivations which led Einstein to the

general theory of relativity. we have seen that Einstein
was essentially motivated by his epistemological

rejection of the concept of absolute space (absolute

acceleration). This 1ed him to require an extension of
the special theory of relativity which, in turn, 1ed him

in part to the equivalence principle. During the years

1907-1912, Einstein developed various consequences of
the equivalence principle and built a static theory of
gravitation on it. The equation of motion of that theory
1ed Einstein to the definitive equation of motion, which

conditioned the Riemannian and tensorial framework of the

1913 Einstein-Grossmann theory. After various errors
and enornous efforts, Einstein, in 1915, succeeded,

despite the widespread skepticism of the physics communi_ty,

to develop generally covariant field equations, which

proved to be extraordinarily successful. In Lg17,

Einstein generalLzed these questions because of his
desire to inplement the concept of the relativity of
inertia. Though the issue of whether the general theory
of relativity has elininated the concept of absolute
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space is sti11 a natter of debate, it appears that
Einstein's epistemological idealism (rejecting absolute

time and absolute space) has twice been very fruitfur
since together with Einsteints theoretical ski11s and

his physical insights it gave to the twentieth century
two of its major theories: the special and the general

theories of relati.vity.
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APPENDI X

EINSTEIN'S PRIORITY iN THE MATTER OF

THE FIELD EQUATIONS

Though the rnajority of physicists correctly

attribute the priority of the field equations to Einstein,

a priority issue between Einstein and Hilbert is some-

times raised. Thus, I shall briefly analyze that

question for the sake of historical accuracy. Shortly

before Einsteinrs communication to the Berlin Academy on

25 November 1915, David Hilbert gave a lecture to the

lvlathematische Gesellschaft in Gôttingen in which he

developed a sweeping theory yielding in particular a set

of genera1-1-y covariant gravitational field equations.

The talk appears to have been given on 20 or 23 November.

(The printed version of the lecture indicates "Presented

at the session of 20 Novernber 1915"1 whereas Hilbert on

a postcard to Einstein dated 14 November gives 23 November

as the date of the lecture.2) Since, in the lecture

lDavid Hilbert, "Die Grundlagen der Physik, I,"
Nachrichten von der K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu
Gôttingen, Mathematisch-physikalische Klasse (1915),
pp. 395- 407 , on p. 395.

2Joh., Earman and Clark Glymour, "Einstein and
Hilbert: Two Months in the History of General Relativity,"
Archive for History of Exact Sciences, J.9 (1978), 291-308,

on-Tor the discrepancy
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Hilbert apparently did not rnention Einstein's contribu-

tions but did so extensively in the printed version, the

latter was clearly a revised one. Hence, having only

this document available we do not know for sure which

field equations exactly were given during the lecture

but can only assume thern to have been the same as the

ones of the printed vetsion, which appears likely.
This assumption having usually been nade, the

apparent sinilarity of Hilbertrs field equations with

Ei-nstei-n's fi-na1 ones has led to various claims of

priority. Thus, Herrnann Wey1, in his 1918 book, stated

that Hilbert formulated the gravitational field equati-ons

"about the sane time as Einstein, though only in the

framework of Mie's theory";3 Wolfgang Pauli, in LgZI,

went further and stated "at the same time as Einstein,

and independently, Hilbert fornulated the generally

covariant field equations."4 Similarly, Pascual Jordan

3"Et*" gleichzeitig nit Einstein, wenn auch nur
im Rahrnen der Nlieschen Theorier" Hernann Weyl, Raum, Zeit,
Materie: Vor1"t_qtrg"n_libur "11ger"ine tivitâtstEëorîe

-
note 5, chap. 4. See also H. Weyl, "Zu David Hilberts
siebzigsten Geburtstag," Die Naturwissenschaften, 20
(1932), 57-58, on 58; "50 riê1"
ibid., 38 (1951), 73-85, on 80.

Â-Wolfgang Pauli, Theory of Relativity, trans. by
G. Field with supplernenta r (London,
New York: Pergamon, 1958), p. 145, footnote 277. The same
claim is also made by Max Born, "Hilbert und dj-e Physik,"
Die Naturwissenschaften, 10 (1922), 88-93, in lr{ax Born,

Gôttingen: Vandenhoeck q

Ruprecht, 1963) , 2, 594.

fl!-.
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in hj.s book Schwerkraft und Weltall speaks of the

Einstein-Hilbert equations . 5 More recently, the clain of

independent discovery has been rejected. by Eugene Guthb

who referred to it as a "nyth" but was taken over again

by Jagdish Mehra who wrote: "Duri-ng the third period,

1915-16, the field equations of gravitation were fornu-

lated by Einstein, were independently derived by Hilbert
1

. ,"' and further below, added: "There can be no

doubt that Hilbert's derivation was entirely indepen-

dent."8 The whole issue of the origin of the field
equations r.{as arla1-yzed in detail by John Earman and Clark

o
Glymour,- who surprisingly left the claim of independent

discovery undecided and even suggested the possibility of

an influence of Hilbert on Einstein with respect to

Einstein' s renunciation of the Einstein-Grossmann theory

5Pascual Jordan, Schwerkraft und Welta11, 2nd ed.
(Braunschweig: Vieweg und S.

6Etrg"n" Guth, "Contribution to the History of
Einstein's Geometry as a Branch of Physics," in Relativit
eds. Moshe Carmeli, Stuart I. Fickler, Louis Witten (New
York: Plenum, 1970), pp. 161-207, on pp. 183-84.

1'Jagdish lvlehra, Einstein, Hilbert and the Theory
of Gravitation (Dordrech
@+;,p.2.

8Ibid., p. ?,s.
gEatranTGlymour, 

"Einstein and Hilbert,"
pp. 291 - 308.
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and the discovery of the final field equations. I sha11

side with Hilbert himself and Guth and show: (a) that
the priority of the field equations belongs to Einstein;
(b) that the suggestion of an influence of Hilbert on

Einstein is essentially unfounded. lVe sha11 examine

successively the claims of simultaneous, independent

discovery and the suggestions of an influence of Hilbert
on Einstein.

The expression "simultaneous discovery" implying

that the discovery relates to the same object at about

the same tine, it rnust first be pointed out that Hilbert's
theory as a whole was basically different from Einstein's.
Whereas Einstein's theory, in 1915, dealt only with
gravitation, Hilbertrs theory, by attenpting to synthesize

Gustav lvliets and Einstein's ideas, aimed, as the title of
the paper "Die Grundlagen der Physik" indicates, at

deriving all of physics from two axioms, namely:

Axiom I (l{ie's axiom of the world function) :

The 1aw of physical evolution is determined by

a world function H, which contains the following

terms :

r1l ., û = "uu o = fu\- / ouv ' ouv [ â".q, ' 6pv Î,k âwU âwU

àq_(2) es, esl, = n4 (e-, k = L,2,3,4) ;

rdr,-
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the variation of the integral

lHGd*
(g = l8uu l, dw = d*l d*z drj dwo)

must vani.sh for each of the 14 otentials v' Qs

Axiom II (Axi-on of the general invari.ance) :

The world function H is an invariant lvi_th respect

to arbitrary transformations of the world
. 10paramecers w

The great hopes Hilbert expressed for his theory in the

conclusion of the first p"p"tl1 *"r" not to be fulfi11ed.
and the theory as a whole was a failure, in contrad.istinc-
tion to Einstein's more modest theory.

Though the theories of Hilbert and Einstein were

different, Hilbert?s gravitational field equations
appear very similar to Einsteinrs field equations.

By applying a variational principle to the invari.ant
H = K + L, where K is the Rienannian curvature and L âtr,

at first, unspecified invariant, Hilbert obtained the

field equationrl2

loltilbert, ,,Die Grundlagen der Physik, I" (19f5),p. 396.
11ruio

1 2 ruio

p. 407

p. 404
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Æ(Kpu-à*ru,)= ** (r)

where K is the contïacted Riemann-Chri-stoffel tensor.uv

These equations must now be compared with Einsteints

final field equations

Guu = -x (tu, - | urut) Q)

Since, Guu = Kuu, the two equations are the same if

_ I àÆL *lrn
/e Aguu I "uv

1

can be identified with -xTuv + xâguvT. By multiplying

(1) and (2) with guu and summing over ti,V one obtai.ns

respectively:

(K-2K) =- t'€.,1 guv=-K ,
G âgU'

1 à'G L . ouv
GâgU'b,

c = -X(T - 2T) = 1T

From G = K, it follows that the identi.fication is complete

if 1T is identical to

Yr--
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and XTuv to

1àGL
G aguu '

the second condition containing the first. Thi_s, however,

is not the case. Needing an i-nvariant independent of the
guu for L, Hilbert adopted, rather arbitrarily, the two

simplest invariants (out of four) given by G. t,tie.13

Furthermore, whereas Mie's invariants were only invariants
with respect to Lorentz transfornations, Hilbert assumed

them to satisfy a general invariance (with respect to the

GTR group) . In aîy case, Hilbertrs invariant L contained
only the electromagnetic potentials and their derivatives
whereas Einstein's final tuu represented matter nacro-
scopically without reference to an electrodynanical
world-view. Hence, as correctly pointed out by Earnan and

Glyrnour,14 Hilbert'is field equations are not the sane as

Einsteinfs field equations. on the other hand, one might
perhaps argue that since

I àGL
^uvvg dg'

13Ibid., p. 407.
14E"trrrr/G1ymour, ,,Eins tein and Hilbert ,,,p. 30 5.
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is equivalent to an energy tensor, the above difference
is only a minor one and that, forgetting for a moment

this point, Hilbert's and Einstein's field equations are

bas ica11y identical.

Let us now nomentarily adopt this position and

exanine whether at least Hilbert discovered his field
equations independently of Einstein. since Hilbert's
field equations were derived from the curvature invariant
via a variation principle, the crucial point to exarnine

is how Hilbert arrived at that invariant. I sha11 argue

that Hilbert arrived at the curvature invariant through

Einstein. The argumentation goes as fo11ows. In 1913,

Einstein and Grossnann had already considered using the

Riemann-christoffel tensor but, as we have seen above,

had serious reasons against its use. Throughout most

of 1915, Einstein thought he had a satisfactory theory
and was not looking for a new one. That theory was

apparently well received in Gôttingen during the talk
Einstein gave i-n the sunmer. At that point, Einstein
had no need of the Rienann-christoffel tensor and perhaps

had not yet completely overcome all the objecti-ons

against its use. Hilbert, unless guided by private
talks with Einstein, had even less reasons to ponder

using it since he was faced with an apparently successful
theory which made no use of it. How could Hilbert have

dL-
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guessed' a priori, before Novenber 1915, that there was

something physically meaningful in the curvature invari-
ant? H. A. Lorentz, who, on S0 January 1915, presented

a derivation of Einstein's 1914 field equations from a

variational principle certainly did not have that
1r

thought." Even if Hilbert did, what sense would he have

rnade out of the resulting fi_eId equations since they

would have been different frorn the Einstein-Grossmann

equations.

The situation, however, was to change dramatically

when Einstein presented his 4 November 1915 paper in
which he derived the field equations from the Riemann-

Christoffel tensor. 0n a postcard to Hilbert dated

7 November, Einstein indicated that he was sending by

the same post the proofs of his 4 November paper to
Hilbert and concluded with the remarks: "I an curious

whether you will be well disposed towards this
so1ution."16 It is very 1ike1y that, unless guided by

other previous exchange of information with Einstein,

15u. A. Lorent z , ',On Hami l ton , s principle in
Einstein's theory of gravitationr" original paper in
Vers1. Kon. lVetensch. Amsterdan, Z3 (1915), I01S; English
trans. : dam, Section of Scienées.Erans.: yroc. Koy. Acad. Amsterdam, Sectj-on of Scienc
l9,part Læ
Papers (1937) , 5, 229- 45.

16'-.^"Einstein Papers, Princeton Univers
f iln ree-l I . B. 1, no. 13; quoted and trans .
Glymour, "Einstein and Hilbert," p. 297.

ity, micro-
by Earman/
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Hilbert got the idea of using the curvature invariant

from that paper. Since Hilbert was an expert in invariant

theory who , furthermore, \^ras f amiliar with G. I4ie' s use

of invariants in physics, it was imnediate for hj.m to

see that the essence of Einsteints approach rested on

the use of the curvature invariant which is the only

scalar invariant which can be derived linearly from the

Riemann-Chri.stoffel tensor. Once the invariant under a

certain group of transfornations is known, field equations

can be derived at once through a variational principle,

which is precisely what Hilbert did.

Further extensive correspondance with Einstein

must have strenghtened Hilbert's conviction that he was

on the right track. 0n \2 Novenber, the day following

the presentation of his addendum, Einstein thanked

Hilbert for his "kind letter" (which probably answered

Einstein's 4 November letter) and wrote to hi.m that he

had obtained generally covariant field equationr.lT By

L4 November, Hilbertrs investigations r{ere advanced to

the point that he invited Einstein to attend a lecture

on 25 Novernber. Too tired by his own efforts to attend

and, a1so, because of il1ness, Einstein declined the offer

17^.
-E, fns

film reel I.B.
"Einstein and

tein Papers, Princeton
1, no. 13; mentioned

Hilbert, " pp. 299 , 301

University, m:.cro-
by Earman/ Glynour,
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on 15 Novernber, and asked Hilbert to send the proofs of
1Ahis lecture.'o On 18 November, Einstein wrote to Hilbert

that, as lar as he could see Hilbert's equations cor-

responded to his own 11 November equations and also

indicated that he had derived the correct value for the

secular precess ion of the perihelion of lvlercury, a result
for which Hilbert congratulated Einstein the next drr.tn

This friendly exchange of information between

Hilbert and Einstein came probably abruptly to an end

when Einstein learned that Hilbert had given the planned

lecture presenting the gravitational field equations

without mentioning Einsteinrs contribution. Einstein

was probably outraged and in any case deeply offended

because of the trust he had placed in Hilbert. Einstein's
resentment filters through a letter dated 20 Novenber

1915 he wrote to Hilbert:
I want to take this opportunity to say sonething
to you which is important to ne.

There has been a certain spel1 of coolness
between us, the cause of which I do not want to
analy ze . I irave , to be sure , s truggled agains t
my resentment, and with conplete success. I think
of you once again with untroubled friendliness,
and I ask you to try to think of me in the same
way. It is rea11y a shame when two such real

18Ibid. , p. so1.

19tbid., pp. 3or-302.



fe11ows, whose work has taken them above this 
2BB

shabby world, give one another no pleasure.20

Not having mentioned Einstein in his lecture was a

serious error on the part of Hilbert because the latter,
undoubtedly, got the idea of using the curvature invariant
from Einstein and very 1ike1y through the proofs of
Einstein's first November paper which Einstein had

generously sent to Hilbert. Since Einstein sent the

proofs on 7 November and since the paper was published on

11 November, Hilbert must have gained at least four days.

Without these supplementary days it is probable that
Hilbert would not have been able to present his field
equations before Einstein. It is not clear why Hilbert
made such a mistake. E. Guth mentions Hilbert's

)1
"legendaîy"u^ absent-nindedness in that context.

20"8"i d.ieser Gelegenheit drângt es mich d.azu,
Ihnen noch etwas zu sagen, was mir-wichtiger ist.

Es ist zwischen uns eine gewisse Versiinmung
gewesen, deren Ursache ich nicht analysieren wift.
Gegen das danit verbundene Gefiihl der Bitterkeit
!u9"_ich gekâmpft, und zwar mit vol1stândigem
Erfolge. Ich gedenke Ihrer wieder in ungeirûbter
Freundli_chkeit, und bitte Sie, dasselbe Uis Isic]mir zu versuchen. Es ist objectiv t?l schade, wénnsich zwei wirkliche Ker1e, die sich aus dieser
schâbigen Welt etwas herausgearbeitet haben, nichtgegenseitig zyr Freude gereichen," Einstein papers,

Princeton University, rnicrofiln reel I.B. I, no. 13;original and trans. in Earman/G1ymour, "Einstei-n andHilbert, " p. 306.

2lGrrth, "Contribution to the History,,,p. 1g4
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In any case, Hilbert tried to correct the error
the best he cou1d. In the printed version of his lecture,
he referred to all of Einstein's Novernber papers on

gravitation including the one presenting the final fie1d.

equations. Furthermore, he gave Einstein cred.it for the
idea of general covariance which found expression in
Hilbertrs second axiom and remarked, with respect to the
gravitational fi-e1d equations arrived at in the paper,

that they seemed to be in accord with the "bo1d theory of
general relativity developed by Einstein in his later

'))papers."" Hilbert never clained any priority over the
field equations and freely and frequently adrnitted in
his lectures that the "great physical idea was

Einstein',-"23 A..otding to philipp Frank, Hilbert once

said:

Every boy in the streets o
Gôttingen understands more
dirnensional geonetry than
despite that, Einstgin did
the mathematicians.24

f our mathematical
about four-

Einstein. Yet
the work and.-iot

Accordi.ng to lr{ax Born, what Hilbert considered. as his

2

p. 405.
zuilbert, "Die Grundlagen der physik, I,"

23^-"Born, "Hilbert, " pp. 594-95; see also
Constance Reid, Hi.lbqrt (Ber1in, New york: Springer-Verlag, 19 70 ) , pp .-1a-T=aZ.

24ptilipp Frank, Einstein, His Life and Tines
(New York: Alfred A. Knop



main contribution was to have shown that among the n 
/'vu

differential equations (involving four space-time

coordinates), obtained via the variation principle, there

were always 4 which were a consequence of the n-4.25 tt

hras probably Hilbert's printed version of the lecture and

(or) perhaps other signs of good will which prompted

Einstein to accept to forget the incident of the lecture

by Decenber 1915, as we have seen. The conclusion of all

this is that the gravitational field equations should be

(and generally are) cal1ed Einsteinrs equations. To

Hilbert goes the credit of having presented another

formulation of Einstein's phys ical ins ights .

Finally I shal1 briefly analyze the suggestions

made by Earman and Glynour that Einstein might have

received some help fron Hilbert: (a) in the rejection of

the Einstein-Grossmann theory, and (b) in the formulation

of his final field equations. In the conclusion of their
paper "Einstein and Hilbert , " the authors summarize

their suggestions as follows:

The evidence of the correspondance raises the
possibi-1ity that HILBERT was in part ïesponsible
for heightening EINSTEIN's discontent with the
EINSTEIN-GROSSMANN theory, and it suggests, but
does not prove, that HILBERTTs results deterrnined

25 .̂60rn,
"Die Grundlagen

"Hi lbert , "
der Physik

pp. 595-96; see also Hilbert,
, Ir" p. 397.



29I
EINSTEIN's transition from (14) [G,_ = yT. I to
(i8) lGirn = X(Ti, lrrrrll.zo 

' 1m /\-rmr --

The "evidence" given for (a) is the postcard dated

7 Novenber L?IT which Einstein sent to Hilbert.
According to Earman and Glymour this postcard "raises
the intriguing possibility that HILBERT was the soweï of
the seed Iof doubt against the Einstein-Grossmann

)1theoryf."'' 0n the postcard, Einstein indicated that
sommerfeld had told him in a letter that Hilbert had

raised some objections against Einsteinrs 1914 compre-

hensive pup"t.28 Besides the fact that the objections in
question are not known, there is no reason to believe
that Hilbert's objections hrere "the seed of doubt."
Rather, as we have seen above, it appears fron Einstein's
letter to sommerfeld dated 28 November 191s (as well as

the letter to Lorentz dated 1 January 1916) that the

discovery of the faultiness of the derivation might in
fact have cone after Einstein's discovery that the theory
did not satisfy a rotational relativity and did not yie1d.

the correct precession of the perihelion of Mercury. At

that stage, the theory was probably already dead in

26^-"Earman/Glymour, "Einstein and Hi1bert,"p. 307.

27_. ..-'Ibid., p. 296.
2SEirrrtein, "Formale Grundlage,' (1g14) .

d-
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Einsteinrs nind" In any case, as already mentioned, the

faultiness of one, a posteriori, derivation did not

entail the invalidity of the field equations. It is

likely that Hilbertrs arguments just confirned what

Einstein already suspected, nanely that the derivation

could not be sound given the two other failures. As to

the suggestion (b), the authors rely on the assumption

that Hilbert communicated the field equations of the

printed version to Einstein prior to ZS Novenber 1915

but do not specify how Einstei.n could have been

influenced. We have seen that Einstein believed the

equations communicated by Hilbert to be equivalent to his

11 November equations. Einstein, perhaps, did not even

analyze Hilbert's theory carefully because he disliked
Hilbert's overall approach. On a postcard to Paul

Ehrenfest dated 2,4 May 1916, Einstein wrote: "I do not

like Hilbertrs formulation. It is unnecessarily

specialized in what concerns matter, unnecessarily

cornplicated, not honest (= Gaussian) in its developnent

(attempt to play the superman by veiling the nethods)."29

29"Hi1berts Darstellung gefâr1t mir nicht. Sie
ist unnôtig spezie11, was die Materie anbelangt,
unnôtig kompli ziert, ni.cht..ehrlich (= gauss isch) im
Aufbau (Vorspiegelung des Ubernenschen durch Verschleie-
rung der Methoden)," Einstein to Ehrenfest, 24 May 1916,
in Carl Seelig, Albert Einstein (1960), p. 276.



In any case, there is no evidence that Hilbert's "rrt"::;
influenced Einstein. 0n the other hand we have seen

that Einstein's transition from the field equations

auu = - XTuu to the f inal ones auu = -x (Tuv - l gi,nrl

was entirely natural. Thus, the above suggestion can

safely be dismissed as being insufficiently documented.

Hilbert, except for his initial faux pâs, cannot be

blarned for the subsequent priority claims in his favor.

As long as the Einstein-Hilbert correspondance was

inaccessible such claims could invoke some plausibility
which, in my view, is no longer possible.
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